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What's new in this release
World Programming is pleased to announce version 4.2 of WPS Hub. This version includes many
improvements, updates to the WPS Hub portal, and new functionality.

WPS Hub portal
WPS Hub portal contains the following new features at this release:

• Job management:

‣ Manage asynchronous jobs.
‣ View the results of asynchronous jobs run in the past.

• Scheduler

‣ Define triggers to schedule when asynchronous jobs are invoked.
• The portal screens have been revised for improved consumer experience:

‣ The deployment screen usage has been improved.
‣ The usability of the Directory screen has been improved.
‣ Improved colour usage in the portal.

Deployment Services
WPS Hub Deployment Services contains the following new features at this release:

• Asynchronous Execution:

‣ Separates the request to invoke a program from the program's response to the requesting client.
‣ Enables more efficient management of long-running programs.
‣ The WPS Hub portal is be used to managed asynchronous jobs.

• Scheduler:

‣ Enables scheduling of recurring and future asynchronous jobs.
‣ Access to job scheduling and monitoring is controlled through roles.

• Program Packages:

‣ WPS Workbench can be used to create and manage WPS Hub program packages.
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• Python support:

‣ WPS Hub can invoke Python programs that are included in program packages. Python programs
are run directly, using their native interpreter.

WPS Hub Deployment Services was previously known as OnDemand.

Administration
WPS Hub deployment services contains the following new features have been added for WPS Hub
Administrators at this release:

• New configuration and installation methods:

‣ The installation and configuration process has been simplified.
‣ Intallation packages are supplied for Microsoft Windows (MSI) and Linux (RPM).
‣ WPS Hub now uses a YAML-formatted file for configuration. Post-installation configuration can be

made through the WPS Hub portal, or by editing the configuration file.
• Changes to licence appllication:

‣ The WPS Hub license key can now either be placed in the WPS Hub installation folders or the
location specified in the WPS Hub configuration file.

• Flexible LDAP support:

‣ LDAP queries can now be configured to find users and groups in the directory.
• Hub permissions controlled by access roles:

‣ New User and Portal User roles have been added to control access permissions.
‣ The HubUsers and HubAdministrators groups no longer control access permissions.
‣ Users imported from LDAP are no longer automatically added to the HubUsers group.
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Overview of WPS Hub
WPS Hub is an enterprise management tool with two core functions: WPS Enterprise and Deployment
Services. Supporting these two core functions, there are numerous Hub Administration functions,
allowing control of who can access the features of WPS Hub and at what level. WPS Hub is available for
Microsoft Windows and Linux operating systems.

Hub Functional Structure
WPS Hub has three main parts:

• WPS Enterprise holds access details and credentials for data sources, removing the need to hard
code them into language statements.

• Deployment Services permits SAS language, R language and Python language programs to be run
by external users over HTTP or HTTPS; for example from a web browser, or using a utility such
as the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in. Programs can either be run synchronously, giving a response
immediately, or submitted as asynchronous jobs, with their results viewable when complete in the
WPS Hub web portal. Deployment Services programs are run by Deployment Services hosts, which
can be any computer running  WPS Analytics that the WPS Hub host can connect to.

• Hub Administration includes: management of WPS Hub users and groups, management of
Deployment Services hosts and host credentials, and a sophisticated access control facility. There
are also audit logs available for all WPS Hub functions, and system logs and data for diagnostics and
support.

An overview of the functional structure of WPS Hub is shown in the following diagram:
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Components of WPS Hub, as shown in the diagram, are as follows:

• WPS Hub

WPS Hub is an enterprise management tool with two core functions: WPS Enterprise and WPS
Deployment Services, as well as WPS Hub Administration functions. WPS Hub can be managed
either locally or remotely using a web interface known as the WPS Hub web portal.
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• Hub Administration

Hub Administration functions include:

‣ Users and Groups

WPS Hub requires a username and password to grant access to any of its services. These
credentials can either be created and stored within WPS Hub for use only with WPS Hub, or they
can be imported LDAP users. If the latter option is chosen, 'single sign-on' can be implemented.
Either type of user can be included in various WPS Hub user groups, which allow different levels
of access to WPS Hub to be specified.

‣ Hub Management

The WPS Hub web portal can be used to manage all aspects of Hub, including access control, the
definition of Deployment Services hosts and their access credentials, as well as access to an audit
log of all WPS Hub activity.

• WPS Enterprise

WPS Enterprise provides centralised definitions for data sources, which are then accessible from
Workbench. WPS Enterprise functions include:

‣ Data source mapping allows libraries to be defined centrally within WPS Hub and then referenced
directly from Workbench (replacing Libname statements with their hard-coded library definitions).

‣ Credential mapping stores access credentials for those data sources.
• Deployment Services

WPS Deployment Services enables SAS language, R language and Python language programs to
be run by external users over HTTP and HTTPS. WPS Hub stores these programs either in its own
database (only for SAS language and R language programs), or via a link to a Git repository (referred
to in WPS Hub as a program package). Programs can then be deployed into environments, which are
conceptual containers for the deployed programs, with optional authentication and security restrictions
for each environment if required. Each environment contains runtime servers to run these deployed
programs using WPS Processing Engines.

Note:
At a system level (for example, services and configuration files), Deployment Services is often
referred to as On Demand. These two terms are interchangeable.
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• Deployment Services Management

Deployment Services allows large numbers of remote users to run SAS language, R language and
Python language programs over HTTP or HTTPS.

Deployment Services Management within Hub includes:

‣ Programs

Programs can be created, stored and managed using WPS Hub Deployment Services.
Alternatively, for more complex programming implementations, such as those with multiple source
files or multiple resources, program packages can be defined. WPS Hub uses the Git version
control system to manage program packages, either by maintaining its own internal WPS Hub Git
repository, known as an internal program package, or by referencing an external Git repository,
known as an external program package.

‣ Deployment Management

For Deployment Services programs to be run externally, they need to be deployed into
environments. To facilitate this, a number of Deployment Services entities need to be set up, as
described below. Deployment management functions within WPS Hub allow these Deployment
Services entities to be created and managed.

‣ Runtime servers, engines and worker processes

Runtime hosts are the machines (physical or virtual) within environments that host runtimes, which
in turn run Deployment Services programs. Conceptually, runtimes exist within environments (not
pictured), which can also be defined from within Hub. Runtimes contain one or more engines,
which use worker processes to run programs from the WPS Hub directory when requested.

Runtimes can be called either directly by external users, or via an externally provided load
balancer. In either case, Deployment Services consumers will access programs over HTTP via a
URL and will be unaware of the mechanism by which the deployed program is being run.

‣ Asynchronous jobs. WPS Hub asynchronous jobs separate the request to run a Hub program from
the Hub program's response back to the requestor. This allows Deployment Services deployed
programs to be scheduled to run on a Hub host without a processing overhead for the requesting
client side.

The concepts of Deployment Services, as described above, are shown in the following diagram.
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WPS Hub Architecture and Connectivity
The architecture and connectivity of a typical WPS Hub installation are shown in the following diagram:
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As can be seen in the diagram, WPS Hub is based around two or more installations, which can be on the
same or different hosts. The WPS Hub host contains an H2 database, or a link to an external database,
which stores the data required by WPS Hub: programs (or links to Git repositories of programs), users,
and other data. The WPS host (or hosts) are used by Deployment Services and will run SAS language, R
language and Python language (version 3.5.0 or greater) when requested via HTTP or HTTPS. All WPS
Hub operations are managed by services installed on these hosts.
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Installation and Configuration
WPS Hub can be installed on either a Windows or Linux host using a package downloadable from the
World Programming website. Configuration is via a WPS Hub configuration file and the WPS Hub web
portal, available from a web browser once WPS Hub has been installed and bootstrapped.

Overview of a WPS Hub installation
WPS Hub consists of three core components and comes with the ability to configure additional optional
features.

A WPS Hub installation consists of:

• The core WPS Hub system, created from an installation package and run as a service.
• A WPS Hub configuration file, used to set various system parameters.
• A database, either WPS Hub's own internal database (supplied with the installation package) or a

linked external database.

You can choose to configure the following optional features:

• HTTPS.
• LDAP import of users and groups.
• Single sign-on via Kerberos.

In addition to the above are two optional services, supplied with the standard WPS Analytics installation:

• On Demand Runtime, which manages Deployment Services. This can be installed on the same host
as WPS Hub, or on a separate host.

• WPS Agent. See Installing WPS agent  (page 46).

Installation Prerequisites
Prior to installing WPS Hub and any optional features, a number of pre-requisites are required.

Host permissions
Ensure that you have administrator privileges on the host.
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License Key
Obtain a WPS Hub licence key from World Programming. This is separate from the WPS Analytics
licence key. The WPS Hub licence key is an alphanumeric string to be stored in a file. The default file
path and name for this is as follows:

• Linux: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/licence.txt
• Windows: C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc\licence.txt

The above locations are specified in the Deployment Services configuration file (see licence  (page
27)).

HTTPS
If you want to use HTTPS to secure communications with the WPS Hub server, you will need to create or
obtain an internally or externally signed digital certificate. HTTPS is optional, but strongly recommended
for production systems.

LDAP
If you want to use LDAP to import users and groups from elsewhere (for example, from Active Directory),
you need to know the LDAP configuration settings for your system. If you do not know these settings,
contact your IT department.

Single sign-on
If you want to use domain user names and passwords for logging in to WPS Hub (single sign-on), you
might need to install some additional packages on the WPS Hub server and also on the web browsers.

Non-standard installations
If you plan to use any other installation configuration, contact World Programming Support for advice.

System Requirements
WPS Hub has system requirements for its operating system, database and web clients to access the
WPS Hub web portal.

Operating System
WPS Hub can be installed and configured on the following operating systems:

• Linux: Centos 7.6 or later, running Systemd.
• Windows 8 or later, or Windows Server 2012 or later.
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Database
WPS Hub requires a database to operate. This database can be:

• WPS Hub's own internal H2 database.
• MariaDB, version 10 or later.
• MySQL, version 8 or later.
• PostgreSQL, version 9.6 or later.

Web clients
The WPS Hub web portal is accessed from a web browser. Supported browsers are:

• Google Chrome, the latest or last major version.
• Mozilla Firefox, the latest or last major version.
• Microsoft Edge, the latest or last major version.

Installing WPS Hub
WPS Hub is available for Linux or Windows and is installed using a package downloadable from the
World Programming website. For Linux operating systems, this package is an RPM file, and for Windows
it is an MSI file.

Installing WPS Hub: Linux
WPS Hub can be initially installed from the Linux command line. Optional features can either be chosen
and configured during initial installation, or at a subsequent time.

Before you begin, ensure that you meet the Installation Prerequisites  (page 13) and System
Requirements  (page 14).

To carry out the installation as documented here, you will require superuser access to install the WPS
Hub software and enable systemd services, however the wpshub user should be used to run the
bootstrap command. These instructions achieve this using the sudo command.

If you are installing WPS Hub as an upgrade, ensure that you back up the WPS Hub database and
configuration files before starting. Backing up WPS Hub is covered by the Administration section of this
guide.

To install WPS Hub:

1. Log in to the intended WPS Hub host as a user with sudo access.
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2. Remove any existing installations of WPS Hub by typing the commands below, each followed by
Return. If there is no existing installation of WPS Hub on this server, then skip to step 3.

sudo systemctl stop wpshub
sudo systemctl disable wpshub
sudo yum remove wpshub-4

For the last command, press Y followed by Return to confirm when asked, and then continue by
typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo rm -rf /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4

The existing WPS Hub installation has now been removed.
3. Download the WPS Hub installation package:

a. From a web browser, go to https://www.worldprogramming.com.
b. Log in to your World Programming account.
c. From the downloads area, download the WPS Hub RPM installation package.
d. If necessary, copy the WPS Hub RPM installation package to the intended WPS Hub host.

4. Install the WPS Hub installation package:

a. At the command line interface, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo yum install package.rpm

where package is the WPS Hub installation package file name and file path.
b. At the Is this ok prompt, press Y and then Return.

The installation continues, then finishes and returns you to the command prompt.
5. If you are using WPS Hub's own internal H2 database, skip to the next step (6  (page 16)). If

however you want to use a different database, at this point copy a .jar file containing the database
drivers to /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/extralibs/.

6. Copy the WPS Hub licence key to the file /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/
licence.txt.

An alternative file path and file name can be chosen, if this is specified in the WPS Hub configuration
file (see step 7).

7. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file as appropriate: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/
local.yaml. For guidance on completing the WPS Hub configuration file, see the commented file /
opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/default.yaml and the reference section The WPS
Hub configuration file  (page 19). Ensure that you include the licence key file path.

Note:
This file is owned by the user wpshub, so you will require superuser or wpshub user access to edit
the file.
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8. Next, we need to bootstrap WPS Hub as the user that WPS Hub will run as:

a. Open a shell as the wpshub user, by typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo -u wpshub /bin/sh

b. At the shell prompt, type the following command followed by Return:

/opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/bin/wpshub bootstrap

After a short pause, a user name and password is given for an initial administrative user; make a
note of both for use later (if required, these bootstrap defaults can be specified in the The WPS
Hub configuration file  (page 19)). If you are upgrading WPS Hub and this user is discovered
on the existing Hub database, a message will display indicating that the user name and password
will be left unchanged. Finally, a boostrap successful message is displayed.

c. Exit the shell by pressing Ctrl + D.
9. Now enable and start the WPS Hub service, by typing the following commands at the command line

interface, each followed by Return:

sudo systemctl enable /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/wpshub.service
sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

10.If you want to use journalctl with WPS Hub, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo journalctl -u wpshub

WPS Hub is now running. You can now proceed to Testing a WPS Hub installation  (page 27).
If you have installed WPS Hub as an upgrade, you should now restore the WPS Hub database and
configuration files that you backed up earlier. Restoring WPS Hub is covered by the Administration
section.

Installing WPS Hub: Windows
WPS Hub can be initially installed from a downloaded MSI installation package. Optional features can
either be chosen and configured during initial installation, or at a subsequent time.

Before you begin, ensure that you meet the Installation Prerequisites  (page 13) and System
Requirements  (page 14).

To carry out the installation as documented here, you will require administration access.

If you are installing WPS Hub as an upgrade, ensure that you back up the WPS Hub database and
configuration files before starting. Backing up WPS Hub is covered by the Administration section of this
guide.

1. Log in to the intended WPS Hub host. This may either be as a user with administrative access; or
as a standard user, but with administrative credentials available to enter when required during the
installation process.

2. Remove any existing installations of WPS Hub using the Windows Add or remove programs feature.
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3. Download the WPS Hub installation package:

a. From a web browser, go to https://www.worldprogramming.com.
b. Log in to your World Programming account.
c. From the downloads area, download the WPS Hub Windows MSI installation package.
d. If necessary, copy the WPS Hub Windows MSI installation package to the intended WPS Hub

host.
4. Run the MSI installation file as an administrative user and complete the following steps:

a. At the WPS Hub Setup window, review the WPS Hub Setup License Agreement text, and if you
agree to all the terms and conditions, tick I accept the terms in the License Agreement.

By default, WPS Hub will be installed in C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\. To change this
location, click Advanced, specify a new location, then click Back.

b. Click Install.

If you are not logged in as an administrator, you will now be prompted for administrative
credentials.

c. After a short installation process, the WPS Hub Setup window indicates that installation is
complete. Click Finish.

5. If you are using WPS Hub's own internal H2 database, skip to the next step (6  (page 18)). If
however you want to use a different database, at this point copy a .jar file containing the database
drivers to C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\extralibs\. If you installed WPS Hub in a non-
standard location, this path will be different.

6. Copy the WPS Hub licence key to the file C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc\licence.txt.

An alternative file path and file name can be chosen, if this is specified in the WPS Hub configuration
file (see step 7).

7. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file as appropriate: C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc
\local.yaml. For guidance on completing the WPS Hub configuration file, see the commented file
C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc\default.yaml and the reference section The WPS Hub
configuration file  (page 19). Ensure that you include the licence key file path.

Note:
This file requires administration access to edit.

8. Next, we need to bootstrap and run WPS Hub:

a. Open a command prompt window with administrative rights.
b. Change directory to C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\bin\
c. Type setup bootstrap.

After a short pause, you will be prompted with an initial password for the user
HubAdministrator. Make a note of this password (you can change it later).

d. Type wpshub to start WPS Hub.
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WPS Hub is now running. You can now proceed to Testing a WPS Hub installation  (page 27).
If you have installed WPS Hub as an upgrade, you should now restore the WPS Hub database and
configuration files that you backed up earlier. Restoring WPS Hub is covered by the Administration
section.

The WPS Hub configuration file
WPS Hub system parameters are set and stored by a YAML formatted configuration file that is read by
WPS Hub as WPS Hub runs, and during initial bootstrapping.

Making changes to the WPS Hub configuration file
The WPS Hub configuration file can only be edited prior to WPS Hub being bootstrapped (an installation
step), or with the WPS Hub service stopped (see Services  (page 28)). When WPS Hub is running,
the WPS Hub configuration file is locked for editing. Any new configuration values resulting from editing
are read during bootstrapping, or when the WPS Hub service is restarted.

Included Configuration Files
Two files are provided with WPS Hub:

• local.yaml: This is the WPS Hub configuration file and is supplied blank.

‣ Linux: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/local.yaml
‣ Windows: C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc\local.yaml

• default.yaml: This file is a template for the WPS Hub configuration file, listing and describing
every possible entry. Every line in the file is commented out.

‣ Linux: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/default.yaml
‣ Windows: C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc\default.yaml

Use of system properties in file paths
The WPS Hub configuration file makes use of system properties for file paths, which are set when WPS
Hub is started by these files:

• Linux: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/bin/wpshub
• Windows: C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\bin\wpshub.bat

For example, on Linux the location of the H2 database file can be specified in the WPS Hub
configuration file as ${hub.data}/wpshub.h2.db.
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Syntax
Note:
Ensure that you leave a space between the colon after a key name and the key's assigned value. For
example: type: internal is valid syntax, but type:internal is not.

Specifying a WPS Hub configuration file
When executing any WPS Hub commands (for example: wpshub bootstrap, wpshub export etc),
it is possible to specify an alternative WPS Hub configuration file by using the option --config=<file
path and name>. The specified file will be read instead of the usual WPS Hub configuration file.

WPS Hub configuration file key reference
The WPS Hub configuration file is split into sections denoted by YAML keys, with individual configuration
settings given by further, secondary keys. This section documents every key, with a heading given for
each primary key.

Database
Settings governing the WPS Hub database, which stores users, groups, programs and other data
involved in the running of WPS Hub.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

type internal

mariadb

postgresql

mysql

internal instructs WPS Hub to use its own
internal H2 database. Alternatively, to use an
external database, specify one of the other
database types.

file If the internal database is used, this specifies
the location of the H2 database file.

host For an external database, specifies the host
name.

database Specifies the name of the database to use
with Hub.

port For an external database, specifies the HTTP
port used to communicate with it.

user For an external database, specifies the user
used to log into the database.

password or
passwordFile

password specifies the password used to
access the database.
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Secondary Key Values Accepted Description
passwordFile specifies a filepath and file
name for a text file containing the database
access password. The first line of that file will
be used as the password.

Portal
Settings for the WPS Hub web portal, the access point for WPS Hub users and administrators.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

docroot The root directory containing resources for
the WPS Hub web portal.

Documentation
These settings are for the documentation set that is included with WPS Hub.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

indexDir The directory in which the WPS Hub
documentation index will be written.

docroot The root directory from which WPS Hub
documentation files will be served.

Authentication

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

externalAuthenticationType ldap

kerberos

External authentication method.

tokenValidityPeriod ISO 8601 duration string The time period for which authentication
tokens remain valid.

sso
Settings for Kerberos single sign-on.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

enableSso true

false

Whether or not Kerberos single-sign-on is
enabled.
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Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

serviceName

hostname

domain

The Kerberos service name to use as part of
the service principal name during Kerberos
pre-authentication. The service principal is
constructed from these variables as follows:
serviceName + "/" + hostname + "@" +
domain

keytabFile The filepath and file name of the keytab file to
use during Kerberos pre-authentication.

hostmonitor
These settings are for the WPS Agent service that WPS Hub uses to communicate with WPS hosts.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

monitorFrequency Positive integer (seconds) The interval, in seconds, at which the WPS
Agent service on each machine is contacted
for status.

updateInfoFrequency Positive integer (seconds) The interval, in seconds, at which the full host
information is retrieved from each host. Value
is in seconds.

bootstrap
Settings for initial bootstrapping of WPS Hub during installation. These settings define the initial user
name and password.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

adminUsername The name of the initial administrative user
created when bootstrapping WPS Hub. If not
specified, HubAdministrator will be used.

adminDisplayname The display name of the initial administrative
user. If not specified, Hub Administrator
will be used.

adminPassword The initial password for the initial
administrative user. If not specified, a
password will be randomly generated and
displayed when bootstrapping.

gitrepositories
Defines settings for WPS Hub managed Git repositories used for program packages.
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Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

baseDir Base directory in which WPS Hub managed
Git repositories are created.

ondemandmonitor
Settings for WPS Hub's monitoring of Deployment Services runtime servers.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

monitorFrequency Positive integer (seconds) The interval, in seconds, at which the
Deployment Services runtime server is
contacted for status.

packagemanager
Defines settings for cloned Git repositories used for program packages.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

baseDir Base directory in which clones of external Git
repositories are made.

gitlogs
Defines the location for WPS Hub log files concerning interaction with Git.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

baseDir Base directory in which Git interaction log
files are written.

ondemandpublisher
Settings for WPS Hub's monitoring of Deployment Services runtime servers.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

monitorFrequency Positive integer (seconds) The interval, in seconds, at which the
ondemand runtime server configuration is
checked.

userpasswords
Settings for WPS Hub storage of passwords.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

saltLength The length of salt (in bits) applied before
hashing.
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Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

iterations The number of function iterations to perform.

keyLength The desired bit-length of the derived key.

ldap
Settings for import of users and groups from Active Directory using LDAP.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

ldapUrl The URL of the LDAP server. This can use
either the LDAP or LDAPS protocol.

authenticationPrincipal string in the form
user@domain.local

The LDAP user to connect as when
performing user or group lookup.

authenticationCredentials The password for the authentication principal
user.

searchSubtree true

false

Whether or not to enable a deep search
through the tree.

searchBase Optional base name to start search from.

usernameAttribute Name of the attribute that should be used to
define the user name within the repository.

displayNameAttribute Name of the attribute that should be used to
define the display name within the repository.

emailAddressAttribute Name of the attribute that should be used
to define the email address within the
repository.

memberOfAttribute Name of the attribute that defines the list of
group names of which the user is a member.

groupNameAttribute Name of the attribute that should be used to
define the group name within the repository.

groupDisplayNameAttribute Name of the attribute that should be used to
define the display name of a group within the
repository.

groupDescriptionAttribute Name of the attribute that should be used to
define the description of a group within the
repository.

listAllUsersQuery An LDAP query used to list
users in the LDAP server.

An LDAP query to be used to list all users
in the LDAP server. This is used when
synchronising users.
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Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

listAllGroupsQuery An LDAP query used to list
groups in the LDAP server.

An LDAP query to be used to list all groups
in the LDAP server. This is used when
synchronising groups and users.

ldapsync
Settings for LDAP synchronisation.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

syncIntervalUnit minute, hour, or day. Unit of time in which the sync interval is
measured.

syncIntervalCount The sync interval.

enableSync true

false

Enables LDAP sync.

groupsToImportFrom The list of group names from which users will
be imported. If null or empty, all users will
be imported. The list of users to be imported
can be restricted to only those that are a
member of certain LDAP groups by listing
those groups here.

http
Settings for HTTP and HTTPS.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

bindAddress The address that Hub;s internal web server
is bound to, for access by the WPS Hub web
portal and Hub REST API.

httpPort The port to bind to for HTTP, if enabled.

httpsPort The port to bind to for HTTPS, if enabled.

enableHttp true

false

Whether to enable HTTP.

enableHttps true

false

Whether to enable HTTPS.

keystore Filepath and file name of the Java keystore
for use when HTTPS is enabled.
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Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

keystoreType The type of key store. If not specified, this
defaults to JKS.

keystorePassword String The password for the keystore.

keyPassword String The password for the key entry.

coreThreadPoolSize Positive integer The core number of threads in the HTTP(S)
thread pool. If not specified, this defaults to
twice the number of cores on the machine.

maxThreadPoolSize Positive integer The maximum number of threads in the
HTTP(S) thread pool. If not specified, this
defaults to twice the number of cores on the
machine.

selectorRunners Positive integer The number of HTTP acceptor threads. If left
blank, this defaults to the number of cores on
the WPS Hub host.

quartz
Settings for Quartz, which WPS Hub uses as an internal scheduler.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

threadCount positive integer The number of threads in the Quartz thread
pool.

threadPriority The thread priority of the threads in the
Quartz thread pool

blobstore
Settings for the Blobstore service, which WPS Hub uses for storage.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

chunkLength positive integer The chunk size, in bytes, used when splitting
blobs into chunks for storage in the WPS Hub
database.

ondemandclient
Settings for the On Demand (Deployment Services) client.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

coreThreadPoolSize positive integer Specifies the core number of threads in the
Asynchronous HTTP client's thread pool.
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Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

maxThreadPoolSize positive integer Specifies the maximum number of threads in
the Asynchronous HTTP client's thread pool.
If not specified, this defaults to the number of
cores on the machine.

licence
The current WPS Hub licence key.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

keyfile file path and file name Points to a file containing the complete text of
the licence key.

asyncod
Asynchronous job configuration settings.

Secondary Key Values Accepted Description

odLostTimeout numeric The timeout for monitoring Async Jobs, in
seconds.

Testing a WPS Hub installation
A WPS Hub installation can be tested by browsing to the WPS Hub web portal using a web browser.

To test a WPS Hub installation, open a browser and then construct a URL to browse to WPS Hub. By
default, the URL consists of the machine name and port 8181, using HTTP (example shown below).

A different URL, or HTTPS access, can be configured by the WPS Hub configuration file.
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Services
Three services support the WPS Hub and Deployment Services environments: a WPS Hub service, a
Deployment Services service and a WPS agent service. To facilitate administrative actions (such as
changing the WPS Hub configuration file), these services can be stopped, started and restarted.

WPS Hub service
The WPS Hub service is installed on the WPS Hub host and runs basic WPS Hub functionality, such as
access to the WPS Hub web portal. This service is named as follows:

• Linux: wpshub.service.
• Windows: WPS Hub Service.

Deployment Services service
The Deployment Services service is installed on the runtime host environment and processes requests to
run programs. The port number that this service communicates with is set at installation. This service is
named as follows:

• Linux: wpsondmd.service.
• Windows: WPS On Demand Runtime.

WPS agent service
The WPS agent service is installed on the runtime host environment and monitors environment
resources. The port number that WPS agent communicates with is set at installation. This service is
named as follows:

• Linux: wpsagent.service.
• Windows: WPS Host Agent.

Stopping, Starting and Restarting Services - Linux
Using the command line to stop, start and restart WPS Hub services on Linux installations of WPS Hub.

Overview
WPS Hub services use systemd, so can be controlled from the command line using the systemctl
command.
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Stopping Services
To stop a service, type the following in the command line interface, followed by Return:

sudo systemctl stop service

where service is wpshub.service, wpsondmd.service, or wpsagent.service.

Starting Services
To start a service, type the following in the command line interface, followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start service

where service is wpshub.service, wpsondmd.service, or wpsagent.service.

Restarting Services
To restart a service, type the following in the command line interface, followed by Return:

sudo systemctl restart service

where service is wpshub.service, wpsondmd.service, or wpsagent.service.

Stopping, Starting and Restarting Services -
Windows
Using the Windows Services application to stop, start and restart WPS Hub services on Windows
installations of WPS Hub.

To stop, start or restart a service on Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, then
locate the required service, either WPS Host Agent, WPS Hub Service, or WPS On Demand Runtime.
Right-click on the service and select Start, Stop, or Restart as appropriate.

Optional configuration
Before using WPS Hub in your organisation, a number of optional components can be configured.

Optional configuration steps are as follows:

• Enable HTTPS to secure communications with WPS Hub. This is optional, but strongly recommended
for production deployments. See HTTPS  (page 30).

• Use LDAP to import users and groups into WPS Hub from an LDAP server, for example from Active
Directory. See LDAP  (page 31).

• Enable single sign-on so that authorised users are automatically authenticated to WPS Hub. See
Single Sign-On (SSO)  (page 34).
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• Install and configure Deployment Services. See Installing and configuring WPS Deployment
Services  (page 36).

HTTPS
By default, the WPS Hub server is configured to use HTTP, which is not secure. In a production system,
it is strongly recommended that you enable HTTPS, which encrypts the communications between WPS
Hub server and client browsers.

WPS Hub uses a standard Java keystore to store WPS Hub security certificates. Certificates can be
generated using the Keytool included with the WPS Hub JRE.

Note:
When creating a keystore for SSL certificates and private keys (to run WPS Hub with HTTPS), ensure
that all entries in the keystore have the same password.

Configuring HTTPS
HTTPS can be configured using a JKS keystore type, generated using the WPS Hub JRE KeyTool. The
WPS Hub configuration file can then be used to configure WPS Hub to use HTTPS.

To configure HTTPS:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Generate a Java KeyStore.

For example, on Linux the Keytool included with the WPS Hub JRE can be used at the command line
as follows: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/jre/bin/keytool -genkey -keyalg RSA
-alias serverKey -keystore <keystore>.jks -storepass passwor -validity 365

-keysize 2048 -dname "cn=localhost" -keypass password, where <keystore> is the file
name and filepath to the Keystore file generated

For more information on KeyTool, see the online Java KeyTool documentation.
3. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file to include HTTPS configuration details.

For information on each field, see WPS Hub configuration file: HTTP section  (page 25), and for
general information on the WPS Hub configuration file see The WPS Hub configuration file  (page
19).
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4. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.

HTTPS is enabled over the specified port, using the generated KeyStore. You can now test the
connection by following the steps in Testing a WPS Hub installation  (page 27), replacing HTTP
with HTTPS in the URL.

LDAP
WPS Hub can import users and groups from an Active Directory server using its LDAP interface.

The LDAP import can be configured to re-occur at a specified interval, thus keeping the imported users
and groups synchronised to the specified Active Directory server. Hub can either import all users and
groups from an Active Directory server, or a specified subset.

LDAP imported users and groups can exist alongside users and groups created within WPS Hub.

Configuring WPS Hub to use LDAP
WPS Hub can be configured to use LDAP either by entering LDAP configuration information in the WPS
Hub configuration file, or by using the WPS Hub web portal.

Both methods offer the same control, but the WPS Hub configuration file may be more convenient,
particularly when installing WPS Hub.

Configuring WPS Hub to use LDAP using the WPS Hub
configuration file

Using the WPS Hub configuration file to configure WPS Hub to use LDAP.

To configure WPS Hub to use LDAP using the WPS Hub configuration file:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.
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2. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file to include LDAP configuration details.

For information on each field, see WPS Hub configuration file: LDAP section  (page 24), and for
general information on the WPS Hub configuration file see The WPS Hub configuration file  (page
19).

3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.

WPS Hub is now configured to use LDAP. The WPS Hub web portal can now be used to import users
and groups, as described by Importing LDAP users and groups  (page 33).

Configuring WPS Hub to use LDAP using the WPS Hub web
portal

Using the WPS Hub web portal to configure WPS Hub to use LDAP.

To configure WPS Hub to use LDAP using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. Click on LDAP.
4. Enter the following information:

a. LDAP URL:The URL of the LDAP server. This can use either the LDAP or LDAPS protocol.
b. Authentication Principal: The LDAP user to connect as when performing user or group lookup.

This should be in the form user@domain.local.
c. Authentication Credentials: The password for the authentication principal user.
d. Search base: Optional base name to start search from.
e. Search sub tree: Whether or not to enable a deep search through the tree.
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5. If advanced options are required, then click Advanced to display the following options:

a. User Name Attribute: Name of the attribute that should be used to define the user name within
the repository.

b. Display Name Attribute: Name of the attribute that should be used to define the display name
within the repository.

c. Email Address Attribute: Name of the attribute that should be used to define the email address
within the repository.

d. Group Name Attribute: Name of the attribute that should be used to define the group name
within the repository.

e. Group Display Name Attribute: Name of the attribute that should be used to define the display
name of a group within the repository.

f. Group Description Attribute: Name of the attribute that should be used to define the description
of a group within the repository.

g. User Member-Of Attribute: Name of the attribute that defines the list of group names of which
the user is a member.

h. LDAP query to list all users: An LDAP query to be used to list all users in the LDAP server. This
is used when synchronising users.

i. LDAP query to list all groups: An LDAP query to be used to list all groups in the LDAP server.
This is used when synchronising groups and users.

WPS Hub is now configured to use LDAP. The WPS Hub web portal can now be used to import users
and groups, as described by Importing LDAP users and groups  (page 33).

Importing LDAP users and groups
Once LDAP has been configured, the WPS Hub web portal can be used to import LDAP users into the
WPS Hub database.

To import users into WPS Hub using LDAP:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. Click LDAP.
4. Click Synchronize Now ( ).

A Synchronizing LDAP message is displayed. When synchronisation is complete, Synchronization
was successful is displayed, along with a summary of the synchronisation.

5. Click Close.

If new users and groups were imported, they will now be visible in the Users and Groups sections.
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Single Sign-On (SSO)
WPS Hub can be configured to accept Kerberos single sign-on (SSO) authentication. Once single
sign-on has been configured, WPS Hub uses domain credentials to authenticate portal users without
requiring separate logging in. With SSO configured, WPS Hub can also use domain credentials to
authenticate requests from Workbench, for example to resolve an authentication domain for the currently
signed-on domain user.

Once WPS Hub has been configured to enable single sign-on, when a user navigates to the WPS Hub
web portal, the browser attempts to get a Kerberos Service Ticket (ST) for the HTTP service on the
WPS Hub server within the configured default Kerberos domain. Similarly, when Workbench attempts
to authenticate with WPS Hub, for example, to resolve the credentials for an authentication domain,
Workbench attempts to get a Kerberos Service Ticket (ST) for the HTTP service on the host name
specified in the HUB_SERVER system option.

On Linux WPS Hub hosts, you can use the klist command to show the service tickets you currently
have. This enables you to see whether the browser or WPS Hub has acquired a service ticket or not.

Configuring single sign-on
To configure single sign-on, three steps need to be performed. These steps are to configure Kerberos,
configure WPS Hub, and to configure clients that access WPS Hub.

To configure single sign-on, you need to:

• Configure the Kerberos server for single sign-on to WPS Hub. See Configuring the Kerberos server
for single sign-on to WPS Hub  (page 34).

• Configure WPS Hub to support single sign-on. See Configuring WPS Hub for single sign-on  (page
35)).

• Configure clients that access WPS Hub to support single sign-on. See Configuring WPS Hub clients
for single sign-on  (page 35).

Configuring the Kerberos server for single sign-on to WPS Hub

The Kerberos server must be configured for SSO before this feature can be used with WPS Hub.

To configure Kerberos single sign-on to WPS Hub:

1. Ensure that an HTTP service principal name (SPN) exists for the WPS Hub server.
2. For this service, generate a keytab file that WPS Hub can use to authenticate to the domain

controller. Because this file contains a credential, ensure that it is appropriately protected.
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Configuring WPS Hub for single sign-on

WPS Hub can be configured for single sign-on using the WPS Hub configuration file.

Before you begin, if your Kerberos server uses strong cryptography (recommended), you need to ensure
that the Java Runtime Environment on WPS Hub is configured to use unlimited strength cryptography.
To do this, download the JRE Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy
Files from Oracle and extract the JAR files to the folder <wpshub-application path>/jre/lib/
security, where <wpshub-application path> is the location where WPS Hub is installed. If WPS
Hub is uninstalled in the future, these new files will be removed by the uninstallation process.

To configure WPS Hub for single sign-on

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file to include SSO configuration details.

For information on each field, see WPS Hub configuration file: SSO section  (page 21), and for
general information on the WPS Hub configuration file see The WPS Hub configuration file  (page
19).

3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.

WPS Hub is now configured to use SSO. SSO can be tested by accessing the WPS Hub web portal
(see Testing a WPS Hub installation  (page 27)) and confirming that you are not asked for login
credentials.

Configuring WPS Hub clients for single sign-on

To configure WPS Hub clients to use single sign-on from web browsers and from WPS Analytics,
Kerberos authentication needs to be enabled for browsers in the domain.

Kerberos authentication settings are usually managed centrally by your IT department, although
browsers can be configured individually if necessary.
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Testing single sign-on
To test single sign-on, browse to the WPS Hub web portal and confirm that you are not asked to log in.

Troubleshooting single sign-on
This section contains some troubleshooting tips for Kerberos single sign-on.

• Windows can’t perform a Kerberos single sign-on within the same machine. So  when testing, the
browser in which you are running the portal and the server  running the WPS Hub must be on
different machines.

• On Linux you can test whether a client can acquire a service ticket using the kvno command as
follows:

kvno HTTP/<hostname>

This attempts to acquire a service. If this fails, neither a browser nor WPS Analytics can acquire a
service ticket. For example, if you do not have a valid Kerberos Ticket-Granting Ticket (TGT) you
might see an error such as:

kvno: Ticket expired while getting credentials for HTTP/hostname

Performing a kinit is then necessary to acquire the TGT that is necessary to acquire the ST:

$ kinit
Password for user@domain:
$ kvno HTTP/hostname HTTP/hostname : kvno = 5

• On both Windows and Linux, you can use the klist command to list Kerberos tickets so you can
see whether the client has successfully acquired one.

• For authentication to the WPS Hub to be successful, there must be a user-defined in WPS Hub with
a name that matches the authenticated Kerberos principal name. A useful test is therefore to ensure
that it is possible to manually authenticate to the WPS Hub web portal as the user.

‣ For a Windows client this is the domain user with which you authenticated to the client machine,
without the domain name.

‣ For Linux this is the user principal specified at the time the kinit command was performed,
without the domain name.

Installing and configuring WPS Deployment
Services
WPS Hub Deployment Services permits SAS language, R language and Python language programs
to be run by external users over HTTP or HTTPS; for example from a web browser, or using a utility
such as the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in. Programs can either be run synchronously, giving a response
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immediately, or submitted as asynchronous jobs, with their results viewable when complete in the WPS
Hub web portal. Deployment Services programs are run by Deployment Services hosts, which can be
any computer running  WPS Analytics that the WPS Hub host can connect to.

Deployment Services is included in the latest WPS Analytics download, for both Linux and Windows
operating systems. If you want to use Deployment Services, then it must be installed separately to WPS
Analytics and WPS Hub. The basic Deployment Services installation is compatible with SAS language
programs; further optional installations are required to run R language and Python language programs.

Note:
Ensure that WPS Analytics has a current valid license applied before installing Deployment Services.

Installing and starting WPS Deployment Services
WPS Hub Deployment Services can be installed from a Linux or Windows server running WPS.
Deployment Services installs as a service named WPS On Demand Runtime.

Installing and starting WPS Deployment Services - Linux

This installation task requires a Linux server running WPS, at a version equivalent to the version of Hub.

To install and start WPS Deployment Services:

1. Log in to a Linux server with WPS installed.
2. If you do not have an existing installation of Deployment Services, then skip this step and go to step

3. If you have an existing installation of Deployment Services, then before continuing it requires
removal from the command line by by typing the following commands, each followed by Return:

a. Firstly, stop the service:

sudo systemctl stop wpsondmd

b. Now delete the service:

sudo /opt/worldprogramming/wps-4/bin/wpsondmd --delete

c. And finally remove the installation directory as follows:

sudo rm -rf /var/worldprogramming/wps-4/wpsondmd/
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3. Now install the WPS Deployment Services service by typing:

sudo /opt/worldprogramming/wps-4/bin/wpsondmd --install -p port

where port is a unique port that the service will use to communicate. This port number will be written
to the Deployment Services Configuration File. For more information, see Deployment Services
configuration file  (page 43).

A ‘service installed’ message indicates success.
4. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpsondmd

The Deployment Services (On Demand Runtime) service is now installed and running.

Installing and starting WPS Deployment Services - Windows

This installation task requires a Windows server running WPS, at a version equivalent to the version of
Hub.

To install and start Deployment Services:

1. Log in to a Windows server with WPS installed.
2. Open a command prompt window with administrative rights.
3. If you do not have an existing installation of Deployment Services (the On Demand service), then skip

this step and go to step 4. If you have an existing installation of Deployment Services, then remove it
as follows:

a. Firstly, stop the On Demand Runtime service by opening the Services application as an
Administrator, locating the service WPS On Demand Runtime, right-clicking and clicking Stop.

b. Switch to the command prompt. Change directory to c:\Program Files\World
Programming\WPS Analytics\4\bin

c. Type wpsondmd --delete
4. Now install the WPS Deployment Services On Demand service by typing:

wpsondmd --install -p port

where port is a unique port that the service will use to communicate. This port number will be written
to the Deployment Services Configuration File. For more information, see Deployment Services
configuration file  (page 43).

A ‘service installed’ message indicates success.
5. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS On Demand Runtime,

right-click and click Start.

The On Demand service is now installed and running.
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Configuring WPS Deployment Services to run Python
language programs
Optionally, Deployment Services may be configured to run Python language programs (for Python
version 3.5.0 or greater).

Configuring WPS Deployment Services to run Python language
programs - Linux

To carry out the installation as documented here, you will require superuser access to install R, stop
and start the WPS On Demand service, and edit the WPS On Demand service file. These instructions
achieve this using the sudo command.

Configuring Deployment Services to run Python language programs involves installing Python (step 1).
The installed version of Python must be version 3.5.0 or later.

To configure Deployment Services to run Python language programs:

1. Install Python using either of these methods:

• If your installation of Linux includes Python (for example as with Centos 7), type the following
commands, each followed by Return:

yum install epel-release
yum install python36

• Obtain a copy of the Python interpreter (v3.5.0 or later) from https://www.python.org or install a
packaged Python environment that includes the necessary modules. Ensure that you install a
version that is compatible with your WPS installation: 32-bit Python pairs with 32-bit WPS and 64-
bit Python pairs with 64-bit WPS.

2. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl stop wpsondmd
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3. Edit the WPS On Demand service file /opt/worldprogramming/wps-4/bin/
wpsondmd.service to add:

a. The Python home directory to the line Environment="PYTHONHOME=". The home
directory should be inserted between the = sign and closing quotation mark ". (for example:
Environment="PYTHONHOME=/usr").

b. The Python libraries directory to the line Environment="PYTHONLIB=". The home
directory should be inserted between the = sign and closing quotation mark ". For example:
Environment="PYTHONLIB=/usr/lib64/libpython3.6m.so.1.0".

Note:
This file is owned by the user wpsondmd, so you will require superuser or wpsondmd user access to
edit the file.

4. Use PIP to install extra packages as follows:

a. Type the following command followed by Return:

sudo pip3.6 install matplotlib

b. Type the following command followed by Return:

sudo pip3.6 install pandas

c. Type the following command followed by Return:

sudo pip3 install matplotlib==3.1.1 numpy==1.16.4 pandas==0.25.0

5. Reload the service file by typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl daemon-reload

6. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpsondmd

Deployment Services is now configured to run Python language programs

Configuring WPS Deployment Services to run Python language
programs - Windows

These instructions will require administrator access to the WPS Host.

Configuring Deployment Services to run Python language programs involves installing Python. The
installed version of Python must be version 3.5.0 or later.

To configure Deployment Services to run Python language programs:
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1. Obtain a copy of the Python interpreter (v3.5.0 or later) from https://www.python.org or install a
packaged Python environment that includes the necessary modules. Ensure that you install a version
that is compatible with your WPS installation: 32-bit Python pairs with 32-bit WPS and 64-bit Python
pairs with 64-bit WPS.

2. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS On Demand Runtime,
right-click and click Stop.

3. Edit the WPS On Demand service file C:\Program Files\World Programming\WPS
\version\bin\wpsondmd.service (where version is the version number of WPS installed) to
add:

a. The Python home directory to the line Environment="PYTHONHOME=". The home
directory should be inserted between the = sign and closing quotation mark ". (for example:
Environment="PYTHONHOME=/usr").

b. The Python libraries directory to the line Environment="PYTHONLIB=". The home
directory should be inserted between the = sign and closing quotation mark ". For example:
Environment="PYTHONLIB=/usr/lib64/libpython3.6m.so.1.0".

Note:
This file requires administrator rights to edit.

4. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS On Demand Runtime,
right-click and click Start.

Deployment Services is now configured to run Python language programs

Configuring WPS Deployment Services to run R language
programs
Optionally, Deployment Services may be configured to run R language programs.

Configuring WPS Deployment Services to run R language
programs - Linux

To carry out the installation as documented here, you will require superuser access to install R, stop
and start the WPS On Demand service, and edit the WPS On Demand service file. These instructions
achieve this using the sudo command.

Configuring Deployment Services to run R language programs involves installing R (step 1). The
installed version of R must be version 2.15 or later.

To configure Deployment Services to run R language programs:
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1. Install R using either of these methods:

• If your installation of Linux includes R (for example as with Centos 7), type the following command
followed by Return:

sudo yum install R

• If your installation of Linux does not include R, then download the R source code (v2.15 or later)
from http://www.r-project.org/ (which will direct you to an appropriate CRAN mirror) and follow
the instructions included with the download. Ensure you use the --enable-R-shlib option
when running configure to build the libr.so shared library. For more information, see the R
documentation at http://www.r-project.org/.

2. Start an R session and type the following command, followed by Return.

install.packages("jsonlite")

Once the command has run successfully, exit the R session.
3. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl stop wpsondmd

4. Edit the WPS On Demand service file /opt/worldprogramming/wps-4/bin/
wpsondmd.service to add your R installation path to the line Environment="R_HOME=". The
installation path should be inserted between the = sign and closing quotation mark ". For example:
Environment="R_HOME=/usr/lib64/R".

Note:
Note that this file is owned by the user wpsondmd, so you will require superuser or wpsondmd user
access to edit the file.

5. Reload the service file by typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl daemon-reload

6. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpsondmd

Deployment Services is now configured to run R language programs

Configuring WPS Deployment Services to run R language
programs - Windows

These instructions will require administrator access to the WPS Host.

Configuring Deployment Services to run R language programs involves installing R. The installed version
of R must be version 2.15 or later.

To configure Deployment Services to run R language programs:
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1. Download the R source code (v2.15 or later) from http://www.r-project.org/ and follow the instructions
included with the download to install R.

2. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS On Demand Runtime,
right-click and click Stop.

3. Edit the WPS On Demand service file C:\Program Files\World Programming\WPS
\version\bin\wpsondmd.service (where version is the version number of WPS installed) to
add your R installation path to the line Environment="R_HOME=". The installation path should be
inserted between the = sign and closing quotation mark ". For example: Environment="R_HOME=/
usr/lib64/R".

Note:
This file requires administrator rights to edit.

4. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS On Demand Runtime,
right-click and click Start.

Deployment Services is now configured to run R language programs

Deployment Services configuration file
When Deployment Services is installed, a configuration file is created. The configuration file defines a
variety of parameters used by Deployment Services, and can be edited at any time to change these
parameters. If the file is edited, the Deployment Services service needs to be restarted for the changes
to take effect.

Configuration File Location
The configuration file location is:

• Linux: /var/worldprogramming/wps-4/wpsondmd/config.json
• Windows: C:\ProgramData\World Programming\WPS\version\wpsondmd\config.json

(where version is the version number of WPS installed).

Structure and contents
The Deployment Services configuration file structure is shown below:
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Note:
By default, the configuration file will just show the one port configured during installation of Deployment
Services. More ports can be added to the configuration file if required, and each port may be declared as
HTTP or HTTPS, with further keys defining HTTPS properties.

{
        "configdb" :
        "keepAlive" :
        "listenPort" :
        [
                {
                        "port" :
                }
                {
                        "port" : ,"secure" :
                }
 
        ],
        "packageManager" :
        {
                "baseDir" :
        }
        "sslCertificate": ,
        "sslPrivateKey": ,

Each variable is defined as follows:

Key Values Accepted Description

configdb File path and name for the WPS Hub
database.

keepAlive true

false

Whether or not the Deployment Services
HTTP connection is persistent.

listenPort Defines the HTTP port or ports used by
Deployment Services. Remember that if you
change these on the host, the host definition
in the WPS Hub web portal will also need to
be changed.

port Numeric port number An individual port number

packageManager A grouping, defining where the On Demand
service will copy the data for program
packages when they are deployed.

baseDir The package management directory.

secure true

false

Whether or not HTTPS is used by
Deployment Services.

sslCertificate If secure is true for any ports, gives the file
path and name for the SSL Certificate.
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Key Values Accepted Description

sslPrivateKey If secure is true for any ports, gives the file
path and name for the SSL Private Key.

Example
Below is a simple example of a Deployment Services configuration file:

{
        "configdb" : "/var/worldprogramming/wps-4/wpsondmd/config.db",
        "keepAlive" : false,
        "listenPort" :
        [
                {
                        "port" : 5005
                }
        ],
        "packageManager" :
        {
                "baseDir" : "/var/worldprogramming/wps-4/wpsondmd/packages"
        }
}

Deployment Services Hub Configuration
Hub's communication with each Deployment Services host can be configured using the WPS Hub
configuration file. The time interval between each status contact between WPS Hub and Deployment
Services can be changed.

To change the time interval between each status contact between WPS Hub and Deployment Services:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file to change or add the ondemandmonitor primary key and then
the monitorFrequency secondary key. Together, these keys set a value in seconds for the time
interval between each status contact between WPS Hub and Deployment Services.

For more information, see The WPS Hub configuration file  (page 19).
3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.
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Installing WPS agent
WPS agent is an optional component that reports the state of a WPS Analytics host to a WPS Hub
installation. WPS agent is included in any WPS Analytics 4.1+ download, although if you want to use it
then it must be installed separately following an installation of WPS Analytics.

Note:
Ensure that WPS Analytics has a current valid license applied before installing Deployment Services.

Installing and starting WPS agent
Deployment Services WPS agent can be installed from a Linux or Windows server running WPS.

Installing and starting WPS agent for Linux

To install and start WPS agent for Linux:

1. On the Linux server that you have just installed WPS Analytics onto (at least version 4.1), type the
following command followed by Return:

sudo /opt/worldprogramming/wps-4/bin/wpsagent --install -p port

where port is the port that WPS agent will use to communicate. This port must be different from that
used by WPS Hub and Deployment Services.

A ‘service installed’ message indicates success.
2. Create a PAM file for WPS Agent /etc/pam.d/wpsagent. For more information, see WPS Agent

for Linux Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM)  (page 47).
3. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpsagent

The Deployment Services WPS Agent service is now installed and running.
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WPS Agent for Linux Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM)

Linux Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) configuration details for WPS Agent.

Overview
WPS Agent for Linux uses standard Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) to authenticate access.
The PAM service name is wpsagent. PAM configuration is usually controlled with the following
configuration file: /etc/pam.d/wpsagent.

Example Configuration File
An example of the contents of the PAM configuration file is as follows:

auth include system-auth
account include system-auth
password include system-auth
session include system-auth

More sophisticated rules may be applied using this configuration file. For more information, consult the
documentation for your Linux distribution.

Installing and starting WPS agent for Windows

To install and start WPS agent for Linux:

1. Log in to a Windows server with WPS installed.
2. Open a command prompt window with administrative rights.
3. If you do not have an existing installation of WPS Agent, then skip this step and go to step 4. If you

have an existing installation of WPS Agent, then remove it as follows:

a. Firstly, stop the On Demand Runtime service by opening the Services application as an
Administrator, locating the service WPS Host Agent, right-clicking and clicking Stop.

b. Switch to the command prompt. Change directory to C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\bin\
c. Type wpsagent --delete

4. Now install the WPS Deployment Services WPS Agent service by typing:

wpsagent --install -p port

where port is a unique port that the service will use to communicate.

A ‘service installed’ message indicates success.
5. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Host Agent, right-click

and click Start.

The WPS Agent service is now installed and running.
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Configuration of WPS Hub communication with WPS
Agents
WPS Hub settings for monitoring of WPS Agent host processes can be configured using the WPS Hub
configuration file.

To change the WPS Agent configuration settings:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file to change or add the hostmonitor primary key and then
change or add the following secondary keys:

• monitorFrequency sets the interval that WPS Hub communicates with each WPS Agent
service.

• updateInfoFrequency: sets the interval that full host information is retrieved from each host.

For more information, see The WPS Hub configuration file  (page 19).
3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.

Downloading and installing the WPS
Hub MS Excel plug-in for Windows
The WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in allows you to connect an instance of Microsoft Excel to a WPS Hub
installation. Published programs from that WPS Hub Deployment Services directory can then be run from
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MS Excel, with input passed to the program from MS Excel and output from the program displayed in MS
Excel.

Downloading the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in
The WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installation package can be downloaded from the World Programming
website.

Before you can download the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in, World Programming must provide access to
the WPS Hub tab in the Downloads area of the World Programming website.

To download the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installation package:

1. Go to https://www.worldprogramming.com/support/downloads and log in to your account.
2. Click Downloads at the top of the screen.

WPS Analytics product downloads are displayed.
3. Click WPS Hub to view your WPS Hub downloads. If you do not see the WPS Hub tab, contact WPL

Support to request access.

WPS Hub product downloads are displayed.
4. Locate the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in and click Download (.msi). Ensure that you choose the

correct version for your MS Excel installation, either 32 bit or 64 bit.
5. Save the download to an accessible area.

The download is saved. To install the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in, proceed to Installing the WPS Hub
MS Excel plug-in for Windows  (page 49).

Installing the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in for
Windows
The WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in can be installed using an administrative account on any computer that
has access to WPS Hub and is running MS Windows and Excel.

You will require:

• Access to an account with administrator privileges to install the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in.
• MS Excel installed, but not running (at least Excel 2010 is required).
• A previously downloaded MSI installation file (see Downloading the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in

(page 49).
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Note:
The WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in will need to be able to access a WPS Hub installation.

To install the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in on Windows:

1. Log in as an administrator to the computer that you want to install the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in on.
2. Run the downloaded MSI file to start the installer.
3. Read the license agreement, and if you accept, select I accept the terms in the License

Agreement.
4. Click Install.

The installation process runs.
5. Click Finish.

The WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in has now been installed and can be used straight away.

Troubleshooting Installation
This section contains some troubleshooting tips for installation of WPS Hub.

Problem Solution

wpshub service fails to start
after installation.

If you are using journalctl, then check its logs using the following
command, followed by Return:

journalctl -u wpshub

Check that all the files in /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/ are
owned by the wpshub user and group. Ensure this is the case by running
the following command, followed by Return :

sudo chown -R wpshub:wpshub /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4

WPS Hub licensing
WPS Hub requires a licence to run. Licences are supplied by World Programming and are read by WPS
Hub from a file specified in the WPS Hub configuration file.
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Checking a WPS Hub licence
Checking the status of a WPS Hub licence using the WPS Hub web portal.

To check the status of a WPS Hub licence using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click the question mark from the top right of the WPS Hub web portal home page ( ) and then click
About WPS Hub.

WPS Hub licensing information is displayed.

If you have recently relicensed WPS Hub and the new licence is invalid (for example it is incorrect or
expired), then new licence information will not be displayed.

If you have recently relicensed WPS Hub and the new licence lacks features that the previous licence
had, these differences will not be displayed until the WPS Hub service is restarted (see Services
(page 28)).

Relicensing WPS Hub
The process of applying a new licence to WPS Hub.

Before you begin, obtain a new licence key from World Programming

To apply a new licence to WPS Hub:

1. Copy the new licence string to the file specified in the WPS Hub configuration file, which by default is:

• Linux: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/licence.txt
• Windows: C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc\licence.txt

If required, the licence file name and path can be changed in the WPS Hub configuration file (see
The WPS Hub configuration file  (page 19)).

2. Check the licence has been applied successfully. To do this, follow the steps in Checking a WPS Hub
licence  (page 51).
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Administration
The WPS Hub web portal allows administrative WPS Hub users to carry out WPS Hub administration
procedures.

By default, WPS Hub Administrative users can perform all the tasks that WPS Hub Users can, plus the
following additional administrative features, available from the Hub Administration section of the WPS
Hub web portal home page:

• Configure user authentication:

‣ Changes in the type of configuration; either internal, or external with LDAP or Kerberos.
‣ Changes to the logged in session expiry time (authentication token validity period).

• User administration:

‣ Create users.
‣ Change a user's name, display name and e-mail address.
‣ Reset a user's password.
‣ Add a user to groups, giving access to certain WPS Hub features.
‣ Edit a user's access control settings, giving fine control over user access to WPS Hub features.

• Group administration: Create and manage user groups, which allow user access to be defined at a
group level.

• Role administration: Manage user roles, which define a group's access permissions.
• LDAP administration: Manage LDAP import of users and groups into WPS Hub.
• Host Management: Manage Deployment Services hosts and their access credentials.
• Diagnostics and Support features: A number of features to help diagnose problems with WPS Hub.
• Audit log: View the data audit log, which stores actions regarding WPS Hub data; and the security

audit log, which stores actions regarding access to WPS Hub.

In addition to the above actions, WPS Hub Administrators can, by default, access the following additional
features from within the WPS Hub web portal:

• WPS Enterprise features:

‣ Create and administer authentication domains, which configure and control access to database
servers and other password protected resources from a central location.

‣ Create and administer library definitions for use in Workbench in both the SAS language
Environment (SLE) and Workflow Environment (WFE). For SLE use, it is possible to set up user-
specific access to libraries using a feature called Libname bindings.

• Deployment Services features: Create and administer elements of Deployment Services, which
allows SAS language, R language and Python language and programs to be run externally over
HTTP.
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Services
Three services support the WPS Hub and Deployment Services environments: a WPS Hub service, a
Deployment Services service and a WPS agent service. To facilitate administrative actions (such as
changing the WPS Hub configuration file), these services can be stopped, started and restarted.

WPS Hub service
The WPS Hub service is installed on the WPS Hub host and runs basic WPS Hub functionality, such as
access to the WPS Hub web portal. This service is named as follows:

• Linux: wpshub.service.
• Windows: WPS Hub Service.

Deployment Services service
The Deployment Services service is installed on the runtime host environment and processes requests to
run programs. The port number that this service communicates with is set at installation. This service is
named as follows:

• Linux: wpsondmd.service.
• Windows: WPS On Demand Runtime.

WPS agent service
The WPS agent service is installed on the runtime host environment and monitors environment
resources. The port number that WPS agent communicates with is set at installation. This service is
named as follows:

• Linux: wpsagent.service.
• Windows: WPS Host Agent.

Stopping, Starting and Restarting Services - Linux
Using the command line to stop, start and restart WPS Hub services on Linux installations of WPS Hub.

Overview
WPS Hub services use systemd, so can be controlled from the command line using the systemctl
command.
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Stopping Services
To stop a service, type the following in the command line interface, followed by Return:

sudo systemctl stop service

where service is wpshub.service, wpsondmd.service, or wpsagent.service.

Starting Services
To start a service, type the following in the command line interface, followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start service

where service is wpshub.service, wpsondmd.service, or wpsagent.service.

Restarting Services
To restart a service, type the following in the command line interface, followed by Return:

sudo systemctl restart service

where service is wpshub.service, wpsondmd.service, or wpsagent.service.

Stopping, Starting and Restarting Services -
Windows
Using the Windows Services application to stop, start and restart WPS Hub services on Windows
installations of WPS Hub.

To stop, start or restart a service on Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, then
locate the required service, either WPS Host Agent, WPS Hub Service, or WPS On Demand Runtime.
Right-click on the service and select Start, Stop, or Restart as appropriate.
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Security
Access to WPS Hub is secured by the use of users, groups and roles.

WPS Hub logging in
WPS Hub requires authentication with a user name and password to use its services, whether that be
via the WPS Hub web portal, Workbench, WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in or other access points.

Hub credentials are used to determine access to all elements within WPS Hub, both by membership of
groups and also by more advanced access control features. Logins can either be internal and used only
by WPS Hub, or they can be synchronised with an external LDAP directory.

Logging in to WPS Hub
To log in to the WPS Hub, visit the WPS Hub web portal. If 'single sign-on' has been implemented, you
will be logged in automatically; if it hasn't been implemented, you will need to log in manually with a user
name and password.

Before logging into WPS Hub you need to know:

• The address of your WPS Hub web portal.
• Your WPS Hub user name and password. This might be a WPS Hub user name and password, or it

might be your domain user name and password.

To log in to WPS Hub:

1. In your browser, go to the address (including the port number) of the WPS Hub web portal.

• If single sign-on has been implemented and you are logged in to the operating system as a
domain user with permissions on WPS Hub you are shown the WPS Hub web portal welcome
page without needing to log in.

• If single sign-on has not been implemented, or if single sign-on has been implemented but you are
not logged in as a domain user with permissions on WPS Hub you are shown the WPS Hub web
portal logging in page, where you should enter the appropriate user name and password and click
Login.
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Logging in to WPS Hub as another user
On occasions you might need to log in to WPS Hub as another user, for example if you need to log in as
a user with a different set of permissions.

To log out of WPS Hub and log back in as a different user:

1. When you are logged into WPS Hub, click your user name at the top right of the page, then click
Logout. You are shown the WPS Hub web portal logging in screen.

2. Enter the user name and password for the user you want to log in as, then click Login.

Changing the session expiry time
If a user remains logged in to the WPS Hub web portal for a period of time, their session will expire and
they will need to re-enter their user name and password. The default expiry time is 12 hours, but this can
be changed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To change the WPS Hub session expiry time (authentication token validity period) using the WPS Hub
web portal:

Note:
The session expiry time can also be specified in the WPS Hub configuration file.

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. Click Security Configuration.
4. In Authentication Token Validity Period, enter a valid ISO-8601 duration in days, hours and

minutes.

For example, P3DT6H is a period (P) of three days (3D) and 6 hours (6H).
5. Click Save.

The session expiry time has now been changed.

Users and groups
Each WPS Hub user can belong to one or more WPS Hub user groups, and each user group can have
one or more roles allocated to it. WPS Hub access control can then be used to define access permission
within WPS Hub by users, groups and/or roles.

By default, WPS Hub provides two groups: Hub Administrators and Hub Users, with a set of default roles
assigned to them.
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• Users in the Hub Administrators group have access to all the WPS Hub functionality, including
creating new users and groups, and creating authentication domains and credentials.

• Users in the Hub Users group have limited permissions. They can view and edit their own credentials
in existing authentication domains, execute Deployment Services programs from the directory, and
update their own settings.

When the database is initially configured, a single WPS Hub administrator user in group Hub
Administrators is created. If a WPS Hub LDAP connection has been configured, then the LDAP users,
groups and group memberships that were imported during the configuration are also present.

Users and groups imported from LDAP can co-exist with users and groups created in WPS Hub WPS
Hub users and groups are shown with the symbol . External LDAP users are shown with the symbol

.

Imported LDAP users and groups cannot be edited, although LDAP users can be added to WPS  Hub
groups.

WPS Hub passwords
WPS Hub passwords are stored securely using encryption.

Password Encryption
WPS Hub passwords are encrypted using RSA Laboratories' Public-Key Cryptography Standards
(PKCS) PBKDF2 (Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2) with secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA1)
Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC).

Resetting a user password

You can only reset passwords for local WPS Hub users. You cannot modify the passwords of LDAP
users.

To reset the password for a WPS Hub user using the WPS Hub web portal:

Note:
Passwords can also be reset from the command line using the wpshub command and the syntax
wpshub passwd --user <username>, where <username> is the user name requiring the password
reset.

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Security and then Users. A list of existing users is displayed.
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4. Click the user whose password you want to reset.
5. Click Reset User’s Password.
6. At the confirmation prompt, click OK Reset Password.

A new password for the user is automatically generated and displayed.
7. Click Copy Password to copy the new password to the clipboard. You can now send this new

password to the user securely.
8. Click Close.

Changing WPS Hub password storage settings

WPS Hub password PBKDF2 storage settings can be changed using the WPS Hub configuration file.

To change the WPS Hub password storage settings:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file to change or add the userpasswords primary key and then
change or add the following secondary keys:

• saltlength sets the length of salt (in bits) applied before hashing.
• iterations sets the number of function iterations to perform.
• keyLength sets the desired bit-length of the derived key.

For more information, see The WPS Hub configuration file  (page 19).
3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.

Creating a WPS Hub user
New WPS Hub users can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a new WPS Hub user:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Security and then Users. A list of existing users is displayed.
4. Click New.

A Create New User window opens.
5. Now enter the following:

a. Name: Enter a unique user name.
b. External Authentication: Select if LDAP will be used to authenticate the user. If this option is

selected, there is no need to set a password for the user.
c. Password: Enter a password. There are no minimum requirements for a password, but it is

recommended that you follow the guidance as you type, to make the password hard to guess.
d. Confirm password: Enter the password again.
e. Initial Group Memberships: Choose the groups you want the user to initially be a member of.

6. Click OK.

Once the user has been created, you can add an e-mail address to the user (see Editing an existing
user  (page 61)) or add the user to WPS Hub groups (Adding users to a WPS Hub group  (page
60)).

Creating a WPS Hub user group
New WPS Hub user groups can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a new WPS Hub user group:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Security and then Groups.

A list of existing groups is displayed.
4. Click New and enter a name for the new group.
5. Click OK.

The new group is created and appears in the list of groups. Initially this group has no members in it
and no roles assigned to it.
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6. To modify the group details, in the list of groups, click the group you just created.

• In the Properties section, you can add or edit a Display name or Description. When you have
made your changes, click Save.

• In the Members section, you can click Add, then select one or more users from the drop-down list
to add these users as members of the group.

• • In the Roles section, you can click Add, then select one or more roles from the drop-down list
to give the permissions for these roles to the members of the group. You might need to click the
drop-down arrow at to right of the Roles section heading to expand the section first.

• In the Access Control section you can fine tune the user's access to WPS Hub features. For
more detail, see Access control  (page 63).

Adding users to a WPS Hub group
WPS Hub users can be added to WPS Hub user groups using the WPS Hub web portal.

Note:
You can only add users to groups, rather than add groups to other groups. You also cannot add more
users to an LDAP group, but you can add LDAP users to a WPS Hub group.

To add one or more users to a WPS Hub group:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Security and then Groups.

A list of existing groups is displayed.
4. Click the group to which you want to add users.

The group's details are displayed.
5. Under Members, click Add and select one or more new members to add to the group. These can be

WPS Hub users or LDAP users. You can enter a partial name to filter the users in the list. Click OK to
add the selected users to the group. Changes in this section take effect immediately. You do not need
to click Save.

Once the user has been created, you can add an e-mail address to the user (see Editing an existing
user  (page 61)) or add the user to WPS Hub groups (Adding users to a WPS Hub group  (page
60)).
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Editing an existing user
WPS Hub users can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit an existing WPS Hub user:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Security and then Users. A list of existing users is displayed.
4. Click on the user you want to edit.
5. Now can now edit or add the following:

a. Name: Enter a unique user name that the user will use to log in to WPS Hub.
b. Display Name: A name for the user to be used in the user interface. This name need not be

unique, and is typically someone's full name.
c. Email: An optional field giving the user's e-mail. This is for information only and is not used by

WPS Hub.
6. Further editing options are available as follows:

• Group Membership: Click this button to display a list of groups the user is a member of. Click
Add ( ) to add a new group, or the delete button ( ) on a group's row to delete it.

• View Roles Associated with User: Click this button to display a list of the roles associated with
the user.

• Access Control: Click this button to display a list of Override permissions, Explicit permissions
and Inherited permissions for the user.

• Audit log: Click this button to view the audit log for this user.

Roles and User Interface Permissions
WPS Hub contains a number of user roles that can be assigned to user groups (not directly to users).
These user roles control visibility to certain parts of the WPS Hub web portal user interface.

WPS Hub provides the following roles:

• Administration user: users in groups with this role can create users and groups, and assign roles to
groups.

• Credential Management Administrator: users in groups with this role can create and edit
authentication domains, and create and edit credentials for any user.

• Data Access Administrator: users in groups with this role can create and edit library definitions and
libname bindings.
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• Credential Management User: users in groups with this role can use existing credentials, and view,
create and edit their own credentials for an existing authentication domain.

• Deployment Services Administrators: users in groups with this role can deploy Deployment Services
programs and packages and configure Deployment Services features such as environments and
runtimes.

• Deployment Services Developers: users in groups with this role can create and edit Deployment
Services programs and packages.

• Deployment Services Consumers: users in groups with this role can run deployed Deployment
Services programs.

• Portal User: users in groups with this role can access the WPS Hub web portal.
• User: users in groups with this role can authenticate to log in to WPS Hub.

Once a user has visibility of an area in the WPS Hub web portal, the entities that the user can see within
that area are controlled by a sophisticated access control feature. For more detail, see Access control
(page 63).

Assigning roles to groups
You can assign WPS Hub roles to WPS Hub user groups or to LDAP groups.

To assign a role to a group:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Security and then Groups.

A list of existing groups is displayed.
4. Click the WPS Hub group to which you want to assign a role.

The group details are displayed.
5. Ensure that the Roles section is displayed, then click Add within it.

An Add Role/s window is displayed.
6. From the drop down list, select one or more roles to assign to the group. You can enter a partial name

to filter the roles in the list.
7. Click OK to assign the selected roles to the group. Changes in this section take effect immediately.

You do not need to click Save.
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LDAP
WPS Hub can import users and groups using its LDAP interface, for example from an Active Directory
server.

For details on configuring WPS Hub to use LDAP, see the WPS Hub Installation and Configuration guide.

Importing LDAP users and groups
Once LDAP has been configured, the WPS Hub web portal can be used to import LDAP users into the
WPS Hub database.

To import users into WPS Hub using LDAP:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. Click LDAP.
4. Click Synchronize Now ( ).

A Synchronizing LDAP message is displayed. When synchronisation is complete, Synchronization
was successful is displayed, along with a summary of the synchronisation.

5. Click Close.

If new users and groups were imported, they will now be visible in the Users and Groups sections.

Access control
WPS Hub's access control feature allows sophisticated low level control of access to each WPS Hub
entity.

Access Control Entries and Lists
Access to entities within WPS Hub is defined by Access Control Lists (ACLs). Each ACL is a list of
Access Control Entries (ACEs), each of which define permissions for users, groups or roles. Each ACL
is evaluated in order from top to bottom, stepping through each ACE, to derive an outcome of allowing or
denying certain actions.

Each individual Access Control Entry (ACE) has the following properties:
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• The principal (user, group or role) to which the access control entry applies. This can be null,
meaning that the access control entry applies to all users.

• A list of access control permissions to which this entry applies.
• An optional condition that can reference attributes of the entity, the user performing the action, the

action requested and environmental factors. The condition governs whether the entry applies to the
decision being made.

• An effect, either allow or deny.
• An inheritance status, showing whether the ACE applies only to the given entity, or is also inherited

by any child entities.

Each entity has an associated explicit Access Control List. This is an Access Control List that is specific
to an individual entity. Each entry in the access control list is marked with a flag that indicates whether it
is inherited by any child entities.

Security Policies
As well as explicit Access Control Lists on an entity, there are security policies that dynamically add
Access Control Entries to an entity. These, along with the explicit Access Control Lists of the entity and
any parent entities, build up the effective Access Control List.

There are three types of security policy:

• Default ACL security policies. These provide default access control entries for all entities of a given
type.

• Override ACL security policies. These provide additional access control entries for all entities of a
given type that are evaluate before any other entries, and thus cannot be overridden by the explicit
access control list for an entity.

• Root ACL Security Policies. These dynamically add access control entries to the access control list
for the special 'root' entity which is the notional owner of any entity not otherwise owned by an entity.

Access Control List Evaluation Order
To determine whether a principal has a given permission on an entity, a strict order of Access Control
List (ACL) evaluation is followed.

ACLs are evaluated step by step. Note the following:

• As the evaluation steps are followed, the first time a permission is set it takes precedence over
subsequent evaluations (so a decision made at step 2 over-rides any decisions made at steps 3 and
4).

• Each step is evaluated throughout its type hierarchy, starting at type and working upwards through
parent, grandparent etc. This process is completed before moving on to the next step.
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The order of evaluation is as follows:

1. Override policies
2. Explicit ACLs
3. Root ACL policy
4. Default ACL

For full definitions of the above four terms, see Access control policies  (page 66).

Access Control permissions
Each ACE can have a number of access control permissions. There are some common permissions, but
each entity type and relationship can define its own access control permissions that govern actions on
that entity or relationship.

Common permissions
The basic operations on an entity are covered by the following common permissions:

• Read: Permission that governs the ability to read the properties of an entity.
• Write: Permission that governs the ability to update the properties of an entity.
• ChangeAcl: Permission that governs the ability to change the explicit access control list of an entity,

or change whether it inherits access control entries or not.
• Delete: Permission that governs the ability to delete an entity.
• FullControl: Permission that implies all other permissions.

Specific permissions
An individual entity type can name a permission that governs the ability to create instances of that
entity type. So for example, the User entity type may declare that the create permission is called
CreateUser. Since instances of type user are always root entities (never owned by any other entity), if
an attempt is made to create an instance of type user, an access control check is made on the dynamic
root access control list for the CreateUser permission. Similarly, the UserPreference entity declares
that the create permission is called SetPreferences. If an attempt is made to create an instance of the
UserPreference entity, then an access control check is made for the SetPreferences permission
on the owning User entity.

For relationships, there are four possible permissions that can be declared:

• forwardAdd: This names the permission that must exist on the source entity in order to add a
relationship of the given type.

• forwardRemove: This names the permission that must exist on the source entity in order to remove a
relationship of the given type.
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• backwardAdd: This names the permission that must exist on the target entity in order to add a
relationship of the given type

• backwardRemove: This names the permission that must exist on the target entity in order to remove a
relationship of the given type.

Often, all four of these permissions are the same. For example, the UserGroupMembership
relationship declares all four of these as GroupMembership. This means that in order to add a user as
a member of a group, an access control check is done for the GroupMembership permission on both
the user entity and the group entity.

Permission grouping
For easy management, access control permissions are grouped together. For example, all access control
permissions that relate to the Deployment Services entities and relationships are put into a group. Each
entity type then declares one or more access control permission groups that contain the permissions
most relevant to it. This allows the user interface to present a filtered list of access control permissions,
by default showing only the permissions that are most relevant to instances of that entity.

Viewing Permissions for WPS Hub entities
Permissions for WPS Hub entities can be viewed and edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To view and edit permissions for WPS Hub entities using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Use the WPS Hub web portal menus to select the entity for which you want to view access control
information (for example, Deployment Services, Development and then an individual program).

3. Click the down arrow ( ) next to Access Control.

The view is expanded to display permissions for the item in question (for example, a program you have
selected).

Access control policies
Explicit Access Control Lists (ACLs) give fine grained control on each individual entity, but often this
is too fine a level of control. Access control policies can be used to associate Access Control Entries
(ACEs) with entities based on their entity type and other conditions.

There are three types of access control policies:

• Root
• Default
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• Override

Entities which do not otherwise have an explicit owner are owned by the notional root entity. The access
control list for the root entity is not explicit, rather it is constructed dynamically by combining the effects of
any active root access control list policies.

The default Access Control List policies provide Access Control Entries that apply to all instances of a
particular entity type, or all instances of any subtype of that entity type. For example, a default access
control list policy that applies to the principal entity type would provide access control entries to all
instances of the entity type's user and group, both of which are subtypes of principal.

Security policies can be grouped for organisational reasons. Often more than one policy is required to
give a particular effect, so it is useful to group such policies together. For example, there could be a
group of policies that together allow a user to manage their own authentication domain credentials. All
policies in a group can be easily enabled and disabled, meaning it is simple to turn that policy on and off.
Security policy groups form a hierarchy, that is a group can contain policies, or other groups.

Each policy can be individually enabled or disabled. In addition, a security policy group can be enabled
or disabled. Any policy within a disabled security policy group will itself be disabled. Any security policy
within a policy group that is itself within a policy group that is disabled is itself disabled, and so on.

Access Control Entry conditional statements
Access Control Entries (ACEs) can contain conditional statements that determine how the ACE is
evaluated.

ACE conditional statements can be based on:

• Attributes of the user performing the action (the subject), such as subject name, group memberships,
role associations, portal permissions and so on.

• Attributes of the resource being accessed, such as its entity type, unique ID, owner, creation date,
modification date, or any of the entity type specific attributes.

• The action being requested (read, write, create relationship and so on).
• The environment (such as time of day).

Structure of Conditional Statements
Conditional statements follow a set syntax and structure.

Syntax
WPS Hub conditional statements use Java Value Expression syntax, but without the need to bracket
every expression with ${<expression>}.
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The condition syntax supports the usual kinds of logical operators (!, &&, and ||), relational operators
(==, !=, <, <=, >, and >=) and arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /, and %).

Attributes
Within the condition expressions, various attributes can be referenced. There are 4 top level names:

• subject

• entity

• action

Subject
Subject attributes are:

• Principal: The entity ID of the subject.
• accessIdentities: The entity IDs of any groups of which the user is a member, plus the entity IDs

of any roles to which those groups are associated.

Entity
Any attribute declared on the entity type can be referenced in a condition. In addition, the following
attributes can be referenced:

• _id: The internal entity ID.
• _entityClass: The name of the entity class (for example user or group).
• _parentId: The entity ID of the parent entity. Will be null if this is a root entity.
• _ownerPrincipal: The entity ID of the owner of this entity.
• _created: Creation date of the entity (remains to be seen what we can actually do with this in EL).
• _modified: The last modification date of the entity.

Action
This simply contains the name of the action being requested.
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Examples of Conditional Statements
Usage examples of access control conditional statements.

Conditional Statement Meaning Example Context

entity.isExternal==true Evaluates to true if an
entity (for example a WPS
Hub user) is external (for
example LDAP).

This condition could be used with
an ACE that denies write access to
give WPS Hub users imported using
LDAP read only permissions in WPS
Hub.

entity.system==true Evaluates to true if an entity
was created by the system.

This condition could be used to deny
the deletion or writing of system
created entities.

Editing access control policies
Access control policies can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

Viewing policies
WPS Hub access control policies can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To view WPS Hub access Control Policies using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration

3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.

4. Click any policy to display its details.
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Policy Types

The policy list displays two different types of policy and policy groups. The three are distinguishable by
icons adjacent to their names.

The policy list distinguishes its entries with the following icons:

• :Default ACL Security. Defines an ACL for an Entity.

• :Root ACL Security: Defines an ACL for the whole of Hub.

• :Security Policy Group: A folder that can contain ACLs and other Security Policy Groups.

Enabled and Disabled Policies

Policies can have a status of Enabled, where they will control access; or Disabled, where they will be
dormant and not control access.

The policy list shows the statuses of policies as follows:

• : Enabled policies.

• : Disabled policies.

Creating a policy
WPS Hub access control policies can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create an access control policy using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration

3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.
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4. In the Policies area, click the plus icon ( ). Alternatively, to create a Policy within an existing Policy
Group, hover the mouse over that Group, click the menu icon ( ) and then hover the mouse over
New ( ).

5. Choose the type of policy to create:

a. Default Acl Security: to define an ACL for an entity.
b. Root Acl Security: to define an ACL for the whole of Hub.

6. In the Create box that appears, enter a name for the policy.
7. For Default ACL Security Policies, choose an entity type from the drop down list and click OK.. For

Root ACL Security policies, no type is available, so just click OK.

The new policy appears in the policies list.

Your newly created policy will not have any Access Control Entries. To create these, see Editing policy
access control entries  (page 72).

Editing Policies
Existing WPS Hub access control policies can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

Editing policy properties

A policy's properties can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a policy's properties:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration

3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.
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4. Click the policy that you want to edit.

The policy's properties are displayed.
5. Policy properties can be edited as follows:

a. Name: Free text, but must be unique within the folder it resides in.
b. Type (only for Default ACLs): The entity that the Policy refers to.
c. Enabled: Sets whether the policy is active (selected) or not (cleared).

Editing policy access control entries

A policy's access control entries can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a policy's access control entries (ACEs):

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration

3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.

4. Click the policy that you want to edit.

The policy's properties are displayed.
5. Locate the Access Control Entry that you want to edit, and click its pencil icon ( ).

The Edit Permissions window opens.
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6. The Policy's Access Control Entries can be edited as follows:

a. Principal: Select the principle that the ACE controls.
b. Effect: Select the effect that the ACE will have (Allow or Deny).
c. Select Permissions: Select one or many Permissions that will apply to this ACE. The list can

either show only permissions that apply to the Type set in Properties, or show all permissions; this
is set by the switch Show all permissions.

d. Children will inherit permissions: Sets whether children of the Type selected in Properties will
inherit the permissions set in this ACE. For example, setting permissions for environments can
optionally pass on those permissions to engines, runtimes and all 'children' of environments.

7. Click OK.

The Edit Permissions window closes.
8. Click Save.

Creating a Policy Group
Policy groups can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a policy group:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration

3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.

4. In the Policies area, click the plus icon ( ). Alternatively, to create a policy group within an existing
policy group, hover the mouse over that group, click the menu icon ( ) and then hover the mouse
over New ( ).

5. Click Security Policy Group ( ).

6. Click OK.
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Moving access control policies between policy groups
Access control policies can be moved between policy groups using the WPS Hub web portal.

To move access control policies between policy groups:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration

3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.

4. Hover the mouse over the policy that you want to move, click the menu icon ( ) and click Move.

A Move window opens.
5. Click the folder that you want to move the policy to.

A summary of the move is given in the move window.
6. Click OK to complete the move.

Copying access control policies
Access control policies can be copied using the WPS Hub web portal.

To copy an access control policy:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration
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3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.

4. Hover the mouse over the policy that you want to copy, click the menu icon ( ) and click Copy

( ).

A copy window opens.
5. Click the folder that you want to copy the policy to.

A summary of the copy is given in the move window.
6. Enter a name for the new policy. This name must be unique in the folder that the policy is being

copied to.
7. Click OK to complete the copy.

Deleting access control policies
Access control policies can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete an access control policy:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. From the centre of the page, click the area you want to view policies for:

• Launch Deployment Services
• Launch WPS Enterprise
• Hub Administration

3. Click Access Control ( ).

A list of policies is displayed. Policy types can be identified as follows:

• Default ACL Security.
• Security Policy Group.
• Root ACL Security Policy.

4. Hover the mouse over the policy that you want to delete, click the menu icon ( ) and click Delete

( ).

5. Click Yes in the confirmation window.
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Access Control Terminology
WPS Hub uses a variety of terms to describe access control, many of which will be familiar to you if you
have used another access control system. This section defines each of these terms.

Term Definition

Access Control Entry A single Access Control Entry defines one or many
permissions for a principal. Access control entries can
have an effect to either allow or deny.

For example, an access control entry may apply to
administration users (the principle), allowing them
(the effect) to manage software installations (the
permission).

ACL Access Control List. An ACL is a list of Access Control
Entries. This list is evaluated in order from top to
bottom, which has an impact on the effect that the
ACEs have.

Children When an Access Control Entry is defined for an Entity,
it can be set to apply to other Entities that belong to
that Entity. Those other Entities are known as children.

For example, an environment has children defined as
engines, runtimes etc.

Condition A property of an ACE that determines the conditions
under which it is evaluated. The condition can
reference the subject (the person requesting access),
the entity to which access is sought, the action
requested, and also, theoretically, environmental factors
such as time.

Default ACL Security Policy A policy for an entity type. Compare with root ACL
Security Policy.

Effect Whether something is set to allow or deny.

Entity Type The element of WPS Hub being controlled.

For example: engines, programs, or program folders.

Override Policy The primary ACL type that's always evaluated first.
Currently not user-definable in the WPS Hub web
portal, but all default override policies present at
installation are identified by ACL naming.

Permission The action that an access control entry is referring to.
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Term Definition
For example, 'manage software installations' or 'create
engines'.

Principal User, User Group or Role. If this is null, the access
control entry applies to all users.

Policy Access control policies can be used to associate
access control entries with entities based on their entity
type and other conditions.

Root ACL Security A policy that provides Access Control Entries that are
inherited by all entities.

Security Policy Group A folder that can contain security policies, or other
security policy groups.

Server Management
Deployment Services uses WPS hosts to run its programs. Each WPS host is a computer with WPS and
WPS Deployment Services services installed.

Deployment Services services are included with all versions of WPS beyond 4.1.

Deployment Services stores access credentials for all WPS hosts, which are created separately and then
assigned to hosts as appropriate.

Creating a host
For Deployment Services to address a WPS host, a host entry needs to be created. Hosts can be
created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a host:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Server Management button ( )

The Server Management menu section is revealed.
4. From the Server Management menu section , click the Hosts button ( ).

A list of hosts is displayed.
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5. Click NEW at the top right of the window.
6. Enter the following into the Create new Host box:

a. Name: a unique user readable name to use to refer to the host.
b. Hostname: the fully qualified domain name of the host.
c. Port number: the WPS agent port number that the host will use to communicate with Hub.

7. Click OK.

The new host has been created. For WPS Hub to access the host, you must create a host credential,
then edit the host to add this credential. For details of how to create host credentials, see Host
credentials  (page 79). For details of editing the host, see Editing a host  (page 78).

Editing a host
Once a host has been created, it can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a host's properties:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the Server Management menu section , click the Hosts button ( ).

A list of hosts is displayed.
4. Click the name of the host that you want to edit.
5. You can now edit the host's details as follows:

a. Name: a unique name to use to refer to the host.
b. Hostname: the fully qualified domain name of the host.
c. Host Agent port number: the WPS agent port number that the host will use to communicate with

hub.
6. Click Host Monitoring Credentials. Only one credential can be assigned to the host. For details of

how to create host credentials, see Host credentials  (page 79).

• If a Credential has been assigned already, you can delete it by clicking the delete symbol ( ) and
then clicking Yes in the confirmation message.

• If no credential has been assigned, click Select Credential, select a credential from the drop
down list, and click OK.
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7. From the base of the screen, now click:

• Save: Saves your changes in the Hub database.
• Revert: Reverts everything to values prior to the modifications you have just made.

Note:
Each section on the Hosts page has a Save and Revert feature, providing the above feature for
each section.

Deleting a host
Hosts can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete a host:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the Server Management menu section , click the Hosts button ( ).

A list of hosts is displayed.
4. Click the menu symbol ( ) next to the host that you want to delete.

5. Click Delete.
6. At the confirmation, if you want to proceed click Yes.

Host credentials
For WPS Hub to access a WPS Analytics host, it must use a set of specified credentials. These can be
created and assigned to hosts within the WPS Hub portal.

Creating a new host credential
New host credentials can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a new credential for a host:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
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3. From the left hand menu, click the Host Credentials button ( ).

A list of host credentials is displayed.
4. Click NEW, then Password Host  Credential.
5. Enter the following:

a. Description: Type a unique description to use to  refer to the credential.
b. Username: Type the user name to be used to log in  to the host.
c. Password: Type the password to be used to log in  to the host.

To reveal the password as you type, click the eye button ( ).

6. Click OK.

Editing a host credential
Host credentials can be edited at any time using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a host credential:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Host Credentials button ( ).

A list of host credentials is displayed.
4. From the list of credentials, click on the credential that you want to  edit.
5. You can now edit the host credential as follows:

a. Description: Type a unique description to use to  refer to the credential.
b. Username: Type the user name to be used to log in  to the host.
c. Password: Type the password to be used to log in  to the host.

To reveal the password as you type, click the eye button ( ).

Deleting a host credential
Host credentials can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete a host credential:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).
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2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Host Credentials button ( ).

A list of host credentials is displayed.
4. From the list of credentials, select the check box next to the credential that  you want to edit.

A DELETE SELECTED button appears above the  credentials list.
5. Click DELETE SELECTED
6. Click YES at the Are you sure?  prompt.

Assigning a host credential to a host
A host can have a host credential assigned to it using the WPS Hub web portal.

To select a host credential for a host:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the Server Management menu section , click the Hosts button ( ).

A list of hosts is displayed.
4. Click on the host you want to assign a credential to.
5. Under Host Monitoring Credentials, click Select  Credential.
6. From the drop down list of host credentials, select the credential that you  want to use for the host.

Removing a host credential assignment
Host credential assignments for a host can be removed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To remove a credential from a host:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the Server Management menu section , click the Hosts button ( ).

A list of hosts is displayed.
4. Click on the host you want to remove a credential from.
5. Click the cross ( ) next to Host Monitoring Credentials
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WPS Enterprise for Administrators
WPS Enterprise holds access details and credentials for data sources, removing the need to hard code
them into language statements. This functionality is provided by the features authentication domains and
library definitions.

• Authentication domains store access credentials, which can then be referenced by SAS language
programs, removing the need for those programs to hard code the credentials.

• Library definitions take the place of the SAS language Libname statement, allowing the definition of
both a library and a full set of access options (for example, the file path and credentials for a library).

Authentication domains and credentials for
administrators
WPS Hub uses authentication domains to store access credentials, which can then be referenced by
SAS language programs, removing the need for those programs to hard code the credentials.

A WPS Hub authentication domain is a central definition of access credentials for a server or a
database. An authentication domain contains one or more credentials, each of which defines a
user name and password that can be used to access a database or other server. Each credential is
associated with a WPS Hub user or group. SAS language programs in   WPS Analytics can then access
the server using the authentication domain instead of hard-coding the access credentials.

Authentication domain access credentials can replace hard-coded credentials in any SAS language
statement that requires a user name and password pair; for example, LIBNAME, FILENAME EMAIL,
FILENAME HTTP, PROC HTTP etc.

WPS Hub users in the Hub Administrators group can create authentication domains and add credentials
for any users. WPS Hub users in the Hub Users group can create and edit their own credentials for
existing authentication domains, and reference authentication domains in SAS language programs in
WPS Analytics. For more detail on using WPS Hub authentication domains, see Authentication domains
for users  (page 182).

Advantages of authentication domains are:

• Plain text user names and passwords can be removed from SAS language programs in WPS
Analytics.

• Administrators can manage user names and passwords centrally.
• Administrators can restrict access to password-protected resources by  restricting access to the

corresponding authentication domains.
• Administrators can set different credentials for different users and groups, so different users and

groups can have different levels of access to the same resource.
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Note:
Access Control determines which users can create their own credentials or resolve credential conflicts.
For more detail, see Access control  (page 63).

Credential conflicts
Credential conflicts occur when multiple credentials link to one user. A credential conflict will prevent the
user accessing an authentication domain.

A single authentication domain might contain several different credentials that apply to  the same user.
For example, a credential might be defined for an individual user, and a  different credential defined for
a group that contains the user. Equally, a user might  be in two different groups which have different
credentials.

If more than one credential in an authentication domain applies to a user, then a specific credential for
that user will take precedence over a group credential.

If a user has no specific credential, but has credentials from more than one group, then  there is a
credential conflict. The conflict must be resolved before the user can use  the authentication domain. To
resolve the conflict, one of the conflicting credentials  must be selected. The resolved credential is known
as a delegated credential.

The WPS Hub administrator can resolve credentials for any user and individual users can also resolve
their own credential conflicts. For information on both situations, see Resolving credential conflicts
(page 83)). Credentials must be resolved separately for each authentication domain where a conflict
occurs.

Resolving credential conflicts
If a credential conflict occurs, the conflict will have to be resolved before the user can access the
authentication domain.

If a user has an unresolved credential conflict in an authentication domain (the same user is in
more than one group with credentials in that authentication domain), they will be unable to use the
authentication domain to access the resources it controls.

To resolve the conflict, either one of the conflicting credentials must be delegated as the one to be
used for that user, or a separate credential for that user must be created on the authentication domain.
Credentials are delegated using the credential testing feature.

The ability to resolve credential conflicts is subject to access control.
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Creating authentication domains
Authentication domains can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a new authentication domain:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click on Authentication Domains.
4. Click New, and enter a name for the new Authentication Domain. This is the name that is used to

reference the authentication domain in SAS language programs in WPS Analytics.

The authentication domain is created. Initially, the authentication domain contains no credentials.

Adding credentials to an authentication domain
Credentials can be added to an authentication domain using the WPS Hub web portal.

To add credentials to an authentication domain:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click on Authentication Domains.
4. Click the authentication domain that you want to add credentials to.

The authentication domain properties are displayed.
5. If necessary, expand the Credentials section by clicking the down arrow .
6. Click New.

An Add Credential window is displayed.
7. Click the drop-down by the Select Hub Group or User prompt to select the WPS Hub user or group

to which this credential applies. You can enter a partial name to filter the users and groups in the list.
8. Enter the credentials to associate with the Authentication Domain for this WPS Hub user or group.

a. In Credential username, enter the user name to use to access the server or database.
b. In Credential password, enter the password corresponding to this user name.

9. Click OK to add the credential.

The credential is added to the authentication domain.
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Testing authentication domain credentials for a user and
resolving conflicts
The WPS Hub web portalcan be used to test authentication domains for a user and resolve any conflicts.

To test that an authentication domain resolves to the correct credentials for a  specific user:

Note:
This test only verifies that the user has a uniquely defined  credential in this authentication domain. It
does not verify that the user name and  password in the credential are valid or that the credential can be
used to access a  server or database that uses this authentication domain.

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click on Authentication Domains.
4. Click the authentication domain that you want to test.

The authentication domain's properties are displayed.
5. If necessary, expand the Credentials section by clicking the down arrow .
6. Click Test at the top of the Credentials section.
7. In the Test user resolution dialog box, click the drop-down by the Select a user prompt to select the

WPS Hub user you  want to test against the authentication domain. You can enter a partial name to 
filter the users in the list.

• If the user has no valid credential for this authentication domain, you  are shown a message.
• If the user has an unresolved credential conflict, the conflicting user groups are listed and you can

choose the delegated group for the user. Once you make a choice, the delegated credential entry
for the user is added to the list of credentials in the authentication domain.

• If the user has a valid and unique credential for this authentication  domain, the user name
associated with the credential is shown. This might  be a credential for the specific user, a
credential associated with a  unique group that contains the user, or a delegated credential
(there  was a credential conflict for that user which has previously been  resolved to the delegated
credential). A credential or a delegated  credential defined for a specific user takes precedence
over a  credential for a group than contains the user.
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Data access library definitions
WPS Hub allows you to centrally define and manage library definitions for use in Workbench, in both the
SAS Language Environment (SLE) and Workflow Environment (WFE). For SLE use, it is possible to set
up user-specific access to libraries using a feature called Libname bindings.

The WPS Hub web portal allows users with appropriate administrative access to create and manage
library definitions centrally within the WPS Hub. WPS Hub also allows the definition of all appropriate
options for each engine and operating system, in exact parallel to a Libname statement in the SAS
language.

The two key advantages of defining libraries centrally in WPS Hub are:

• If any aspect of library access changes (location, options specified, etc), the change can be made
once centrally, rather than changing multiple libname statements in SAS language code. This saves
time and the risk of missing anything.

• Library access can be fully customised for each WPS Hub user type. For example, two WPS Hub
users could call the same library from Workbench, either with a different or the same reference, but be
connected with different options appropriate to their user type. For example, a library definition could
be created giving one user group read only access and another group read and write access.

Library definitions are called differently, depending on the tool you are using:

• For SLE use, WPS Hub library definitions are referenced from SAS language code using keywords
called Libname bindings, which are user or user group specific. When a Workbench user logs into
WPS Hub from Workbench, the Libname binding/s that apply to them will automatically be visible
as data sources and can be referenced by name in code. A user will only see Libname bindings that
they're associated with via their user name or group membership; other Libname bindings will not be
visible to that user.

• For WFE use, the WPS Hub Library Definition name is used to reference the data source directly,
without Libname bindings. As with any feature of WPS Hub, control of the library definitions that users
have access to can still be performed from within WPS Hub using access control.

Note:
Although libraries are defined in WPS Hub, the actual library call is still being made by the end user from
Workbench, so that end user will need appropriate software installed to access the library in question.

Libname binding names do not have to be unique, either within a library definition or WPS Hub as a
whole. This allows full flexibility in how libraries are defined and referenced; for example different user
types can quote the same libname binding name in their code, but WPS Hub can offer each user type
different access. The downside of this flexibility is that the possibility exists for one user to see two
identically named Libname bindings, with no way of differentiating them in their code. If that happens,
then library referencing from SAS language code cannot be guaranteed to be consistent. It is therefore
recommended that care is taken when defining Libname bindings to prevent clashes such as this
occurring.

Changes made to library definitions and Libname bindings will not appear in a Workbench Processing
Engine until that Processing Engine is restarted.
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Creating a new library definition
Library definitions define access to a library centrally, so they can be referenced simply from Workbench.
If any aspect of access to that library changes, it can then just be changed in WPS Hub, without the
need to search for and change all the code that references the library.

To create a new library definition:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click New( ).

A Create new Library Definition window opens.
5. Enter:

a. Name: Enter a name for the library definition. This name is used to refer to the Library Definition
within Hub and to refer to the Library Definition from Workbench.

b. Library Engine: Choose a library engine from the drop down list.
c. Platforms: Choose the platforms that the library definition will be used with. This defines the

options available for the library definition.
6. Click OK.

The library definition will be created and displayed. To add options, see Editing a library definition
(page 88).

Adding library definition options
Library definition options can be added using the WPS Hub web portal.

To add options to an existing Library Definition:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click the Library definition that you want to edit.
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5. Click Add Option ( ).

Options relevant to all the selected platforms are displayed, grouped by Category.
6. Click an option category to display its options, and then click the option itself to add it to the

Configuration.

The Option appears in the Library Definition in the background.
7. Repeat the previous step for as many options as you require.
8. Click the cross to close the window ( ).

9. If required, type or select information required by options (indicated by red text).
10.Click Save to save changes, or Revert to cancel changes made and revert to the last save.

Deleting library definition Options
Library definition options can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete options from a Library Definition:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click the Library Definition that you want to delete options from.
5. Click the delete icon next to the option/s you want to delete ( ).

6. Click Save to save changes, or Revert to cancel changes made and revert to the last save.

Editing a library definition
Library definitions can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal. The only property of a library definition
that cannot be edited is the engine that it is assigned to. To change a library definition's engine, the
library definition will need to be deleted and re-created.

To edit a library definition:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
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3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click the Library Definition that you want to edit.
5. Edit the Library Definition as required.
6. To save your changes, click Save.

Copying a library definition
Existing library definitions can be copied using the WPS Hub web portal. This saves time when creating
multiple library definitions that are similar to each other.

Note:
When a library definition is copied, libname bindings associated with it are not copied.

To copy a library definition:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. For the Library Definition that you want to copy, click the menu button ( ) and then click Copy

( ).

A Copy window opens.
5. Type a Name for the new Library Definition.
6. Click Save Copy ( ).

A copy of the Library Definition is created, with the specified name.

Deleting library definitions
Library definitions can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal, either individually or in bulk.

To delete a library definition:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
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3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. You now have two choices for deletion:

• For a single Libname binding, click the menu icon  and then click Delete ( ).

• For multiple Libname bindings, select each one you want to delete, and then from the top of the
page click Delete Selected ( ).

Adding a Libname binding
Libname bindings can be added using the WPS Hub web portal.

Note:
Changes made to library definitions and Libname bindings will not appear in a Workbench Processing
Engine until that Processing Engine is restarted.

To add Libname bindings:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click the Library Definition that you want to add a Libname binding to.
5. click Add ( ).

An Add Libname binding window is displayed.
6. Enter the following:

a. Name: This will be the library name that will appear in Workbench and is used in SAS language
code to reference the Library. The name must be 8 characters or less.

b. Select Users and Groups: Select the user type or group that will see the Libname binding. Only
one selection per Libname binding is possible; if you require multiple users and groups, create
another libname binding.

Editing a Libname binding
Libname bindings can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit Libname bindings:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click the Library Definition that contains the Libname binding that you want to edit.
5. Click the name of the Libname binding that you want to edit.
6. In the Edit Libname binding window that opens, you can now:

a. Change the Name of the Libname binding. The name must be 8 characters or less.
b. Change the Users and Groups that this Libname binding applies to.

7. Click OK to apply the changes and close the window, or cancel to abandon the changes.

Deleting a Libname binding
Libname bindings can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete Libname bindings:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click Library Definitions.

A list of library definitions is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click the Library Definition that you want to delete Libname bindings from.
5. You now have two choices for deletion:

• Click the delete icon for any Libname binding ( ).

• Select multiple Libname bindings, and then click Remove Selected.
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Data Access Example
This worked example demonstrates a simple use of library definitions and Libname bindings using MS
Excel files in Microsoft Windows.

WPS Hub Setup
A company produces sales figures every month in two forms: an MS Excel Workbook for Data Scientists
to use, and another separate Workbook, with a different layout, for Managers to use. The MS Excel
Workbooks are stored centrally on a network drive that everyone can access:

In the company's WPS Hub installation, their Hub Administrator has created a library definition for each
file:

Note:
XLSX files require the xlsx engine, not the excel engine, which is for older xls files.

Libname bindings are set up as follows:

• The Hub Administrator has a Libname binding for all library definitions, using the same name as the
library definition.
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• The library definitions Jan_Figs_DS and Feb_Figs_DS have Libname bindings of Jan and Feb
respectively for members of the user group DataScience1, and no libname bindings at all for
Managers. This means that Data Scientists logged into Workbench will see these libraries simply as
Jan and Feb respectively, making them easy to reference in code.

• Jan_Figs_M and Feb_Figs_M have Libname bindings of Jan and Feb respectively for members
of the user group Management1, and no libname bindings at all for Data Scientists. Once they are
logged in, Managers in Workbench will see these libraries simply as Jan and Feb respectively, again
making them easy to reference in code.

• Miranda Jones is the head Data Scientist and is a member of the DataScience1 user group, but
not the Management1 user group. As a Data Scientist, she can see the DataScience1 bindings
simply as Jan and Feb, exactly the same as the members of her team, facilitating co-working within
Workbench. However, she also has an individual binding for the management workbooks that she
uses occasionally, which she sees as Jan_man and Feb_man respectively.

As an example, the Libname bindings for the Library Definition Jan_Figs_M are as follows:

Workbench Views - SAS language Environment
John Smith is a Data Scientist and a member of the group DataScience1. When he logs into WPS Hub
from Workbench and chooses the SAS language Environment, he sees libraries named Jan and Feb,
which, via the Libname bindings and then library definitions, are defined as the January and February
Excel workbooks for Data Scientists, January_Figures_DS.xlsx and February_Figures_DS.xlsx
respectively. The worksheets within these workbooks are also displayed:
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John Smith can reference these libraries in code. For example:

set Jan.Jan_Analysis;

Miranda Jones, the head data scientist, sees the same libraries as John Smith. However, she also sees
the Management libraries:
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Workbench Workflow Environment
Workbench's Workflow Environment displays the library definitions, rather than the Libname bindings.
With access control policies set the same for all users, in our example every user will see every Library
Definition, as follows:

These library definitions can be used in Workflow as follows:

Deployment Services for Hub
Administrators
Deployment Services permits SAS language, R language and Python language programs to be run by
external users over HTTP or HTTPS; for example from a web browser, or using a utility such as the WPS
Hub MS Excel plug-in. Programs can either be run synchronously, giving a response immediately, or
submitted as asynchronous jobs, with their results viewable when complete in the WPS Hub web portal.
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Deployment Services programs are run by Deployment Services hosts, which can be any computer
running  WPS Analytics that the WPS Hub host can connect to..

Overview of Deployment Services Concepts
WPS Hub stores Deployment Services programs either in its own local database, in a linked remote
database (as configured at installation), or via a link to a Git repository. These programs are deployed
by OnDemand Administrators into environment/s, which are conceptual containers for programs that
can be accessed externally, with optional authentication and security restrictions for each environment if
required. Each environment contains registered runtime servers to run these deployed programs using
WPS Analytics Processing Engines.

The diagram and subsequent description below show how the various components of Deployment
Services function for a synchronous HTTP program invocation.
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The process for a synchronous HTTP request to invoke a program deployed to an Deployment Services
environment is as follows:

• HTTP request: A program invocation request arrives over HTTP, directed to a URL as described in
Deployment Services synchronous program invocation URL structure  (page 156). This request
will either be routed directly to the Deployment Services Service or, optionally, to a Load Balancer
first.

• Optional Load Balancer (not supplied): A load balancer can be associated with an environment to
direct the HTTP request to a suitable runtime server.
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• Deployment Services Service: The HTTP request is received by the Deployment Services Service on
the runtime server registered in the program's environment. The service will fetch the environment's
deployed program instance and pass it to the appropriate engine for execution. Prior to this, if
required, the service will seek authentication from the environment's authenticator.

• Authenticator: If required by the program invocation request, the authenticator will check the
credentials of the user requesting program invocation. This check will be with WPS Hub's user
database, via LDAP (if Hub is set up for use with LDAP), or with the operating system.

• Engine: The engine will spawn worker processes to run the fetched program instance. How each
engine handles this action can be configured (for example, setting a minimum and a maximum
number of workers).

Once the program has been run, the results will be passed back to the requester.

WPS Hub web portal Deployment Services features
The WPS Hub web portal contains the following Deployment Services management features, accessible
by selecting Deployment Services from the WPS Hub web portal home page:

• Development: The development area allows you to create and manage: programs (SAS language
and R language), program folders, and program packages. Through program packages, Python
language programs are also supported.

• Administration: The administration area allows you to create and manage Deployment Services
environments, along with their runtimes, engines and authenticators.

• Deployment: To use programs with Deployment Services, they must be deployed into environments.
The process of deployment takes a copy of the program and places that instance in the chosen
environment with a name of your choice. The environment can then be published, which will make
that program available for Deployment Services users and display that program's instance in the WPS
Hub web portal directory view.

• Categories: Categories are metadata tags that can be added to programs.
• Directory: The directory feature in the WPS Hub web portal allows you to view and execute program

instances that have been deployed into environments.

Deployment Services User Types
Deployment Services involves the following three types of user:

• Deployment Services Developers, who develop applications.
• Deployment Services Administrators, who administer WPS Hub Deployment Services.
• Deployment Services Consumers, who run programs from Hub.

Each of the above three user types has a corresponding WPS Hub role.

Overview of Deployment Services Architecture
The architecture of WPS HubDeployment Services is described below and shown in the accompanying
diagram.
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WPS Hub Deployment Services is based around two installations, which can be on the same or different
hosts:

• Hub host, installed and configured from a WPS Hub download which contains:

‣ WPS Hub database. This can either be an internal database, supplied with WPS Hub or a link to
a supported external database. The configuration of these databases is covered by the WPS Hub
Installation and Configuration Guide.

‣ WPS Hub service. This service handles WPS Hub communications.
‣ WPS Hub core functionality, as accessed via the WPS Hub web portal and described by this

administration and use guide.
• WPS host, which contains two services, currently packaged with recent installations of WPS Analytics

(for their installation, see the Installation and Configuration guide):

‣ WPS Agent service: This reports the status of the WPS host to the WPS Hub service.
‣ WPS On-Demand service: This handles the running of Deployment Services programs, which are

requested via the WPS Hub service and run by WPS processes on the WPS host.

All WPS Hub services are configured to communicate using specific ports (see the Installation and
Configuration guide for how to configure these). These ports are listed in the WPS Hub web portal,
where the various logical components are set up (runtimes, engines etc).
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Development
The development area in the WPS Hub web portal allows you to create and manage program packages,
as well as individual SAS language and R language programs. Through program packages, Python
language programs are also supported. Folders can be created for grouping programs and program
packages.

Note:
The development area in WPS Hub is purely for development and does not allow the running of
programs. For programs to be run, they must first be deployed into environments (see Deployment
(page 143)). For more information on running programs, see Running Deployment Services
programs  (page 166)).

Development view symbols
The Deployment Services development view (which is displayed by clicking Launch Deployment
Services from the home page, then Development) uses symbols to indicate the items being viewed and
their statuses.

Symbol Description

R program.

Program package.

Collapsed program folder (contents not visible).

External program package.

Standard (SAS language) program.

Expanded program folder (contents visible).

Root folder.

Programs
The WPS Hub web portal allows programs to be written directly from the web interface and stored in the
WPS Hub database. Programs can written in the SAS language and R language, and can be organised
into folders for clarity. The WPS Hub web portal can be used to create, edit, and delete programs.

Programs written from the WPS Web Portal interface can have inputs defined for them that a Deployment
Services consumer can input when invoking a program.
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Creating a new program

Deployment Services SAS language and R language programs can be created using the WPS Hub web
portal.

To create a program:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Development ( ).

A Programs and Packages list is displayed.
4. Hover the mouse pointer over the programs list heading and click the menu button that appears on

the right hand side ( ).

5. Click either New Standard Program (for a SAS language program) or New R Program (for an R
program).

6. In the new window that opens, type a unique name for the program and click OK.

The new program appears in the programs pane.

Your newly created program will be blank. To give your program contents, see Viewing and editing a
program  (page 102).

Viewing and editing a program

Programs can be viewed and edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit an existing program in the repository only:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Development ( ).

A Programs and Packages list is displayed.
4. Locate and click on the program that you want to view and edit.
5. Click Configuration to change the following:

a. Name: This must be unique for this installation of Hub.
b. Description: Free text.
c. If you are editing an R program, edit Required packages as required.

6. If you have chosen an R Program, then Click Init Program Text to enter the initialisation text for the R
program..
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7. Click Inputs & Output.
8. To create an input, under Inputs:

a. Click Add Input and select an Input Type.
b. Enter the required details. For more information, see Program input types  (page 105)

9. To create an output, under Output, choose an Output Type and Output Format from the drop down
lists.

10.Click Program Text to write or paste in the text of the program itself.
11.Click Save to save the program, Save As to save the modified program configuration as a new

program, or Revert to undo all configuration changes in this session.

For these changes to be reflected in program instances that exist in Deployment Services environments,
those instance/s will require updating in their respective environments (see Updating a deployed
program or program package  (page 148)), and the environment changes published (see Publishing
an environment's configuration from the Administration view  (page 137)).

Deleting a program

Programs can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete a program using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Development ( ).

A Programs and Packages list is displayed.
4. Hover the mouse pointer over the program that you want to delete and click the menu button that

appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Delete ( ).

6. At the confirmation, if you want to proceed click Yes.

The Program is deleted.

Moving a program

Programs can be moved using the WPS Hub web portal.

To move a Program using the WPS Hub web portal:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Development ( ).

A Programs and Packages list is displayed.
4. Hover the mouse pointer over the Program that you want to move and click the menu button that

appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Move.

A Move window opens.
6. Click the destination folder.
7. Click OK.

The program has been moved.

Copying a program

Programs can be copied using the WPS Hub web portal.

To copy a program using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Development ( ).

A Programs and Packages list is displayed.
4. Hover the mouse pointer over the program that you want to copy and click the menu button that

appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Copy.

A Copy window opens.
6. In the Name box, type the new name for the program copy that you want to create.
7. Below the Name field, browse to and click the location that you want the copy to be placed in.
8. Click OK.

The program is copied to the destination specified with the new name specified.
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Renaming a program

Programs can be renamed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To rename a program using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Development ( ).

A Programs and Packages list is displayed.
4. Hover the mouse pointer over the program that you want to rename and click the menu button that

appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Rename.

A Rename window opens.
6. Rename the program with a unique name (if the name is already in use, a message will appear

stating this) and click OK.

The Program is renamed.

Program input types

A reference describing all program input types.

Input Type: Choice
The choice input type will ask the user to choose the value of the input variable from a pre-defined list,
presented as a drop down box.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program in or adjacent to the
drop down box where the choice is made.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user asking them to make their choice (for
example: "Which product did you buy?").

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to run the program. If
the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad request) response
is given.

Choices Defines the choices presented to the user. Each row is a choice.

Choices: default When enabled (blue), this choice will be the default choice.
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Field Description

Choices: label A label for the choice.

Choices: value A value for the choice

Delete choice.

Input Type: Date
The date input type will ask the user for a date in the format dd/mm/yyyy, or prompt for selection from a
calendar.

Optional parameters for date variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.

Default value Choose a default value for the input.

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Fixed Doesn't prompt the user and will automatically set the date to the
value specified.

Hidden Hides the input variable when the program is published in the
directory.

Delete this input.

Input Type: Date & Time
The Date and Time input type is the same as Date above, but adds a time in the 24 hour clock.

Input Type: Integer
The integer input type will ask the user for an integer (whole number).

Optional parameters for integer variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.
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Field Description

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Fixed Doesn't prompt the user and will set the integer to the default value
specified.

Hidden Hides the input variable when the program is published in the
directory.

Default value: Integer The default number used if the user doesn't input one.

Min Stipulates a minimum value for the integer, which will be displayed
to the user and validated against when the user enters a number.

Max Stipulates a maximum value for the integer, which will be displayed
to the user and validated against when the user enters a number.

Delete this input.

Input Type: Password
The password input type will ask the user for a string to use as a password.

Optional parameters for password variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Fixed Doesn't prompt the user and will set the password to the default
value specified.

Hidden Hides the input variable when the program is published in the
directory.

Default value: password The default password used if the user doesn't make a choice. Click
the eye symbol ( ) to reveal what you have typed.

Max Length Stipulates a maximum length for the password, which will be
validated against when the user enters the password.

Delete this input.
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Input Type: Real
The Real input type will ask the user for a real number (a number, including decimals).

Optional parameters for password variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Fixed Doesn't prompt the user and will set the input to the default value
specified.

Hidden Hides the input variable when the program is published in the
directory.

Default value The default number used if the user doesn't make a choice.

Min Stipulates a minimum value for the number, which will be displayed
to the user and validated against when the user enters a number.

Max Stipulates a maximum value for the number, which will be
displayed to the user and validated against when the user enters a
number.

Delete this input.

Input Type: Stream
The stream input type handles multi-line strings or file contents.

Optional parameters for stream variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.

Stream type Choose from CSV, Custom, JSON, or XML.

Re-readable Select to make the stream a re-readable type.

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Delete this input.
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Input Type: String
The string input type will ask the user for a string.

Optional parameters for string variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Fixed Doesn't prompt the user and will set the string to the default value
specified.

Hidden Hides the input variable when the program is published in the
directory.

Default value: String The default string used if the user doesn't make a choice.

Max Length Stipulates a maximum length for the string, which will be validated
against when the user enters the string.

Delete this input.

Input Type: Time
The date input type will ask the user for a time in the 24 hour clock in the format hh:mm.

Optional parameters for time variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Fixed Doesn't prompt the user and will set the time to the default value
specified.

Hidden Hides the input variable when the program is published in the
directory.

Default value: Time The default time used if the user doesn't make a choice.

Delete this input.
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Input Type: True or False
The True or False input type will prompt the user to select or clear an option (a boolean response).

Optional parameters for boolean variables are given below. All boolean parameters default to false.

Field Description

Input Name The variable name used in the program code.

Input Label Displayed to the user running the program.

Input Prompt Displayed to the user running the program.

Required Forces the user to choose this input variable to continue running
the program. If the variable is not supplied, an HTTP 400 (bad
request) response is given.

Fixed Doesn't prompt the user and will set the input to the default value
specified.

Hidden Hides the input variable when the program is published in the
directory.

Default value: Boolean Sets the default value of the variable. When enabled (blue), the
variable defaults to TRUE. When disabled (grey), the variable
defaults to FALSE.

Delete this input.

Program folders
Program folders can be created and managed to organise programs and program packages.

Once created, program folders can be renamed, moved or deleted along with any programs, program
packages and sub-folders they can contain.

Access control can be used to control access to folders: for example who can see which folders, who
can create programs in which folders, delete, edit etc.

Creating a new program folder

Program folders to store Deployment Services programs or program packages can be created using the
WPS Hub web portal. Folders can be created both at the root of the development area, or as subfolders
within other folders.

To create a program folder:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).
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2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Hover the mouse pointer over the programs list heading, or desired sub-folder, and click the menu
button that appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click New Program Folder.
6. In the new window that opens, type a unique name for the program folder (if the name is already in

use, a message will appear stating this) and click OK.

The new program folder appears in the programs pane.

Renaming a program folder

Programs folders can be renamed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To rename a program folder using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Hover the mouse pointer over the program folder that you want to rename and click the menu button
that appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Rename ( ).

A Rename Program Folder window opens.
6. Rename the program folder with a unique name (if the name is already in use, a message will appear

stating this) and click OK.

The program folder is renamed.

Moving a program folder

Program folders can be moved, along with their contents, using the WPS Hub web portal.

To rename a program folder:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).
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4. Hover the mouse pointer over the program folder that you want to move and click the menu button
that appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Move ( ).

6. In the new window that opens, click the destination for the folder you are moving.

A summary of the move is displayed.
7. To confirm the move, click OK.

The program folder and its contents has been moved.

Deleting a program folder

Program folders can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

Note:
Deleting a program folder will delete all programs and folders within it.

To delete a program folder:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Hover the mouse pointer over the program folder that you want to rename and click the menu button
that appears on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Delete ( ).

6. In the confirmation window that opens, click Yes.

The program folder and its contents is deleted.

Editing a program folder

Programs folders can edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a programme folder:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).
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4. Click on program folder that you want to edit.

Details of the program folder are displayed in the right hand pane.
5. You can now edit the program folder's details as follows:

a. Name: The name must be unique.
b. Description: A free text description of the program folder.

6. Click Save to save the program folder, Save As to save the modified program folder configuration as
a new program folder, or Revert to undo all configuration changes in this session.

Program packages
In addition to the management of single, standalone programs, WPS Hub can use program packages
to manage more complex programming implementations, such as those with multiple source files or
multiple resources. Hub uses the Git version control system to manage program packages.

Creating and managing program packages
Program Packages can be created and managed by the WPS Hub web portal or Workbench. This
guide only describes creation and management by the WPS Hub web portal. For information on using
Workbench to create and manage program packages, see the Workbench Guide.

Internal and external program packages
There are two types of program package:

• Program package: This is a Git repository created by WPS Hub and stored alongside WPS Hub data.
• External program package: This is an external Git repository.

Both types of program package allow you to:

• Create a WPS Hub description associated with them.
• View their Git commit logs from within the WPS Hub web portal.

Accompanying files
Deployment Services metadata for program packages is stored in YAML formatted files that reside within
the program package:

• Program packages each contain a program package descriptor file, which describes the program
package and the programs within the package. The package and its programs are all published to the
directory. For more information, see Program package descriptor file  (page 119).
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Program package deployment
For both types of program package, the program package and all programs within in it is the unit of
deployment; it is not possible to deploy part of a program package, only the whole package. When a
program package is deployed to an environment, it becomes a program package version defined by a Git
revision string.

• If the revision string names a branch (that is, is a ref of the form refs/heads/X), then the head of
that branch is deployed. This is established at the point that the publish operation occurs.

• If the revision string names a tag (that is, is a ref of the form refs/tags/X), then the version named
by that tag is deployed. Again, this is established at the point that the publish operation occurs.

• If the revision string is the SHA1 of a commit, then that exact commit is published.

Creating program packages

The WPS Hub web portal allows you to create both internal program packages and external program
packages.

Creating an external program package

External program packages (remote Git repositories) can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create an external program package (a remote Git repository):

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. To create a file in the programs root area, hover the mouse pointer over the programs list heading and
click the menu button that appears on the right hand side ( ). Alternatively, to create a program
within a pre-existing folder, hover the mouse pointer over that folder, click the menu button and click
New.

5. Click New External Program Package.

6. In the new window that opens, enter:

a. Name: Type a unique name that will be used to refer to the external program package within Hub.
b. Git Repository web url: Enter a clone or download URL of the Git repository.
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7. Click one of the three authentication methods:

a. Password: Authenticate with a user name and password. Once you have clicked this option, you
are prompted for a user name and password. Enter these, then click Test Connection.

b. Anonymous: No credentials required. Click this option to attempt the connection straight away.
Click Test Connection to verify that this works.

c. or select stored Git credentials: If you have previously entered Git credentials, this option allows
you to select these.

If your connection is successful, a Connection OK message is displayed.
8. Click Create to create the new external program package.

The new external program package appears in the programs pane, populated via a git clone
command. If applicable, program package versions are displayed within it.

Creating a new program package

Program packages (local Git repositories) can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a program package (a local Git repository):

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. To create a file in the programs root area, hover the mouse pointer over the programs list heading and
click the menu button that appears on the right hand side ( ). Alternatively, to create a program
within a pre-existing folder, hover the mouse pointer over that folder, click the menu button and click
New.

5. Click  New program package (for a local Git repository).

6. In the new window that opens, type a unique name for the program package and click OK.

The new program package appears in the programs pane.

Renaming a program package

Program packages can be renamed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To rename a program package using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).
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2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Locate and click the program package that you want to rename.
5. Hover the mouse pointer over the program package that you want to delete and click the menu button

that appears on the right hand side ( ).

6. Click Rename ( ).

A Rename Program Package window opens.
7. Type a new name for the program package.
8. Click OK.

The program package is renamed.

Moving a program package

Program packages can be moved using the WPS Hub web portal.

To move a program package using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Locate and click the program package that you want to move.
5. Hover the mouse pointer over the program package that you want to move and click the menu button

that appears on the right hand side ( ).

6. Click Move ( ).

A move window opens.
7. Click the destination folder.
8. Click OK.

The program package has been moved.

Deleting a program package

Program packages can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete a program package using the WPS Hub web portal:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Locate and click the program package that you want to delete.
5. Hover the mouse pointer over the program package that you want to delete and click the menu button

that appears on the right hand side ( ).

6. Click Delete ( ).

7. At the confirmation, if you want to proceed click Yes.
8. Click OK.

The program package is deleted.

Editing a program package

Program packages can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a program package using the WPS Hub web portal:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Locate and click the program package that you want to edit.

The program package's details appear in the right hand pane.
5. You can now edit the program package as shown below. These changes will only apply to the

program package within Hub; the linked Git repository will be unaffected:

a. Name: Type a unique name for the program package.
b. Description: Free text to describe the program package.
c. Git clone URL (external program packages only): the clone or download URL of the Git repository

that the external program package links to.
6. The Git clone URL (external program packages only) is displayed as a read-only field. Click the

Copy Git URL to clipboard icon ( ) to copy this URL to the clipboard.

7. Click Save to save the program, Save As to save the modified program package configuration as a
new program package, or Revert to undo all configuration changes in this session.
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Viewing the Git commit log for a program package

The Git commit log for an existing program package can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To view the Git commit log for an existing program package:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Developer role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Development ( ).

4. Locate and click the program package that you want to view the trace log for.

Details of the program package appear in the right hand pane.
5. If necessary, click the down arrow ( ) to expand the Git Commit Log.

The Git commit log is displayed, showing Git commit events listed by date and time.

Changing the program package base directories

The base directory in which WPS Hub managed Git repositories are created and the base directory used
for clones of external Git repositories can both be configured using the WPS Hub configuration file.

To change the WPS Hub managed Git repository base directories:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file as follows:

• To change the directory used for WPS Hub managed Git repositories, add or change the
gitrepositories primary key, then change or add the secondary key baseDir. The baseDir
key sets the directory used for WPS Hub managed Git repositories.

• To change the directory used for clones of external git repositories, add or change the
packagemanager secondary key, then change or add the secondary key baseDir. The
baseDir key sets the directory used for clones of external Git repositories.

3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.
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Changing the Git log file directory

The directory used for WPS Hub Git interaction log files can be configured using the WPS Hub
configuration file.

To change the WPS Hub Git interaction log file directory:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Edit the WPS Hub configuration file to change or add the gitlogs primary key and the baseDir
secondary key. These keys set the directory used for WPS Hub Git interaction log files.

For more information, see The WPS Hub configuration file  (page 19).
3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.

Program package descriptor file

Program packages each contain a program package descriptor file, which describes the program
package and the programs within the package. The package and its programs are all published to the
directory.

Publication in the directory means a program can be seen in a tool such as the WPS Hub MS Excel
plug-in. A program that isn't published in the directory will not be visible in this way, but can still be
invoked if its invocation URL is known. For more information on invocation URLs, see Deployment
Services program URLs  (page 155).

Program package descriptor file reference

A reference describing the program package descriptor file and the objects it contains.

File name and path
The program package descriptor file must be stored in the root directory of the package and named
hubpackage.yaml.
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Package Object
The package object is the root of the descriptor file.

Field name Values Accepted Description

hubpackage string Required.

Currently, this must be the value 1.0.0. This
defines the version of schema to which this
package descriptor file adheres.

name string Required.

The name of the package as it would be
displayed in a user interface listing of
deployed packages.

description string Optional.

An optional description of the package that
can be displayed in a user interface.

programs Mappings of program
names (string) to program
objects.

Optional.

The definitions of the programs in the
package.

The program name forms the basis of the
URL by which the program is invoked. It can
contain multiple parts, separated by slashes.

categories [string]

Each element must be
unique.

Optional.

A set of categories that apply to all programs
in the package.

Program Object
The Program Object lists all of the programs in the package.

Field name Values Accepted Description

type One of the strings sas, r,
or python.

Required.

The type of the program.

label string Optional.

The name of the program as it is published in
the directory.

description string Optional.
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Field name Values Accepted Description
A description of the program as it is
published in the directory.

categories [string]

Each element must be
unique.

Optional.

The categories under which this program is
published in the directory. Any categories
listed in the global categories list are
added to this list on publication.

publish boolean (true or false). Optional.

Whether or not the program is published in
the directory.

If not specified, defaults to true.

parameters Mappings of parameter
names (string) to
parameter objects.

Optional.

Parameter names must be unique. Parameter
names must obey simple identifier rules,
which allow: A-Z, a-z, 0-9 and _. Parameter
names must not start with a digit. Language
implementations may impose additional
restrictions on parameter names such as on
their length, and reserved words.

form form object Optional.

A description of the user interface presented
to the user on invocation of the program. This
is only relevant if the program is published
to a the directory, on the basis that only
programs in the directory can be invoked
through a user interface such as Excel. Not
an error to provide this and not publish the
program. In its absence, a default prompt
interface will be generated.

SAS Language Program Object
Each SAS language program in the package requires a SAS Language Program Object, which describes
the SAS language program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

programText string Optional.
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Field name Values Accepted Description
The main program text for the program, if
programFile is not used to specify an external
file.

Only one of programText or programFile can
be specified.

programFile string Optional.

A name of the program file containing the
main program text for the program. The value
is a path relative to the file containing this
SAS Language Program object.

parameterStyle macroVars or dataset. Optional.

results SAS language results
object.

Optional.

A description of the results the program
generates. If not supplied the program returns
no results. A JSON reference can be used
here to enable a complete results list to be
shared between programs.

R Language Program Object
Each R language program in the package requires an R Language Program Object, which describes the
R language program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

programText string Optional.

The main program text for the program, if
programFile is not used to specify an external
file.

Only one of programText or programFile can
be specified.

programFile string Optional.

A name of the program file containing the
main program text for the program. The value
is a path relative to the file containing this R
Language Program object.

initProgramText string Optional.
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Field name Values Accepted Description
An optional initialisation program to be run
once at environment startup. Only one of
initProgramText and initProgramFile can be
specified.

initProgramFile string Optional.

A name of the program file containing the
initialisation program. The value is a path
relative to the file containing this R Language
Program object.

requiredPackages [string]

Each element must be
unique.

Optional.

An optional array of strings giving a list of
R language program packages that are
required. This is simply a convenience that
avoids having to code library statements
in the R language program. There is currently
no automatic management of packages in the
runtime environment.

results R language results object. Optional.

A description of the results the program
generates. If not supplied the program returns
no results. A JSON reference can be used
here to enable a complete results list to be
shared between programs.

Python Language Program Object
Each Python language program in the package requires a SAS Language Program Object, which
describes the Python language program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

programText string Optional.

The main program text for the program, if
programFile is not used to specify an external
file.

Only one of programText or programFile can
be specified.

programFile string Optional.
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Field name Values Accepted Description
A name of the program file containing the
main program text for the program. The value
is a path relative to the file containing this
Python Language Program object.

initProgramText string Optional.

An optional initialisation program to be run
once at environment startup. Only one of
initProgramText and initProgramFile can be
specified.

initProgramFile string Optional.

A name of the program file containing the
initialisation program. The value is a path
relative to the file containing this Python
Language Program object.

requiredPackages [string]

Each element must be
unique.

Optional.

An optional array of strings giving a list of
Python language program packages that are
required. This is provided a convenience that
avoids having to code library statements
in the Python language program. There
is currently no automatic management of
packages in the runtime environment.

parameterStyle string.

dictionary or normal.

Optional.

If not specified, defaults to normal.

results Python language results
object.

Optional.

A description of the results the program
generates. If not supplied, the program
returns no results. A JSON reference can be
used here to enable a complete results list to
be shared between programs.

Parameter Object
Defines an individual parameter for a program.

Fields

Field name Values Accepted Description

datatype string Required.
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Field name Values Accepted Description
One of:

string

choice

password

int

bool

float

date

time

datetime

stream

The type of parameter.

required boolean (true or
false). If not specified,
defaults to false.

Optional.

Whether this parameter is required or not.

fixed boolean (true or
false). If not specified,
defaults to false.

Optional.

Doesn't prompt the user and will
automatically set this parameter to the default
value.

hidden boolean (true or
false). If not specified,
defaults to false.

Optional.

Indicates that this field is hidden from the
invocation interface.

label string Optional.

The label used in an invocation interface for
this parameter.

prompt string Optional.

The prompt string used in an invocation
interface for this parameter.

String Parameters

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue string Optional.

The default value for the parameter.
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Field name Values Accepted Description

maxlen integer Optional.

An optional maximum length for the
parameter.

Choices Parameters
Parameters for choices.

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue string

This must match the
'value' field of one of the
choices listed.

Optional.

The default value for the parameter.

choices [string]

Each element must be
unique.

Required.

A list of valid values for the parameter.

Choice Object
Parameters for an individual choice.

Field name Values Accepted Description

value string Required.

The value submitted to the program, the
value that the program needs to process.

label string Optional.

Label used when displaying in an invocation
interface.

Password Parameters
Parameters for passwords.

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue string Optional.

The default value for the parameter.

maxlen integer Optional.

A maximum length for the password string.

Integer Parameters
Parameters for integers.
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Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue integer Optional.

The default value for the integer parameter.

max integer Optional.

A maximum length for the integer parameter.

min integer Optional.

A minimum length for the integer parameter.

Float Parameters
Parameters for floating point numbers.

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue integer Optional.

The default value for the float parameter.

max integer Optional.

A maximum length for the float parameter.

min integer Optional.

A minimum length for the float parameter.

Boolean Parameters
Parameters for booleans.

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue boolean (true or
false).

Optional.

The default value for the boolean parameter.

If not specified, defaults to true.

Date Parameters
Parameters for dates.

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue yyy-mm-dd

(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=date>)

Optional.

The default value for the date parameter.

max yyy-mm-dd Optional.
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Field name Values Accepted Description
(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=date>)

A maximum value for the date parameter.

min yyy-mm-dd

(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=date>)

Optional.

A minimum value for the date parameter.

Time Parameters
Parameters for dates.

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue hh:mm[:ss]

(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=time>)

Optional.

The default value for the time parameter.

max hh:mm[:ss]

(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=time>)

Optional.

A maximum value for the time parameter.

min hh:mm[:ss]

(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=time>)

Optional.

A minimum value for the time parameter.

Datetime Parameters
Parameters for dates.

Field name Values Accepted Description

defaultValue yyy-mm-dd hh:mm[:ss]

(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=time>)

Optional.

The default value for the time parameter.

max hh:mm[:ss]

(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=time>)

Optional.

A maximum value for the datetime parameter.

min hh:mm[:ss] Optional.
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Field name Values Accepted Description
(as defined by the
HTML specification for
<input type=time>)

A minimum value for the datetime parameter.

Stream Parameters
Parameters for streams.

Field name Values Accepted Description

contentType Required.

The expected content type of the stream.
This can be used by a user interface to
show a file selection dialog with the correct
file extension, provide a suitably syntax
highlighted editor for the content, or convert
data into an appropriate form.

defaultValue string The default value if no stream is received.

SAS Language Results Objects
Defines the SAS Language Results Objects for a program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

resultName SAS Language Result
Object

Required.

Lists SAS Language Results objects

SAS Language Result Object
Defines an individual SAS Language Result Object for a program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

resultType Either dataset or
stream.

Optional.

resultDatasetName In
library.member(options)

format.

Required when resultType==dataset.

The name of the dataset to return. Note that
this can contain input dataset options.

resultFormat One of the strings xml,
json, csv, or wpd.

Required when resultType==dataset.

Defines the format in which the result dataset
is returned.

resultContentType string Required when resultType==stream.
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R Language Results Objects
Defines the R Language Results Objects for a program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

resultName R Language Result Object Required.

Lists R Language Results objects.

R Language Result Object
Defines an individual R Language Result Object for a program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

resultType object, stream or
console.

Optional.

resultObjectName string Required when resultType==object.

Names the R Object to return.

resultFormat One of the strings print,
json, csv, or tab.

Required when resultType==object.

Defines the format in which the result dataset
is returned.

resultContentType string Required when resultType==stream.

Python Language Results Objects
Defines the Python Language Results Objects for a program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

resultName Python Language Result
Object

Required.

Lists Python Language Results objects.

Python Language Result Object
Defines an individual Python Language Result Object for a program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

resultType Either object, stream, or
console.

Optional.

resultObjectName string Required when resultType==object.

Names the Python Object to return.
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Field name Values Accepted Description

resultFormat One of the strings csv,
json, excel, or html.

Required when resultType==object.

Defines the format in which the result dataset
is returned. Not all result types apply to all
result objects.

resultContentType string Required when resultType==stream.

Invocation Form Objects
Invocation Form Objects define how to present a user interface to a user to allow the program to be
invoked.

Field name Values Accepted Description

pages Invocation Form Page
Object

Required.

An array of objects that define the pages of
the invocation wizard.

Invocation Form Page Object
Defines an individual R Language Result Object for a program.

Field name Values Accepted Description

title string Optional.

A title for the page.

description string Optional.

An optional description that will be presented
for the page.

parameters [string]

Each element must be
unique.

Required.

An array of the parameters to be requested
on the page, in the required order.
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Program package descriptor file example

An example of a program package descriptor file.

Below is an example of a program package descriptor file:

publishInDirectory:
- sas/ExploringBooleanParameters.sas
- sas/ExploringDateParameters.sas
- sas/ExploringDatetimeParameters.sas
- r/HelloWorld.r
- r/ReturningDataFrame.r
- r/ReturningDataFrameAsCsv.r

Note:
For further examples, see the example programs supplied with WPS Hub.

Deployment Services Administration
The Deployment Services Administration area in the WPS Hub web portal allows you to create and
manage Deployment Services environments, along with their runtimes, engines and authenticators.

Deployment Services administration tasks require the user role of Deployment Services Administrator.

Environments
Environments are conceptual containers for deployed programs and runtimes. Multiple environments can
exist, each with a particular configuration for its contents and its own access control parameters.WPS
Hub is supplied with three blank environments: Dev, Production and Staging. The WPS Hub web portal
can be used to manage, add and delete environments.

Each environment has configuration settings that govern how the programs in that environment are
invoked. For example, the environment can control:

• What authentication is required to invoke a program.
• What actions are taken before and after execution of a program.
• Whether the execution log is available to the caller, or whether it is archived in a database, or other

kind of store, or whether it is simply discarded.
• Whether execution worker processes are reused for the program, or whether a clean process is used

for each invocation.
• Physically where execution worker processes are run.
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• Various worker process settings, such as:

‣ Idle timeout.
‣ Maximum number of concurrent requests.
‣ How long to wait for a request to finish before abandoning.
‣ etc

When changes are made to an environment, they must be published before the environment's runtimes
and programs are aware of the changes.

Programs of more than one type can be installed onto a single environment. One environment could, for
example, contain programs written in both the R languageand the SAS language.

An environment can have access control associated with it, defining who is allowed to deploy programs
or programs packages to it,and who is allowed to publish the configuration. For example, there might be
a test environment and a production environment that have different access control, giving different sets
of users different permissions for each environment.

Environment usage example

This example illustrates how different environments can be used throughout the life cycle of a program,
by taking the simple example of one program progressing through the three default WPS Hub
environments one by one.

Access to environments, and therefore their operation and purpose, can be tailored by using WPS Hub
access control. By default, all environments are open with no restrictions; this example is purely an
illustration of what is possible.
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Program Development

Programs can originate either from direct entry in the WPS Hub web portal using the
Development  (page 101) function, or by the use of Program packages  (page 113) to use
Git repositories within Hub. Once a program has been written, an instance of it can be deployed to
an environment. Typically, this deployment will be sequentially to multiple environments, with each
one representing a stage of the software life cycle.

Dev environment

Once the program in our example has been written, it is initially deployed into the
Dev environment. Deployment, for example, can be controlled for principals using the
DeployProgram permission.

The Dev environment in our example is set up to allow anyone to publish programs to it, to have
one runtime server, and to have access to a test database. Typically, testers and developers will
work together to ensure that the program runs as planned.

Once the program has been published, it can be invoked for initial testing and development
purposes using whatever method access control deems suitable. For example, invocation could
be only via Web portal's directory view, or URL invocation could be enabled, but only by specific
LDAP users.

Staging environment
Once the development and testing phase is over, in our example the program is promoted to
the staging environment. The staging environment could be further restricted from the Dev
environment to only allow testers to access it for second stage testing.

Production environment
Finally, once through testing, our example's program can be promoted to the production
environment, again only by a user with appropriate permissions. Once in this environment, the
program's access controls can be tailored for its final intended audience.

Environment statuses

The status of each environment is displayed in the Deployment Services Administration and
Deployment views.

Environment Displayed Status Description

The environment displayed in the WPS Hub
web portal contains changes that are not yet
visible to Deployment Services consumers
yet.

The environment displayed in the WPS Hub
web portal is in synch with the environment
visible to Deployment Services consumers.
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Above the status for each environment is an indication of how long ago that environment was published.

Creating an environment

Deployment Services environments can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

To create an environment:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the plus icon on the far right of the browser window ( ).

A create new environment window appears.
5. Type a unique name for the new environment and click OK.

The new environment appears in the administration pane.

Your newly created environment will be blank. To specify details for the environment, see Viewing and
editing an environment  (page 136).

Viewing and editing an environment

Deployment Services environments can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit an environment:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the name of the environment you want to view and edit.
5. Click the Properties tab.
6. You can now enter:

a. Name. A free text name for the environment.
b. Description. A free text description for the environment.
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7. If a load balancer is to be used, enter its externally facing URL under External Connection
Information in either the External HTTP URL or External HTTPS URL boxes. These URLs will
act as a prefix to the Deployment Services program invocation URL; for more information, see
Deployment Services synchronous program invocation URL structure  (page 156).

8. Under Logging, select whether logs are captured Always or Never.
9. Click Save.

Deleting an environment

Deployment Services environments can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete an environment:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. In the tile of the environment you want to delete, click the menu button on the right hand side ( ).

5. Click Delete ( ).

6. Click Yes in the confirmation box.

The environment is deleted.

Publishing an environment's configuration from the
Administration view

Once an environment's configuration has been changed (for example, by adding programs), these
changes need to be published for Deployment Services consumers to see the changes.

To publish an environment's configuration from the environment view:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed. If there are unpublished changes to an environment,

 will be displayed at the bottom of an environment's tile.
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4. Click the publish button ( ) adjacent to the environment's publish status.

The environment is published, and a green published status is displayed ( ).

The environment is now published, so the environment visible to Deployment Services consumers will
now match the environment visible within the WPS Hub web portal.

Publishing an environment's configuration from the deployment
view

Once an environment's configuration has been changed (for example, by adding programs), these
changes need to be published for Deployment Services consumers to see the changes.

To publish an environment's configuration from the Deployment view:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click the Deployment icon ( ).

4. Choose the environment you want to publish from the Deployments for Environment drop down list
at the top of the page.

The chosen environment is displayed. If there are unpublished changes to the environment, then

 will be displayed at the top right of the page.

5. Click the publish button ( ) adjacent to the environment's publish status.

The environment is published, and a green published status is displayed ( ).

The environment is now published, so the environment visible to Deployment Services consumers will
now match the environment visible within the WPS Hub web portal.
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Runtimes
Each environment contains one or more runtimes. Runtimes contain one or more engines, which use
worker processes to run programs from the WPS Hub directory when requested.

Program invocation requests are not handled by WPS Hub. WPS Hub merely acts as a repository for
source programs and configuration information. Configuration information, including the program and
package definitions, is pushed from WPS Hub to one or more runtime servers that then handle the actual
invocation requests.

The On Demand service receives the HTTP request to invoke the program, and will, in most cases, pass
the request to a worker process. A worker process performs the main work of running a Deployment
Services program, for reasons of reliability and scalability, and also to prevent the instability such
processing would bring to the main HTTP server. Multiple programs can be run at once, with one
worker process being used for each program run. Management of worker processes, including load
balancing between multiple processes, is performed by the Deployment Services server. Depending
on the configuration, worker processes can be reused for multiple requests, or can be created for one
request and then terminated.

Registering a runtime

Deployment Services runtimes can be registered for use in a WPS Hub environment using the WPS Hub
web portal.

To register a runtime for use in a WPS Hub environment:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the name of the environment that you want to register the Runtime in.
5. Click on the Runtimes tab.
6. Click the plus icon ( ).
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7. In the Register a Runtime box, enter:

a. Name: A free text name for the runtime. The runtime's name must be unique within its
environment.

b. Description: Optionally, a description for the Runtime may be entered here.
c. Host: Choose the host for the environment from the drop-down list. Hosts are defined by the Hub

Administration function Server Management. For more detail, see Server Management  (page
77).

d. Port: The port that the runtime will communicate over. This will be the port/s specified when
installing Deployment Services.

e. Secure port: The secure port that the runtime will communicate over. This will be the port/s
specified when installing Deployment Services.

8. Click Create.

To add a description to the Runtime, see Editing a runtime  (page 140).

Editing a runtime

Once a Deployment Services runtime has been created, it can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a runtime:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the name of the environment that contains the runtimes you want to edit.
5. Click on the Runtimes tab.
6. Click the runtime you want to edit.
7. Change any fields as required. For a description of the fields, see Registering a runtime  (page

139).The Description field is unique to the edit screen, and is a free text description of the
Runtime.

8. Click Save.
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Deregistering a runtime

Deployment Services runtimes can be deregistered from use in a WPS Hub environment using the WPS
Hub web portal.

To deregister a runtime:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the name of the environment that contains the runtime you want to deregister.
5. Click on the Runtimes tab.
6. For the runtime you want to deregister, click the menu button ( ).

7. Click Deregister Runtime ( ).

8. Click Yes at the Deregister Runtime, Are you Sure? prompt.

Processing Engines
Each runtime contains one or more Processing Engines, which run programs when requested by their
parent runtime. In turn, these engines contain one or many workers, which run the programs for the
engine.

There are three types of engine:

• Python Processing Engine: Runs Python language programs.
• SAS Language Processing Engine: Runs SAS language programs.
• R Processing engine: Runs R language programs.

Three default engines, one of each type, are provided for each environment. You can configure these, or
create your own, but only one engine of each type can exist for each runtime.

To create an engine, you will need a runtime, which in turn requires a host.

Editing an engine

Processing Engines can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit an engine:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the environment that contains the engine you want to edit.
5. Click on the Engines tab.
6. Click the engine you want to edit.
7. Change any fields as required. For a description of the fields, see Creating an engine  (page

142).
8. Click Save.

Deleting an engine

Processing Engines can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete an engine:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the environment that contains the engine you want to delete.
5. Click on the Engines tab.
6. Next to the engine you want to delete, click the menu button ( ).

7. Click Delete.
8. Click Yes in the confirmation box.

Creating an engine

Processing Engines can be created using the WPS Hub web portal.

Note that only one engine of each type can exist for each runtime.

To create an engine:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Administration ( ).

A list of environments is displayed.
4. Click the environment that you want to create the engine in.
5. Select the Engines tab, then click the plus icon ( ).

6. From the pop-up menu, select the type of engine you want:

a. Standard Engine: Runs SAS language programs.
b. R Engine: Runs R language programs.
c. Python Engine: Runs Python language programs.

7. In the Create new Engine box, enter:

a. Max wait and Time unit: The maximum amount of time a synchronous request waits for an
available worker before a Service Unavailable response is returned.

b. Min workers: The minimum number of workers a runtime has for processing requests.
Regardless of the idle timeout, this number of workers will always be kept running.

c. Max workers: The maximum number of workers an engine has for processing requests.
d. Idle timeout and Time unit: The maximum time that a worker idles between requests before

being shut down, subject to it not falling below the minimum worker count.
e. Request timeout and Time unit: The maximum amount of time a synchronous execution request

is allowed to run for before it is terminated and an error response is returned.
8. Click Create.

The engine is created with the specified settings.

Deployment
To use programs or program packages with Deployment Services, they must be deployed into
environments, which is done using the Deployment area of the WPS Hub web portal.

The process of deployment takes a copy of the program, or for a program package a specified tag or
branch and commit, and places that instance in a chosen environment with a name of your choice. The
environment can then be published, which will make that program or program package available for
Deployment Services users to run over HTTP. Deployed programs or program packages can be viewed
in the WPS Hub web portal directory view.
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When deploying program packages, you can choose from one of three package tracking options. The
first option deploys the specified version as a one-off that will never be updated; this is known as locked.
The second option tracks the program package, and when it changes, displays a notification in the
deployment area of the WPS Hub web portal with a button for the Hub administrator to deploy the latest
version. The third option tracks the program package, and when it changes, automatically publishes the
latest version.

Deployed individual programs can be unlocked, which means they are tracked and display a notification
and update button if they change. Deployed programs can also be locked, meaning the notification and
update button are suppressed. If a locked program is subsequently unlocked and a newer version is
available at that time, the notification and update button are immediately displayed. No automatic update
function is available for deployed programs.

When a deployed program or package is updated to reflect changes in its source, its environment will
also need to be published for those changes to be visible to Hub consumers. Publishing is always
manual.

Deployment view symbols and indicators
The Deployment Services deployment view (displayed from Deployment Services by clicking
Deployment from the left hand menu), uses symbols and indicators to convey information regarding
deployed packages and programs.

Symbol or indicator Description

Program package.

Standalone standard program (SAS language).

Standalone R program.

The deployed program package version has changes that require
publication to be usable with Deployment Services.

The deployed program package or program is locked to a particular
version.

For program packages, this indication means that no package
tracking has been set, so the deployed package will not
automatically update when the source package changes, and
no notification will be displayed if the source program package
changes. The deployed version is the version that was initially
deployed (a specific Git branch or tag and commit).

For programs, this indication means that a Newer version available
message will not be displayed if the source program changes.
The deployed version is the version that was deployed when the
program was last locked.
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Symbol or indicator Description

Program package version. Hovering the mouse pointer over this
icon gives a screentip with the Git branch, commit hash and commit
message.

A deployed program or program package displays this notification
if its source has a newer version than the deployed version. In
the case of a program package, this only applies if the deployed
program package is configured to notify in the event of updates.

To update the deployed version to the latest version, hover the
mouse over the menu button for the program or program package
( ) and click Update Program to latest or Update Program
Package to latest ( ).

Deploying a program package into an environment
To run program package programs using Deployment Services, they need to be deployed into
environments.

To deploy a program package into an environment:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment that you want to deploy the program package into.

5. Click New ( ) on the right hand side of the page.

A wizard opens.
6. Select a program package to deploy by browsing the list and clicking on the program package of

choice. To search, click the magnifying glass button ( ) and type in the search box.

7. Click Next.
8. From the Select Version list, select a version to deploy by clicking on a tag or branch. The list may

be filtered by clicking and typing.
9. From the Commit log, select a commit to deploy. If very recent commits are not displayed, click the

refresh button ( ).
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10.Click Next.
11.Choose an option for Configure package tracking:

• No tracking, publish only this fixed version: This option will publish the version selected in
steps 8  (page 145) and 9  (page 145) as a one-off operation.

• Notify when branch branch name has changed (manual update required) (where branch
name is the name of the branch selected in step 8): This option will publish the version selected in
steps 8  (page 145) and 9  (page 145) and display a notification in the Deployment area of
the WPS Hub web portal next to the deployed package when the selected branch changes: .
The latest version can be deployed by hovering the mouse over the menu button for the program
package ( ) and clicking Update Program Package to latest ( ).

• On environment publication, automatically publish latest version of branch "master": This
option will publish the version selected in steps 8  (page 145) and 9  (page 145) and then
keep pace with any changes, automatically updating the version published to the environment with
that in the package. No notification is given when the version advances.

12.Click Next.
13.Enter a name for the deployed program package in Deployment name.
14.Click Finish.

The specified program package is deployed into the environment with the specified name and tracking
settings. Programs from the program package can now be run externally, subject to access control.

Deploying a program into an environment
To run programs using Deployment Services, they need to be deployed into environments.

To deploy a program into an environment:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment that you want to deploy the program into.

5. Click New ( ) on the right hand side of the page.

A wizard opens.
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6. Select a program to deploy by browsing the list and clicking on the program or package of choice. To
search, click the magnifying glass button ( ) and type in the search box.

7. Click Next.
8. At the Program Deployment Name step, complete Name and Label. Name is a label for the

program in the Deployment view and Label is a name for the program in the Directory. Both names
must be unique in the chosen environment.

9. Click Next.
10.Optionally, select categories that apply to the program from the Categories drop down list.
11.Click Finish.

The program is deployed into the environment with the specified name, label and categories. Once the
environment is published, the program can be run externally, subject to access control.

Undeploying a program or program package from an
environment
Programs and program packages can be undeployed from an environment using the WPS Hub web
portal.

To undeploy a program or program package from an environment:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment containing the program or program package you want to undeploy.

5. Locate the deployed program or program package you want to undeploy, and from the far right of its
row, click the dustbin icon ( ).

6. At the Are you sure? prompt, click Yes.

The deployment is removed.
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Updating a deployed program or program package
In the deployment view, if a program or program package instance is out of date compared to its
undeployed source, then you can manually update the program to match the source program. This does
not apply to program packages deployed with the option to lock their version or automatically update, or
to programs that are locked.

To update a program's instance to match its source program:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment containing the program or program package you want to update.

5. If a program or program package instance is out of date compared to its undeployed source, a
notification will be displayed: . The latest version can be deployed by hovering the mouse over the
menu button for the program or program package ( ) and clicking Update Program to latest or
Update Program Package to latest ( ).

6. blue indicator will be displayed: . To update the deployed version, click the button

on the right hand end of this indicator ( ).

The deployed program or program package is now up to date with the new undeployed version.

Copying or moving a deployed program to another
environment
Deployed programs can be copied or moved to other environments. This can be useful when, for
example, progressing a program through staged environments during development.

To copy or move a deployed program:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
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3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment containing the program you want to copy or move.

5. Locate the program or program you want to copy or move, then click on the menu button at the end of
its row ( ).

A pop-up menu appears.
6. Now choose one of two actions:

• Copy deployment: Copies the deployed program instance to another environment.
• Move deployment: Moves the deployed program instance to another environment.

7. From the Target environment drop down, select the environment you want to move or copy the
deployed program to.

8. Click Next.
9. In the Deployment name box, type a name for the target program. The existing name is provided

as a starting point. Names must only be unique within an environment, so it is possible to have a
program with the same name as the original if it is in another environment.

10.Click Next.

Categories is displayed.
11.If required, modify the categories assigned to the program by selecting or deselecting from the drop

down list.
12.Click Finish.

The deployed program has now been moved or copied.

Copying or moving a deployed program package to
another environment
Deployed program packages can be copied or moved to other environments. This can be useful when,
for example, progressing a program package through staged environments during development.

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.
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4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment containing the program package you want to copy or move.

5. Locate the program package you want to copy or move, then click on the menu button at the end of its
row ( ).

A pop-up menu appears.
6. Now choose one of two actions:

• Copy deployment: Copies the deployed program package instance to another environment.
• Move deployment: Moves the deployed program package instance to another environment.

7. From the Target environment drop down, select the environment you want to move or copy the
deployed program or program package to.

8. Click Next.
9. In the Deployment name box, type a name for the copied or moved program package. The existing

name is provided as a starting point. Names must only be unique within an environment, so it is
possible to have a program package with the same name in another environment.

10.The next steps depends on the initial deployment configuration:

• If you chose a form of version tracking upon first deployment, you are now given the option to keep
that tracking setting or change it. Select the appropriate option and then click Finish to confirm the
move or copy.

• If you chose to lock the version upon deployment, click Finish to confirm the move or copy.

The program package has now been moved or copied.

Locking and unlocking a deployed program version
A deployed program that you don't want updated can be locked, suppressing the Newer version
available notification. The locked program can be unlocked at any subsequent time.

To lock or unlock a deployed program version.

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment containing the program you want to lock or unlock.
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5. Locate the program you want to lock or unlock, then click on the menu button at the end of its row
( ).

A pop-up menu appears.
6. Choose either Lock Program ( ) or Unlock program ( ) as required.

The program is either locked or unlocked. Locked programs show a padlock icon in their row ( ),
whereas unlocked programs have no padlock icon.

Editing the deployment settings of a deployed program
Once deployed, a program's Categories and label can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a deployed program's deployment settings:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment containing the program you want to edit.

5. Locate the program you want to edit, and click its edit icon ( ).

An Edit program deployment window appears.
6. If required, enter a new label for the deployed program in the Label box.
7. If required, use the Categories drop down list to choose categories assigned to the deployed

program.
8. Click OK.

The deployed program has now been edited.

Editing the deployment name of a deployed program
package
Once deployed, a program package's deployment name can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a deployed program package's deployment settings:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand pane, click Deployment ( ).

A list of deployed programs and program packages is displayed for the environment specified at the
top of the page.

4. From the Deployments for Environment drop down list at the top of the page, choose the
environment containing the deployed program package you want to edit.

5. Locate the deployed program package you want to edit, and click its edit icon ( ).

A Deployment name window is displayed.
6. Change the deployment name as required.
7. Click OK.

The deployed program package's deployment name has now been changed.

Categories
Categories are items of metadata associated with deployed programs and can be used in the directory
view for grouping deployed programs.

Categories are either created when deploying programs, or from within the WPS Web portal category
area, where they can also be edited and deleted.

Administration of categories requires the user role Deployment Services Administrator.

Creating a category
Categories can either be created when deploying programs into environments, or from the Categories
area of the WPS Hub web portal.

To create a category:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Categories ( ).

A list of categories (if any exist already) is displayed.
4. Click in the New Category area and type a name for the new Category.
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5. Click Add.

The new category has been created.

Editing a category
Categories can be edited using the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit a category:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Categories ( ).

A list of categories (if any exist already) is displayed.
4. Click the text of the Category that you want to change.
5. Edit the name accordingly. If you want to cancel the edit, click the cross ( ).

6. If you are happy with the new name, click the save icon ( ).

Deleting a category
Categories can be deleted using the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete a category:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user with the Deployment Services
Administrator role and are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Categories ( ).

A list of categories (if any exist already) is displayed.
4. Hover the mouse pointer over the category you want to delete.
5. Click the dustbin icon ( ).

6. Click Yes at the confirmation.
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Deployment Services Directory
The WPS Hub Deployment Services directory is a list of all program instances that have been published
to environments. Program instances can be run from the directory, either directly from the WPS Hub
portal, or from an external invocation using a URL.

The Deployment Services directory presents the same view and metadata for its programs, regardless of
how they have been written or in which language. Program instances in the directory are listed by their
published name, created during deployment, which must be unique. Each published program instance
can also have a description, also created during deployment. In addition to the name and description,
each program in the directory lists its inputs and outputs. Finally, there is the option to assign one or
more categories to programs. Categories are items of free text metadata associated with deployed
programs which can be used for grouping purposes.

Viewing deployed programs using the Deployment
Services directory
The Deployment Services directory feature in the WPS Hub web portal allows you to view deployed
program instances and their properties.

To view a program in the directory:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Directory ( ).

A list of deployed program instances is displayed.
4. Click a program from the Programs list.

An About pane appears, showing one or many program details as follows:

• Invocation URL(s): A URL or URLs which, when browsed to, will run the program and display the
output in the browser. This invocation is synchronous, so the browser that invokes the program will
wait for a response.

• Asynchronous execution URL: A URL which, when browsed to or called using a command such
as curl, will invoke the program as an asynchronous job. The results can be viewed using the
asynchronous job viewer.

• Description. The description entered for the program.
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Synchronously executing deployed programs from the
Deployment Services directory
Deployed programs can be directly executed from the Deployment Services directory using the WPS
Hub web portal.

To execute programs from the directory:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Directory ( ).

A list of deployed program instances is displayed.
4. Click a program from the Programs list.
5. Select the Execute tab.
6. Enter any inputs that the program requires.
7. Click Run.

Once the program has run, Results and a Log are shown.

Deployment Services program URLs
Deployment Services allows its programs to be run over HTTP, and as such provides URLs for each
of its deployed programs. URLs are provided for both synchronous invocation and also creation of an
asynchronous job.

Deployment Services invocation URLs are displayed using the WPS Hub web portal Directory view. For
more information, see Displaying a Deployment Services program's invocation URLs  (page 155).

Depending on the configuration of the environment that the program is deployed to, there can either be
a single invocation URL, or a list of possible URLs. In the latter case it is up to the client to select one of
the URLs at random to invoke, with the client performing client side load balancing.

Displaying a Deployment Services program's invocation URLs

Each directory program has URLs for both synchronous Deployment Services invocation and submission
as an asynchronous job.

To display a directory program's URL:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Directory ( ).

A list of deployed program instances is displayed.
4. Click the program that you want to view the URL for from the Programs list.

In the right hand pane, under the About tab, are display the program's synchronous Invocation URL
(for direct synchronous invocation) and a Asynchronous execution URL, for submission as an
asynchronous job.

Deployment Services synchronous program invocation URL
structure

All Deployment Services program invocation URLs follow the same basic structure.

Deployment Services program URL structure
All programs catalogued by Deployment Services use the following URL structure:

<OD URL>:<Port>/run/<Dep PP Name/><Program>

Where:

• OD URL & Port: The Deployment Services host URL and port. This is visible when viewing the
WPS Hub web portal in a web browser.

• Dep PP Name: If applicable, this is the name given to the program package when deployed. If you
are running a Program that's not part of a program package, this can be omitted from the URL.

• Program: The deployed name and path of the program as displayed in the WPS Hub web portal,
or the full file name (with file extension) of the program within the program package's linked Git
repository.

Deployment Services program URL examples
A typical Deployment Services URL for a program within a repository is:

http://localhost:5555/run/EMEA3452/score.R

A typical Deployment Services URL for a program created within WPS Hub is:

http://localhost:5555/run/result
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Running a Program directly using a Deployment Services URL

Anyone able to connect to a Deployment Services host can run programs on that host synchronously by
navigating to a Deployment Services URL in a web browser. The output of the program will be displayed
in the browser. This direct invocation method is useful for testing purposes.

Asynchronous jobs for Hub Administrators
WPS Hub asynchronous jobs separate the request to run a Hub program from the Hub program's
response back to the requestor. This allows Deployment Services deployed programs to be scheduled to
run on a Hub host without a processing overhead for the requesting client side.

The WPS Hub web portal contains three areas to manage asynchronous jobs:

• Asynchronous jobs: Lists all scheduled asynchronous jobs and their results, past and future. The
viewer also allows asynchronous jobs to be cancelled and deleted. This view is presented to both
Hub administrators and Hub Users.

• Scheduler (Hub Administrators only):

‣ Triggers: Allows Hub Administrators to schedule asynchronous jobs to run. Triggers can be set
for a specified date and time (although this may not match the date and time when the job actually
runs).

‣ History: Allows Hub Administrators to view previously executed triggers.

The asynchronous jobs viewer
The Asynchronous Jobs viewer in the WPS Hub web portal lists all scheduled asynchronous jobs and
their results, past and future. The viewer also allows asynchronous jobs to be cancelled and deleted.
This view is presented to both Hub administrators and Hub Users.

Viewing asynchronous jobs

Asynchronous jobs can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal

To view asynchronous jobs:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
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3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

Viewing asynchronous job results

Asynchronous job results can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal

To view results of an asynchronous job:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

4. Locate the job for which you want to view the results, then click the menu button at the end of the
job's row ( ) and click View Job ( ).

Details of the job are displayed, including Job owner (registered Hub user), Environment, Submitted
date and time, Last modified date and time; and if the job has run, a log and any relevant output.

Cancelling an asynchronous Job

Asynchronous jobs can be cancelled whilst they are executing using the WPS Hub web portal.

To cancel asynchronous jobs whilst they are executing:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
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3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

4. Locate the job that you want to cancel, then click the menu button at the end of the job's row
( ) and click Cancel Job ( ). If the job cannot be cancelled (for example if it is not currently
executing), this option will be greyed out.

The job is cancelled. It may now display a warning symbol stating that it was cancelled during execution
( ).

Deleting asynchronous jobs

Asynchronous jobs may be deleted from the list of asynchronous jobs using the WPS Hub web portal,
provided they are in a non-active state.

To delete an asynchronous job:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

4. Locate the job that you want to cancel, then click the delete icon near the end of the job's row ( ). If
deletion is not available (for example if the job is active), this option will be greyed-out.

The job is deleted from the list of asynchronous jobs.

Forcing Deletion of asynchronous jobs

In the event of a conventional asynchronous job deletion not being possible, for example if a job is
currently running, then deletion can be forced. This feature is only available to Hub Administrators.

To force deletion of an asynchronous job:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

4. Locate the job that you want to force deletion of, click on the menu button at the end of the job's row
( ) and then click Force delete ( ).

The job is deleted from the list of asynchronous jobs.

Asynchronous jobs Scheduler
The asynchronous jobs Scheduler in the WPS Hub web portal contains two sections: Triggers and
History. Triggers allows job triggers to be created and managed, and History allows a history of
triggers to be viewed.

Creating an asynchronous job trigger

Asynchronous job triggers allow the running of asynchronous jobs to be scheduled. Triggers can be
created in the Scheduler section of the WPS Hub web portal.

To create an asynchronous job trigger:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Scheduler grouping ( ).

Triggers ( ) and History ( ) options are displayed.

4. Click Triggers ( ).

5. Click New ( ).

A wizard is displayed.
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6. Complete the wizard as follows:

a. At the step 1 Select Program, find and select the program you want the new trigger to run.

To read program descriptions, click the arrow button next to the program ( ).
b. Click Next.
c. At step 2 Set Schedule, use the screen controls to set a recurrence schedule for the trigger.

For greater control, the Advanced option in Recurrence type permits you to enter a cron job
statement.

d. Click Next.
e. At step 3 Name, type a name for the trigger in the Name box. The trigger name must be unique.
f. Click Next.
g. Step 4 Review summarises the settings. Click Finish to confirm, or Previous to step back and

change settings.

The trigger is saved and appears in the list of triggers.

Editing an asynchronous job trigger

Asynchronous job triggers allow the running of asynchronous jobs to be scheduled. Existing triggers can
be edited in the Scheduler section of the WPS Hub web portal.

To edit an asynchronous job trigger:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Scheduler grouping ( ).

Triggers ( ) and History ( ) options are displayed.

4. Click Triggers ( ).

5. Locate the trigger that you want to edit, using the filter if required, and click the edit icon ( ).

The trigger is opened, with all properties available for editing.
6. Makes changes as required to Name (note that the name must be unique), Program Path,

Recurrence Schedule, or Time Zone. You can also change Access Control features for the trigger
by clicking Access Control.

7. To save your changes to this trigger, click Save.

To undo all of your changes during this editing session, click Revert.
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To return to the list of triggers, click Triggers ( ).

Deleting asynchronous job triggers

Asynchronous job triggers allow the running of asynchronous jobs to be scheduled. Existing triggers can
be deleted in the Scheduler section of the WPS Hub web portal.

To delete an asynchronous job trigger:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Scheduler grouping ( ).

Triggers ( ) and History ( ) options are displayed.

4. Click Triggers ( ).

5. Now choose from:

• To delete a single trigger, locate the trigger that you want to delete, using the filter if required, and
click the delete icon ( ).

• To delete multiple triggers, select each trigger that you want to delete using its check box on the
left hand end of its row, and then click the Delete button ( ) at the top of the screen.

6. At the Really delete? box, click Yes.

To cancel deletion, click No.

The trigger or triggers are deleted.

Disabling asynchronous job triggers

Asynchronous job triggers allow the running of asynchronous jobs to be scheduled. Existing triggers can
be disabled in the Scheduler section of the WPS Hub web portal, meaning they will still exist, but no
longer trigger asynchronous jobs. Disabled triggers may be enabled at any future time.

To disable an asynchronous job trigger:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Scheduler grouping ( ).

Triggers ( ) and History ( ) options are displayed.

4. Click Triggers ( ).

5. Now choose from:

• To disable a single trigger, locate the trigger that you want to disable, using the filter if required.
Click on the menu button at the end of the job's row ( ) and then click Disable ( ).

• To disable multiple triggers, select each trigger that you want to disable using its check box on the
left hand end of its row, and then click the Disable button ( ) at the top of the screen. If
the button is not displayed, some of the triggers you have selected are already disabled.

The trigger or triggers are disabled.

Enabling asynchronous job triggers

Asynchronous job triggers allow the running of asynchronous jobs to be scheduled. If triggers have
previously been disabled, they may be enabled again in the Scheduler section of the WPS Hub web
portal.

To enable an asynchronous job trigger:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Scheduler grouping ( ).

Triggers ( ) and History ( ) options are displayed.

4. Click Triggers ( ).
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5. Now choose from:

• To enable a single trigger, locate the trigger that you want to enable, using the filter if required.
Click on the menu button at the end of the job's row ( ) and then click Enable ( ).

• To enable multiple triggers, select each trigger that you want to enable using its check box on the
left hand end of its row, and then click the Enable button ( ) at the top of the screen. If
the button is not displayed, some of the triggers you have selected are already enabled.

The trigger or triggers are now enabled.

Viewing the history for an individual asynchronous job trigger

To view the history for an individual asynchronous job trigger:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Scheduler grouping ( ).

Triggers ( ) and History ( ) options are displayed.

4. Click Triggers ( ).

5. Locate the trigger that you want to view the history for, using the filter if required. Click on the menu
button at the end of the job's row ( ) and then click View history ( ).

A history of all asynchronous job invocations for that trigger is displayed. Clicking the menu button at the
end of an item's row ( ) brings up two options: view the relevant trigger ( ), and view the relevant job

( ).

Viewing the history of all asynchronous jobs

A detailed history of all asynchronous jobs can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To view a history of all asynchronous jobs:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role. To manage anyone's jobs, you require the Deployment Services Administrator role.
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2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. From the left hand menu, click the Scheduler grouping ( ).

Triggers ( ) and History ( ) options are displayed.

4. Click History ( ).

A history of all asynchronous jobs is displayed. Clicking the menu button at the end of an item's row
( ) brings up two options: view the relevant trigger ( ), and view the relevant job ( ).

Invoking an asynchronous job using an Asynchronous
execution URL
Asynchronous jobs may be invoked directly (that is, not via the scheduler) using a deployed program's
Asynchronous execution URL.

Obtaining a deployed program's Asynchronous execution URL
Browsing to a deployed program in the directory and clicking on it will display its Asynchronous
execution URL.

Example curl command to invoke an asynchronous job using an
Asynchronous execution URL
The following Linux command line example invokes a program from a Hub directory using the program's
Asynchronous execution URL and passing it a required value:

curl -u HubAdministrator -X POST http://lcen7x64d01.teamwpc.local:8181/api/async/
run/Demo/Examples%20Package7/sas/LongRunning -d "sleepSeconds=15"

The command line will request the password of the specified user. The options used in the above
example are as follows:

-u HubAdministrator: Specifies that the user HubAdministrator submits the asynchronous job.
This option will accept a password (following a colon), but requires you to write it in plain text. Instead,
omitting the password asks for it over the command line, where it will not appear as you type.

-X POST <URL>: Submits the job over HTTP using POST.

-d "<input variable and value>": adds the specified input variable and value to the HTTP
POST submission.

When the above curl command is run, the new asynchronous job will appear in the WPS Hub web
portal Asynchronous job viewer.
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Running Deployment Services programs
There are a number of ways to run Deployment Services deployed programs, both synchronously and
asynchronously.

There are four ways to run a WPS Hub program:

• From within the WPS Hub web portal, by Hub users with appropriate permissions. See
Synchronously executing deployed programs from the Deployment Services directory  (page
155).

• From the MS Excel plug-in, authenticated with WPS Hub credentials that have appropriate
permissions. See Executing Deployment Services programs from MS Excel  (page 200).

• Using a URL by a Deployment Services consumer, for example directly in a web browser for testing
purposes, or invoked as part of a website. See Running a Program directly using a Deployment
Services URL  (page 157).

• As an asynchronous job. See Asynchronous jobs for Hub Administrators  (page 157).
Asynchronous jobs can either be scheduled using triggers, or invoked using an asynchronous
execution URL, for example by using a curl command.

Backing up and restoring WPS Hub
Hub's data and configuration files can be backed up and restored.

Backing up WPS Hub
It is recommended that the WPS Hub database and configuration files are backed up regularly.

Backing up the WPS Hub database
It is recommended that you back up the WPS Hub database as part of your regular system backups, or
prior to upgrading a WPS Hub installation. The backup is carried out using a bespoke WPS Hub export
command.

Backing up the WPS Hub database - Linux

To back up the WPS Hub database:
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1. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl stop wpshub.service

2. Open a shell as the wpshub user, by typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo -u wpshub /bin/sh

3. Type the following, followed by Return:

/opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/bin/wpshub export <backup>

where <backup> is the full path and file name of the new backup, in an area accessible by the
wpshub user.

4. Exit the shell by pressing Ctrl + D.
5. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

Backing up the WPS Hub database - Windows

To back up the WPS Hub database:

1. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub Service, right-click
and click Stop.

2. Open a command prompt window with administrative rights.
3. Change directory to C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\bin\
4. Type the following, followed by Return:

wpshub export <backup>

where <backup> is the full path and file name of the new backup, in an area accessible by the
appropriate user.

5. Close the command line window.
6. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub Service, right-click

and click Start.

Backing up the WPS Hub configuration file
Configuration information for WPS Hub is stored in the WPS Hub configuration file, which should be
backed up regularly.

The default WPS Hub configuration file filepath is:

• Linux: /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/local.yaml
• Windows: C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\etc\local.yaml
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If you specify a different WPS Hub configuration file when running WPS Hub, ensure that this is backed
up.

Ensure that the WPS Hub configuration file is backed up regularly as part of your regular system backing
up routines.

Backing up the Deployment Services configuration file
Configuration information for Deployment Services is stored in the Deployment Services configuration
file, which should be backed up regularly for each WPS Deployment Services host.

The Deployment Services configuration file filepath is:

• Linux: /var/worldprogramming/wps-4/wpsondmd/config.json
• Windows: C:\ProgramData\World Programming\WPS\version\wpsondmd\config.json

(where version is the version number of WPS installed).

Ensure that this file is backed up regularly as part of your regular system backing up routines.

Restoring WPS Hub
The WPS Hub database and configuration files can be restored at any time to their state when they were
last backed up.

Restoring the WPS Hub database
The WPS Hub database can be restored from a WPS Hub backup file. The restoration is carried out
using a bespoke import command.

Restoring the WPS Hub database - Linux

The WPS Hub database can be restored from a WPS Hub backup file. The restoration is carried out
using a bespoke import command.

Before you begin, ensure that you have restored the WPS Hub database backup file to a location
accessible from the command line on the WPS Hub server.

Note:
Restoring the WPS Hub database will erase the current contents of the database. If you want to keep
the current contents of the database, use the backup procedures to create a backup copy in a separate
location.
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To restore up the WPS Hub database:

1. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl stop wpshub.service

2. Open a shell as the wpshub user, by typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo -u wpshub /bin/sh

3. Type the following, followed by Return:

/opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/bin/wpshub import --clean <backup>

where <backup> is the full path and file name of the backup you wish to restore.
4. Exit the shell by pressing Ctrl + D.
5. At the command line, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

Restoring the WPS Hub database - Windows

Before you begin, ensure that you have restored the WPS Hub database backup file to a location
accessible from the command line on the WPS Hub server.

Note:
Restoring the WPS Hub database will erase the current contents of the database. If you want to keep
the current contents of the database, use the backup procedures to create a backup copy in a separate
location.

To restore up the WPS Hub database:

1. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub Service, right-click
and click Stop.

2. Open a command prompt window with administrative rights.
3. Change directory to C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\bin\
4. Type the following, followed by Return:

wpshub import --clean <backup>

where <backup> is the full path and file name of the backup you wish to restore.
5. Close the command line window.
6. Open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub Service, right-click

and click Start.
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Restoring the WPS Hub configuration file
Because the WPS Hub configuration file holds key configuration information for WPS Hub, to restore the
file WPS Hub must be re-installed and bootstrapped.

Overview of process

This section details the process to restore the WPS Hub configuration file. For both Linux and Windows
the basic procedure is as follows:

1. If necessary and possible, back up the WPS Hub database.
2. Uninstall WPS Hub.
3. Install WPS Hub.
4. Restore the WPS Hub configuration file.
5. Bootstrap WPS Hub.
6. Re-install the latest backup of the WPS Hub database.

Restoring the WPS Hub configuration file - Linux

Restoring the WPS Hub configuration file on Linux systems. This involves re-installing WPS Hub.

This procedure involves re-installing WPS Hub. Before commencing this procedure, if necessary and if
possible, take a backup of the WPS Hub database by following the procedure in Backing up the WPS
Hub database - Linux  (page 166). Have this backup ready to use when carrying out the procedure
in this section.

To restore the WPS Hub configuration file:

1. Log in to the intended WPS Hub host as a user with sudo access.
2. Remove the existing installation of WPS Hub by by typing the following commands, each followed by

Return:

sudo systemctl stop wpshub
sudo systemctl disable wpshub
sudo yum remove wpshub-4

For the last command, press Y followed by Return to confirm when asked, and then continue by
typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo rm -rf /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4

The existing WPS Hub installation has now been removed.
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3. Download the latest WPS Hub installation package:

a. From a web browser, go to https://www.worldprogramming.com.
b. Log in to your World Programming account.
c. From the downloads area, download the WPS Hub RPM installation package.
d. If necessary, copy the WPS Hub RPM installation package to the intended WPS Hub host.

4. Install the WPS Hub installation package:

a. At the command line interface, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo yum install package.rpm

where package is the WPS Hub installation package file name and file path.
b. At the Is this ok prompt, press Y and then Return.

The installation continues, then finishes and returns you to the command prompt.
5. Copy the WPS Hub licence key to the file /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/

licence.txt (or restore this file if you have previously backed it up).

An alternative file path and file name can be chosen, if this is specified in the WPS Hub configuration
file.

6. Restore the WPS Hub configuration file from your system backups to its original location.
7. Next, we need to bootstrap WPS Hub as the user that WPS Hub will run as:

a. Open a shell as the wpshub user, by typing the following command followed by Return:

sudo -u wpshub /bin/sh

b. At the shell prompt, type the following command followed by Return:

/opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/bin/wpshub bootstrap

After a short pause, a user name and password is given for an initial administrative user. There is
no need to note these credentials, as they will be over-written by the database restoration in the
next step. Finally, a boostrap successful message is displayed.

c. Exit the shell by pressing Ctrl + D.
8. Type the following, followed by Return:

/opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/bin/wpshub import --clean <backup>

where <backup> is the full path and file name of the latest WPS Hub database backup.
9. Now enable and start the WPS Hub service, by typing the following commands at the command line

interface, each followed by Return:

sudo systemctl enable /opt/worldprogramming/wpshub-4/etc/wpshub.service
sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

WPS Hub is now running, with the restored WPS Hub configuration file. You can now proceed to Testing
a WPS Hub installation  (page 27).
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Restoring the WPS Hub configuration file - Windows

Restoring the WPS Hub configuration file on Windows systems. This involves re-installing WPS Hub.

This procedure involves re-installing WPS Hub. Before commencing this procedure, if necessary and
if possible, take a backup of the WPS Hub database by following the procedure in Backing up the
WPS Hub database - Windows  (page 167). Have this backup ready to use when carrying out this
procedure.

To restore the WPS Hub configuration file:

1. Log in to the intended WPS Hub host. This may either be as a user with administrative access; or
as a standard user, but with administrative credentials available to enter when required during the
installation process.

2. Remove any existing installations of WPS Hub using the Windows Add or remove programs feature.
3. Download the WPS Hub installation package:

a. From a web browser, go to https://www.worldprogramming.com.
b. Log in to your World Programming account.
c. From the downloads area, download the WPS Hub Windows MSI installation package.
d. If necessary, copy the WPS Hub Windows MSI installation package to the intended WPS Hub

host.
4. Run the MSI installation file as an administrative user and complete the following steps:

a. At the WPS Hub Setup window, tick I accept the terms in the License Agreement.

By default, WPS Hub will be installed in C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\. To change this
location, click Advanced, specify a new location, then click Back.

b. Click Install.

If you are not logged in as an administrator, you will now be prompted for administrative
credentials.

c. After a short installation process, the WPS Hub Setup window indicates that installation is
complete. Click Finish.

5. Restore the WPS Hub configuration file from your system backups to its original location.
6. Next, we need to bootstrap WPS Hub:

a. Open a command prompt window with administrative rights.
b. Change directory to C:\Program Files\WPS Hub\bin\
c. Type setup bootstrap.

After a short pause, you will be prompted with an initial password for the user
HubAdministrator. There is no need to note these credentials, as they will be over-written by
the database restoration in the next step.
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7. Type the following, followed by Return:

wpshub import --clean <backup>

where <backup> is the full path and file name of the latest WPS Hub database backup.
8. Type wpshub to start WPS Hub.

WPS Hub is now running, with the restored WPS Hub configuration file. You can now proceed to Testing
a WPS Hub installation  (page 27).

Restoring the Deployment Services configuration file
The Deployment Services configuration file, which holds configuration information for WPS Hub
Deployment Services, can be restored by stopping the WPS Hub service, restoring the configuration file
to the correct location, and then restarting the WPS Hub service.

Note that restoring the Deployment Services configuration file will erase the current contents of the file. If
you want to keep the current contents, first copy the Deployment Services configuration file to a separate
location.

To restore the Deployment Services configuration file:

1. Stop the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:sudo systemctl stop
wpshub.service.

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Stop.

2. Restore the Deployment Services configuration file from your system backups to its original location.
3. Start the WPS Hub service:

• On Linux, type the following command followed by Return:

sudo systemctl start wpshub.service

• On Windows, open the Services application as an Administrator, locate the service WPS Hub
Service, right-click and click Start.

Audit Log
Many actions carried out in WPS Hub are audited and stored in the WPS Hub database in an audit
log. There are two audit logs: the data log, which stores actions regarding WPS Hub data; and the
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security log, which stores actions regarding access to WPS Hub. The audit log can be viewed by Hub
Administrators.

Viewing the audit log for an individual item
Audit logs for WPS Hub actions can be viewed on and item by item basis.

To view the audit log for an individual item (for example, a program):

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Select the function for which you want to view the audit log (for example, programs) and then select
the individual item for which you want to view the log (for example, a particular program that exists
within Hub).

3. Click the down arrow next to Audit log to expand the Audit log view and display all the logs.
4. The log can be filtered and sorted as follows:

• Click Filter and then choose to narrow down the displayed logs as follows: by the User (via
the drop down list) who performed the action, by Date before a specified date, or Date after a
specified date.

• Click Ordered by to change how the list is ordered, either putting the oldest items at the top or the
newest.

• Click items per page and then click 25, 50, 100 or 200 to change how many items are displayed
in the scrollable list before they're placed on another page.

• If there are several pages, click the arrow keys to switch between pages. Respectively, these
buttons are: first page, previous page, next page, last page.

Diagnostics and Support
Hub Administrators have access to a number of diagnostic and support features from within the WPS
Hub web portal's Hub Administration area.

Diagnostic and Support features are:

• System Information: gives information about the computer that WPS Hub is installed on.
• Support: allows you to download a zip file containing diagnostic information that can be sent to World

Programming Support.
• System Logs: allows you to view and download WPS Hub system logs.
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System Information
The System Information screens give Hub Administrators information about the host that WPS Hub is
installed on.

Categories of system information
Categories of system information, displayed in separate tabs, are:

• System Properties: Gives system information about the host that WPS Hub is running on.
• Threads: Gives thread information for WPS Hub.
• VM Memory Information: Gives VM memory usage data for WPS Hub.
• VM Runtime Information: Gives VM runtime information for WPS Hub.

System information actions
The following actions can be performed in the system information screens:

• Copying to the clipboard: Click the clipboard button  to copy information to the clipboard, either all
the System Information, or an individual tab, depending which button is clicked.

• Refreshing the display: Click the Refresh button  to reload the system information, displaying any
changes since the page was first loaded.

• Sorting and searching: All tabs have sortable columns, and System Properties and Threads have
a search facility. Both of these selections alter both what is displayed and what is copied to the
clipboard.

Viewing System Information
WPS Hub system information can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To view system information for WPS Hub:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left-hand panel, click Diagnostics and Support and then System Information.
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4. Choose a tab to view:

• System Properties
• Threads
• VM Memory Information
• VM Runtime Information

The requested system information is displayed. If the data is presented over multiple pages, use the
arrow keys   at the base of the page to scroll between pages, and the Rows per page drop down
list to select the number of rows displayed on each page. Click on a column to sort by that column, or
type in the search bar to search for text.

Copying system information to the clipboard
WPS Hub system information displayed in the WPS Hub web portal can be copied to the clipboard for
use elsewhere (for example, when contacting World Programming customer support).

To copy system information to the clipboard:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left-hand panel, click Diagnostics and Support and then System Information.
4. Choose a tab to view:

• System Properties
• Threads
• VM Memory Information
• VM Runtime Information

The requested system information is displayed. If the data is presented over multiple pages, use the
arrow keys   at the base of the page to scroll between pages, and the Rows per page drop down
list to select the number of rows displayed on each page. Click on a column to sort by that column, or
type in the search bar to search for text.

5. Click the clipboard button  to copy the displayed system information to the clipboard.
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Support
The Support page in the WPS Hub web portal allows you to download a zip file containing diagnostic
information that can be sent to World Programming customer support.

Download a support zip file
The WPS Hub web portal has a facility to download a support zip file containing WPS Hub information
files. This download can assist with WPS Hub support.

To download a support zip file:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Diagnostics and Support and then Support.
4. Ensure that appropriate check boxes are ticked for the information you want to include, as described

below. By default every selection, including no boxes ticked, includes the files licence.json (Hub
licensing information), and version.json (Hub version information).

• Log files: includes all WPS Hub log files.
• System properties: includes systemProperties.json, containing information on system

properties.
• Threads: includes threads.json, containing information on WPS Hub Java threads.

5. Click Download.

A zip file will be generated with the specified contents and placed in your Downloads folder.

System Logs
The System Logs page in the WPS Hub web portal allows you to view recent log entries and download
complete individual WPS Hub system logs.

Viewing system logs
Recent WPS Hub system log entries can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal.

To view recent WPS Hub system log entries:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Diagnostics and Support and then System Logs.
4. Select the file you want to view from the drop down list.

The selected file will be automatically displayed. Press Refresh to reload the file.

Downloading system logs
Complete WPS Hub system logs can be downloaded using the WPS Hub web portal.

To download WPS Hub system logs:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Hub Administration.
3. From the left hand panel, click Diagnostics and Support and then System Logs.
4. Select the file you want to download from the drop down list.
5. Click Download.

The file is downloaded and saved to your Downloads area with the file name displayed in the drop
down list.

journalctl Hub logs (Linux only)
If you have enabled journalctl for use with a Linux installation of WPS Hub (as suggested at
installation) then journalctl logs may subsequently be viewed at any time.

To view journalctl logs for a Linux installation of WPS Hub, at a shell prompt type the following
command followed by Return:

journalctl -u wpshub
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General Troubleshooting
This section contains solutions to common problems observed when using WPS Hub.

Observed Problem Suggested Solution

Deployment Services can connect, but an error is
encountered when running a Deployment Services
program: NoValidSetinitException No
valid setinit file was found.

Check that the host running the program has a
fully licensed copy of WPS Analytics. This error is
commonly seen when WPS Analytics doesn't have
a license applied to it.
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Use
The WPS Hub web portal allows WPS Hub users to carry out non-administrative procedures.

WPS Hub logging in
WPS Hub requires authentication with a user name and password to use its services, whether that be
via the WPS Hub web portal, Workbench, or other access points.

Your administrator will advise whether you should log in with a specific WPS Hub login, or by using your
usual domain login. If you use your domain login to access WPS Hub, WPS Hub can be configured to
use 'single sign-on', so WPS Hub will not require a separate logging in action. If you are using a specific
WPS Hub login, then you can also change or reset your password from within WPS Hub.

Logging in to WPS Hub
To log in to the WPS Hub, visit the WPS Hub web portal. If 'single sign-on' has been implemented, you
will be logged in automatically; if it hasn't been implemented, you will need to log in manually with a user
name and password.

Before logging into WPS Hub you need to know:

• The address of your WPS Hub web portal.
• Your WPS Hub user name and password. This might be a WPS Hub user name and password, or it

might be your domain user name and password.

To log in to WPS Hub:

1. In your browser, go to the address (including the port number) of the WPS Hub web portal.

• If single sign-on has been implemented and you are logged in to the operating system as a
domain user with permissions on WPS Hub you are shown the WPS Hub web portal welcome
page without needing to log in.

• If single sign-on has not been implemented, or if single sign-on has been implemented but you are
not logged in as a domain user with permissions on WPS Hub you are shown the WPS Hub web
portal logging in page, where you should enter the appropriate user name and password and click
Login.
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Logging in to WPS Hub as another user
On occasions you might need to log in to WPS Hub as another user, for example if you need to log in as
a user with a different set of permissions.

To log out of WPS Hub and log back in as a different user:

1. When you are logged into WPS Hub, click your user name at the top right of the page, then click
Logout. You are shown the WPS Hub web portal logging in screen.

2. Enter the user name and password for the user you want to log in as, then click Login.

Changing your password
If you have a WPS Hub specific username and password, then the WPS Hub web portal can be used
to change your password. If you use your domain credentials to log in to WPS Hub, then you cannot
change your password using the WPS Hub web portal.

If you are a local WPS Hub user, to change your WPS Hub password:

1. In the WPS Hub web portal, click your user name at the top right of the page, then click Account
Settings ( ).

2. In the Account Settings page, click Change your password.
3. Enter your old password, followed by your new password twice.

You can click the eye symbol ( ) to view the password you have entered to ensure you have
entered it correctly.

As you enter the characters, you are shown an indication of the password strength. It is good practise
to choose a strong password, but this is not mandated.

4. Click Save Changes to update your password.

You must also update any SAS language programs that use  your old password in the HUB_PWD keyword
in the OPTIONS statement.

Resetting your password
Only a WPS Hub administrator can reset a user password. When the administrator has reset your
password, you will be given an auto-generated password, which you need to use the next time you log
into WPS Hub

Once you have logged into WPS Hub with the new password, you might want to change it to something
more memorable.
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Once you have a new password, you must update any SAS language programs that use your old 
password in the HUB_PWD keyword in the OPTIONS  statement.

WPS Hub web portal session expiry
If you remain logged in to the WPS Hub web portal for a period of time, then your session will expire and
you will need to re-enter your login and password. The default expiry time is 12 hours, although your
administrator can change this.

If your logged in session is due to expire soon, you will see a flashing warning at the top of the screen:

. Clicking renew will prompt for your password,

which when entered will renew your session.

If your logged in session expires, a password prompt will be displayed along with the message 'Your
session has been locked'. Enter your password to return to the WPS Hub web portal and renew your
session.

WPS Enterprise for users
WPS Hub's WPS Enterprise features allow you to manage your authentication domains and library
definitions.

• WPS Hub uses authentication domains to store access credentials, which can then be referenced by
SAS language programs, removing the need for those programs to hard code the credentials.

• WPS Hub allows you to centrally define and manage library definitions for use in Workbench, in both
the SAS Language Environment (SLE) and Workflow Environment (WFE). For SLE use, it is possible
to set up user-specific access to libraries using a feature called Libname bindings.

Authentication domains for users
WPS Hub uses authentication domains to store access credentials, which can then be referenced by
SAS language programs, removing the need for those programs to hard code the credentials.

a WPS Hub authentication domain is a central definition of access credentials for a server or a database.
An authentication domain contains one or more credentials, each of which defines a user name and
password that can be used to access a database or other server. Each credential is associated with a
WPS Hub user or group. SAS language programs in WPS Analytics can then simply access the server
using the authentication domain instead of hard-coding the access credentials.
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When WPS Analytics programs run, WPS Hub resolves the access credentials based on the
authentication domain and the associated credential definition for the WPS Hub user that is running the
programs. Authentication domain access credentials can replace hard-coded credentials in any SAS
language statement that requires a user name and password pair; for example, LIBNAME, FILENAME
EMAIL, FILENAME HTTP, the HTTP procedure and so on.

Hub Administrators can create authentication domains and add credentials for users. WPS  Hub
users can create and edit their own credentials for existing authentication domains,  and reference
authentication domains in SAS language programs in WPS Analytics.

Using authentication domains in WPS Analytics SAS
language code
Authentication domain access credentials can replace hard-coded credentials in any SAS language
statement that requires a user name and password pair.

Before using an authentication domain to access a server or  database in your WPS code, you need to
know:

• The name of the WPS Hub server where the authentication domain is stored, and  the port and
protocol used to access it. If you do not know this information,  ask your WPS Hub administrator.

• Your WPS Hub user name and password. This might be a local WPS Hub user name and  password,
or it might be your domain credentials.

• The name of the authentication domain to use.
• Whether you already have a WPS Hub access credential associated with this authentication domain.

If you do not yet have an access credential for this authentication domain, you can create one (see
Creating a new credential  (page 186)).

• The name of the server or database you want to use the authentication domain to  access.

To write a SAS language program in WPS Analytics that accesses a server using  access credentials
from an authentication domain:

1. Identify the name of the authentication domain that contains the credential to  use to access the
server.

2. In your SAS language program, include an OPTIONS statement,  specifying the following values:

a. HUB_SERVER: the name of the server on which WPS Hub is  running.
b. HUB_PORT: the port that the WPS Hub server uses.
c. HUB_PROTOCOL: (optional) the protocol that the WPS Hub server uses. If not supplied, the

default protocol is HTTPS.
d. HUB_USER: the WPS Hub user. This is only required if  single sign-on has not been implemented.
e. HUB_PWD: the password for the WPS Hub user. This is  only required if single sign-on has not

been implemented. You can use PWENCODE to obscure the password if required.
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3. In your SAS language code, include the SAS language statement that requires a  user name and
password as usual. Specify the name of the server or database as  usual, but instead of providing
a USER and PASSWORD for the server, use the AUTHDOMAIN option to specify the authentication
domain  required.

Authentication domain example
This example shows how to use a WPS Hub authentication domain in WPS Analytics code.

This example uses an authentication domain with the LIBNAME statement, but the same principle can be
used with any statement that requires a user name and password pair.

This example has:

• An OPTIONS statement specifying a WPS Hub server with URL https://wps-hub:8181, and a WPS
Hub user called example-user with password example123456.

• A LIBNAME statement for a server called dbserver that is accessed using an authentication domain
called example-authdomain and referenced as db1 in the SAS language code.

OPTIONS  HUB_SERVER="wps-hub"
         HUB_PORT=8181
         HUB_PROTOCOL="HTTPS"
         HUB_USER="example-user"
         HUB_PWD="example123456";
LIBNAME  db1 SQLSERVER SERVER="dbserver"
         AUTHDOMAIN="example-authdomain";

The default value for hub_protocol is HTTPS, so in this example, it could be omitted. Additionally, if
single sign-on has been implemented, then the WPS Hub login credentials for the current domain user
are used, so you do not need to specify HUB_USER or HUB_PWD in the OPTIONS statement either. The
example then becomes:

OPTIONS  HUB_SERVER="wps-hub" hub_port=8181;
LIBNAME  db1 SQLSERVER SERVER="dbserver"
AUTHDOMAIN="example-authdomain";

Credentials
You can view your own authorisation domain credentials. With the appropriate permissions allocated to
you, you can also update your own credentials, and create a new credential for yourself on an existing
authentication domain, if you know the information that is required.

A credential can be:

• Configured: it has been configured specifically for you.
• Inherited: it is assigned to a group to which you belong.
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• Delegated: you have inherited a credential from more than one group and one of these credentials
has been selected as the one to use.

• Delegated: you have inherited a credential from more than one group and the credential for one of
these groups has been selected (or delegated) as the one to use.

• Conflicted: you have inherited a credential from more than one group, and the conflict has not yet
been resolved, either by delegating one of the group credentials as the one to use, or by creating a
specific configured credential.

If you have an unresolved credential conflict in an authentication domain, you cannot use the
authentication domain to access the resources it controls. You can resolve your own credential conflicts,
if you know the information required, or you can ask a WPS Hub administrator to resolve the conflict for
you.

A user can only have one credential for each authentication domain. So you cannot create a new
credential for an authentication domain if you already have a credential there, even if the credential
is inherited or delegated (the New button is disabled). To replace an existing inherited or delegated
credential with a configured one, edit the existing credential and override it (see Viewing and editing an
existing credential  (page 185)).

Viewing and editing an existing credential

WPS Hub can be used to view and edit an existing authorisation domain credential.

To view and edit an existing credential:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click My Credentials.

If credentials exist, a list of credentials is displayed in the main window area.

Actions you can take with credentials depend on the credential:

• Configured credentials: you can edit the user name and password. You can also delete the
credential, but if it was created to resolve a credential conflict, and the conflict still exists, the original
credential conflict will re-occur.

• Inherited credentials: you cannot edit or delete the credential but you can override the credential with
a user-specific (that is, configured) credential if you know the user name and password you need to
access the resource. If you think an inherited credential is wrong, and you are unable to override it,
contact your WPS Hub administrator.

• Delegated credentials: you can delegate the credential to another group or you can click Add New to
override it with a user-specific credential. You can also delete the delegated credential, but if you do,
and the conflict still exists, the credential reverts to a conflicted state.
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• Conflicted credentials: you can either create a delegated credential for one of the conflicting groups or
you can click Add New to override it with a user-specific credential. Until you do one or other of these
actions, you cannot be able to use this credential to access resources.

Creating a new credential

WPS Hub can be used to create a new authorisation domain credential.

Before creating a new credential, you need to know the name of the authorisation domain that the
credential is associated with, and the user name and password for the resource you need to access. If
you do not know this information, ask your WPS Hub administrator.

Any new credential you create is a configured credential (that is, it is configured especially for you, and
overrides an inherited or delegated credential if one exists).

To create a new configured credential

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click My Credentials.

If credentials exist, a list of credentials is displayed in the main window area.
4. Click New, then in Add credential, select the authentication domain to which this credential applies,

and the user name and password that you want to use to access the resources in the authentication
domain.

Note:
The New button is disabled if no Authentication Domains exist, or if you a;ready have Credentials
defined in all Authentication Domains.

5. Click OK to save the credential.

Resolving credential conflicts

WPS Hub can be used to resolve credential conflicts, subject to having appropriate permissions.

Before resolving a credential conflict, you need to know  whether you should resolve it by delegating the
credential to one of the conflicting  groups, and if so, which one, or by creating a new credential. If you
plan to resolve it  by creating a new credential for yourself, you also need to know the user name and 
password for the resource you need to access. If you do not know this information, ask  your WPS Hub
administrator.

To resolve a conflict in your credentials:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal as a user in the Hub Administrators group and
are displaying the WPS Hub home page (click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch WPS Enterprise.
3. Click My Credentials.

If credentials exist, a list of credentials is displayed in the main window area.
4. Identify the conflicted credential in the list of credentials and click the Fix conflict icon ( ) beside it.

A Resolve Conflict dialog box is displayed.
5. To resolve the conflict, you can do either of the following:

• Select one of the listed groups to be the delegated group (the group  whose credential is to be
used to resolve references to the authentication  domain).

• Click Add New to override the conflicted  credential with a new user-specific credential for this
authentication  domain, then specify the user name and password for the resources you want to 
access.

6. Click OK to take the selected action and resolve the  conflict.

Data access library definitions
WPS Hub allows you to centrally define and manage library definitions for use in Workbench, in both the
SAS Language Environment (SLE) and Workflow Environment (WFE). For SLE use, it is possible to set
up user-specific access to libraries using a feature called Libname bindings.

The WPS Hub web portal allows users with appropriate administrative access to create and manage
library definitions centrally within the WPS Hub. WPS Hub also allows the definition of all appropriate
options for each engine and operating system, in exact parallel to a Libname statement in the SAS
language.

The two key advantages of defining libraries centrally in WPS Hub are:

• If any aspect of library access changes (location, options specified, etc), the change can be made
once centrally, rather than changing multiple libname statements in SAS language code. This saves
time and the risk of missing anything.

• Library access can be fully customised for each WPS Hub user type. For example, two WPS Hub
users could call the same library from Workbench, either with a different or the same reference, but be
connected with different options appropriate to their user type. For example, a library definition could
be created giving one user group read only access and another group read and write access.

Library definitions are called differently, depending on the tool you are using:
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• For SLE use, WPS Hub library definitions are referenced from SAS language code using keywords
called Libname bindings, which are user or user group specific. When a Workbench user logs into
WPS Hub from Workbench, the Libname binding/s that apply to them will automatically be visible
as data sources and can be referenced by name in code. A user will only see Libname bindings that
they're associated with via their user name or group membership; other Libname bindings will not be
visible to that user.

• For WFE use, the WPS Hub Library Definition name is used to reference the data source directly,
without Libname bindings. As with any feature of WPS Hub, control of the library definitions that users
have access to can still be performed from within WPS Hub using access control.

Note:
Although libraries are defined in WPS Hub, the actual library call is still being made by the end user from
Workbench, so that end user will need appropriate software installed to access the library in question.

Libname binding names do not have to be unique, either within a library definition or WPS Hub as a
whole. This allows full flexibility in how libraries are defined and referenced; for example different user
types can quote the same libname binding name in their code, but WPS Hub can offer each user type
different access. The downside of this flexibility is that the possibility exists for one user to see two
identically named Libname bindings, with no way of differentiating them in their code. If that happens,
then library referencing from SAS language code cannot be guaranteed to be consistent. It is therefore
recommended that care is taken when defining Libname bindings to prevent clashes such as this
occurring.

Changes made to library definitions and Libname bindings will not appear in a Workbench Processing
Engine until that Processing Engine is restarted.

Data Access Example
This worked example demonstrates a simple use of library definitions and Libname bindings using MS
Excel files in Microsoft Windows.

WPS Hub Setup
A company produces sales figures every month in two forms: an MS Excel Workbook for Data Scientists
to use, and another separate Workbook, with a different layout, for Managers to use. The MS Excel
Workbooks are stored centrally on a network drive that everyone can access:
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In the company's WPS Hub installation, their Hub Administrator has created a library definition for each
file:

Note:
XLSX files require the xlsx engine, not the excel engine, which is for older xls files.

Libname bindings are set up as follows:

• The Hub Administrator has a Libname binding for all library definitions, using the same name as the
library definition.

• The library definitions Jan_Figs_DS and Feb_Figs_DS have Libname bindings of Jan and Feb
respectively for members of the user group DataScience1, and no libname bindings at all for
Managers. This means that Data Scientists logged into Workbench will see these libraries simply as
Jan and Feb respectively, making them easy to reference in code.

• Jan_Figs_M and Feb_Figs_M have Libname bindings of Jan and Feb respectively for members
of the user group Management1, and no libname bindings at all for Data Scientists. Once they are
logged in, Managers in Workbench will see these libraries simply as Jan and Feb respectively, again
making them easy to reference in code.

• Miranda Jones is the head Data Scientist and is a member of the DataScience1 user group, but
not the Management1 user group. As a Data Scientist, she can see the DataScience1 bindings
simply as Jan and Feb, exactly the same as the members of her team, facilitating co-working within
Workbench. However, she also has an individual binding for the management workbooks that she
uses occasionally, which she sees as Jan_man and Feb_man respectively.

As an example, the Libname bindings for the Library Definition Jan_Figs_M are as follows:
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Workbench Views - SAS language Environment
John Smith is a Data Scientist and a member of the group DataScience1. When he logs into WPS Hub
from Workbench and chooses the SAS language Environment, he sees libraries named Jan and Feb,
which, via the Libname bindings and then library definitions, are defined as the January and February
Excel workbooks for Data Scientists, January_Figures_DS.xlsx and February_Figures_DS.xlsx
respectively. The worksheets within these workbooks are also displayed:

John Smith can reference these libraries in code. For example:

set Jan.Jan_Analysis;

Miranda Jones, the head data scientist, sees the same libraries as John Smith. However, she also sees
the Management libraries:
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Workbench Workflow Environment
Workbench's Workflow Environment displays the library definitions, rather than the Libname bindings.
With access control policies set the same for all users, in our example every user will see every Library
Definition, as follows:

These library definitions can be used in Workflow as follows:
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Deployment Services for Hub Users
Deployment Services permits SAS language, R language and Python language programs to be run by
external users over HTTP or HTTPS; for example from a web browser, or using a utility such as the WPS
Hub MS Excel plug-in. Programs can either be run synchronously, giving a response immediately, or
submitted as asynchronous jobs, with their results viewable when complete in the WPS Hub web portal.
Deployment Services programs are run by Deployment Services hosts, which can be any computer
running  WPS Analytics that the WPS Hub host can connect to..

Hub Users can view and execute programs in the Deployment Services directory. All other tasks, for
example creating and maintaining programs, are by default only available to Hub administrative users.

Running Deployment Services programs
Deployment Services Deployed programs can be run by Hub users from within the WPS Hub web portal
or via the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in. Deployment Services programs can also be run by Deployment
Services consumers without Hub credentials, simply by accessing a URL. This latter method would
normally be integrated into a web application, although running direct from a URL can be used for testing
purposes.

There are four ways to run a WPS Hub program:

• From within the WPS Hub web portal, by Hub users with appropriate permissions. See
Synchronously executing deployed programs from the Deployment Services directory  (page 155).

• From the MS Excel plug-in, authenticated with WPS Hub credentials that have appropriate
permissions. See Executing Deployment Services programs from MS Excel  (page 200).

• Using a URL by a Deployment Services consumer, for example directly in a web browser for testing
purposes, or invoked in the background as part of a website. See Running a Program directly using a
Deployment Services URL  (page 157).

• As an asynchronous job. See Asynchronous jobs for Hub Users  (page 196).
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Deployment Services Directory
The WPS Hub Deployment Services directory is a list of all program instances that have been published
to environments. Program instances can be run from the directory, either directly from the WPS Hub
portal, or from an external invocation using a URL.

The Deployment Services directory presents the same view and metadata for its programs, regardless of
how they have been written or in which language. Program instances in the directory are listed by their
published name, created during deployment, which must be unique. Each published program instance
can also have a description, also created during deployment. In addition to the name and description,
each program in the directory lists its inputs and outputs. Finally, there is the option to assign one or
more categories to programs. Categories are items of free text metadata associated with deployed
programs which can be used for grouping purposes.

Viewing deployed programs using the Deployment
Services directory
The Deployment Services directory feature in the WPS Hub web portal allows you to view deployed
program instances and their properties.

To view a program in the directory:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Directory ( ).

A list of deployed program instances is displayed.
4. Click a program from the Programs list.

An About pane appears, showing one or many program details as follows:

• Invocation URL(s): A URL or URLs which, when browsed to, will run the program and display the
output in the browser. This invocation is synchronous, so the browser that invokes the program will
wait for a response.

• Asynchronous execution URL: A URL which, when browsed to or called using a command such
as curl, will invoke the program as an asynchronous job. The results can be viewed using the
asynchronous job viewer.

• Description. The description entered for the program.
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Synchronously executing deployed programs from the
Deployment Services directory
Deployed programs can be directly executed from the Deployment Services directory using the WPS
Hub web portal.

To execute programs from the directory:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Directory ( ).

A list of deployed program instances is displayed.
4. Click a program from the Programs list.
5. Select the Execute tab.
6. Enter any inputs that the program requires.
7. Click Run.

Once the program has run, Results and a Log are shown.

Deployment Services program URLs
Deployment Services allows its programs to be run over HTTP, and as such provides URLs for each
of its deployed programs. URLs are provided for both synchronous invocation and also creation of an
asynchronous job.

Deployment Services invocation URLs are displayed using the WPS Hub web portal Directory view. For
more information, see Displaying a Deployment Services program's invocation URLs  (page 155).

Depending on the configuration of the environment that the program is deployed to, there can either be
a single invocation URL, or a list of possible URLs. In the latter case it is up to the client to select one of
the URLs at random to invoke, with the client performing client side load balancing.

Displaying a Deployment Services program's invocation URLs

Each directory program has URLs for both synchronous Deployment Services invocation and submission
as an asynchronous job.

To display a directory program's URL:
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1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Directory ( ).

A list of deployed program instances is displayed.
4. Click the program that you want to view the URL for from the Programs list.

In the right hand pane, under the About tab, are display the program's synchronous Invocation URL
(for direct synchronous invocation) and a Asynchronous execution URL, for submission as an
asynchronous job.

Deployment Services synchronous program invocation URL
structure

All Deployment Services program invocation URLs follow the same basic structure.

Deployment Services program URL structure
All programs catalogued by Deployment Services use the following URL structure:

<OD URL>:<Port>/run/<Dep PP Name/><Program>

Where:

• OD URL & Port: The Deployment Services host URL and port. This is visible when viewing the
WPS Hub web portal in a web browser.

• Dep PP Name: If applicable, this is the name given to the program package when deployed. If you
are running a Program that's not part of a program package, this can be omitted from the URL.

• Program: The deployed name and path of the program as displayed in the WPS Hub web portal,
or the full file name (with file extension) of the program within the program package's linked Git
repository.

Deployment Services program URL examples
A typical Deployment Services URL for a program within a repository is:

http://localhost:5555/run/EMEA3452/score.R

A typical Deployment Services URL for a program created within WPS Hub is:

http://localhost:5555/run/result
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Running a Program directly using a Deployment Services URL

Anyone able to connect to a Deployment Services host can run programs on that host synchronously by
navigating to a Deployment Services URL in a web browser. The output of the program will be displayed
in the browser. This direct invocation method is useful for testing purposes.

Asynchronous jobs for Hub Users
WPS Hub asynchronous jobs separate the request to run a Hub program from the Hub program's
response back to the requestor. This allows Deployment Services deployed programs to be scheduled to
run on a Hub host without a processing overhead for the requesting client side.

The WPS Hub web portal contains an Asynchronous jobs viewer, which lists all scheduled
asynchronous jobs, past and future; and allows results of asynchronous jobs to be viewed.

The asynchronous jobs viewer
The Asynchronous Jobs viewer in the WPS Hub web portal lists all scheduled asynchronous jobs and
their results, past and future. The viewer also allows asynchronous jobs to be cancelled and deleted.
This view is presented to both Hub administrators and Hub Users.

Viewing asynchronous jobs

Asynchronous jobs can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal

To view asynchronous jobs:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.
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Viewing asynchronous job results

Asynchronous job results can be viewed using the WPS Hub web portal

To view results of an asynchronous job:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

4. Locate the job for which you want to view the results, then click the menu button at the end of the
job's row ( ) and click View Job ( ).

Details of the job are displayed, including Job owner (registered Hub user), Environment, Submitted
date and time, Last modified date and time; and if the job has run, a log and any relevant output.

Cancelling an asynchronous Job

Asynchronous jobs can be cancelled whilst they are executing using the WPS Hub web portal.

To cancel asynchronous jobs whilst they are executing:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

4. Locate the job that you want to cancel, then click the menu button at the end of the job's row
( ) and click Cancel Job ( ). If the job cannot be cancelled (for example if it is not currently
executing), this option will be greyed out.
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The job is cancelled. It may now display a warning symbol stating that it was cancelled during execution
( ).

Deleting asynchronous jobs

Asynchronous jobs may be deleted from the list of asynchronous jobs using the WPS Hub web portal,
provided they are in a non-active state.

To delete an asynchronous job:

1. Ensure you are logged in to the WPS Hub web portal and are displaying the WPS Hub home page
(click WPS Hub at the top left corner).

To create and manage your own asynchronous jobs, you require the Deployment Services Consumer
role.

2. Click Launch Deployment Services.
3. Click Asynchronous Jobs ( ).

A scrollable list of asynchronous jobs is displayed, with a search box at the top of the page and filter
controls on the left.

4. Locate the job that you want to cancel, then click the delete icon near the end of the job's row ( ). If
deletion is not available (for example if the job is active), this option will be greyed-out.

The job is deleted from the list of asynchronous jobs.

Invoking an asynchronous job using an Asynchronous execution
URL

Asynchronous jobs may be invoked directly (that is, not via the scheduler) using a deployed program's
Asynchronous execution URL.

Obtaining a deployed program's Asynchronous execution URL
Browsing to a deployed program in the directory and clicking on it will display its Asynchronous
execution URL.
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Example curl command to invoke an asynchronous job using an
Asynchronous execution URL
The following Linux command line example invokes a program from a Hub directory using the program's
Asynchronous execution URL and passing it a required value:

curl -u HubAdministrator -X POST http://lcen7x64d01.teamwpc.local:8181/api/async/
run/Demo/Examples%20Package7/sas/LongRunning -d "sleepSeconds=15"

The command line will request the password of the specified user. The options used in the above
example are as follows:

-u HubAdministrator: Specifies that the user HubAdministrator submits the asynchronous job.
This option will accept a password (following a colon), but requires you to write it in plain text. Instead,
omitting the password asks for it over the command line, where it will not appear as you type.

-X POST <URL>: Submits the job over HTTP using POST.

-d "<input variable and value>": adds the specified input variable and value to the HTTP
POST submission.

When the above curl command is run, the new asynchronous job will appear in the WPS Hub web
portal Asynchronous job viewer.

Using the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in
The WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in allows you to connect an instance of Microsoft Excel to a WPS Hub
installation. Published programs from that WPS Hub Deployment Services directory can then be run from
MS Excel, with input passed to the program from MS Excel and output from the program displayed in MS
Excel.

Connecting MS Excel to WPS Hub
MS Excel can be connected to a WPS Hub installation, allowing programs in that WPS Hub installation's
Directory to be run from MS Excel. When MS Excel is closed, the connection to Hub will be remembered
for the next time MS Excel is opened.

Ensure that you have the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installed (see the Hub Installation and
Configuration Guide).

To connect MS Excel to WPS Hub:

1. Open MS Excel, either with an existing or a blank workbook.
2. Click on the WPS Hub tab.

The WPS Hub ribbon toolbar is displayed.
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3. Click Connect.
4. In WPS Hub Connection, enter:

a. Hostname: Type the name of the server hosting  WPS Hub
b. Port Number: Type the port number of WPS  Hub.
c. Protocol: Select HTTP or HTTPS.
d. Authentication:

• Select Windows if you are using single sign-on.
• Select Username/Password if you are using a separate WPS Hub user name and password and

then enter the User Name and Password in the boxes provided.

If you are unsure of any of the above values, then contact your Hub Administrator.
5. Click Connect.

If the connection is successful, you will be returned to the MS Excel active workbook and the Connect
icon will become greyed out. If the connection is unsuccessful, an error message will be given.

Disconnecting MS Excel from WPS Hub
If MS Excel is connected to a WPS Hub installation, it can be  disconnected.

Ensure that you have the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installed and are connected to WPS Hub from MS
Excel.

To disconnect MS Excel from WPS Hub:

1. Open MS Excel, either with an existing or a blank workbook.
2. Click on the WPS Hub tab.

The WPS Hub ribbon toolbar is displayed.
3. Click Disconnect.

The Disconnect icon will become greyed out.

MS Excel is now disconnected from WPS Hub.

Executing Deployment Services programs from MS Excel
Once the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in has been installed, deployed WPS HubDeployment Services
programs can be run from MS Excel, with input passed to the program from MS Excel and output from
the program displayed in MS Excel. A wizard, described here, allows you to select the program to run,
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the input parameters and the destination of the output. Once you've configured the parameters, you can
save them for running again anytime.

Ensure that you have the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installed and are connected to WPS Hub from MS
Excel.

To run a deployed Deployment Services program from MS Excel:

1. Open MS Excel, either with an existing or a blank workbook.
2. Click on the WPS Hub tab.

The WPS Hub ribbon toolbar is displayed.
3. Click Execute Program.

A Program window is displayed.
4. Select a program to run from the list, using the following features to help you  locate the program:

• All: A tab listing all programs.
• Saved: Choose from a list of previously saved customised program executions.
• Recent: Choose from a list of previously run  customised program executions.
• Search: Enables you to search for a program by its  name, either as a standard search string, or

by using a Regular  Expression
5. Click Next.
6. Enter values for the program's input parameters in one of two ways:

• Enter values directly in the boxes next to each variable name.
• Click the Select Value icon ( ) and pick  a cell in Excel to use the value of that cell.

7. Choose the location within the current Excel Workbook that the results will be  output to:

• Existing worksheet: This option will output the program's results to the  existing worksheet, at a
location that you specify; either by typing a cell  reference in the box, or by clicking the Select
Value  icon ( )  and picking a location in Excel by clicking on a cell.

8. Click Run.

The program's output will be inserted into MS Excel at the requested location.

Saving previous program invocations
Once you have run a program for Excel, you can save that invocation for future  recall.

Ensure that you have the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installed and are connected to WPS Hub from MS
Excel.. Before carrying out this procedure, you must have executed a program with the settings that you
want to save (Executing Deployment Services programs from MS Excel  (page 200)).

To save a previously invoked program:
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1. Open MS Excel, either with an existing or a blank workbook.
2. Click on the WPS Hub tab.

The WPS Hub ribbon toolbar is displayed.
3. Click Execute Program.

A Program window is displayed.
4. Select the Recent tab.

A list of previous program invocations is displayed, showing: program  names, program paths and the
dates the programs were run.

5. Locate the invocation that you want to save.
6. Right click on the invocation and click Save As.
7. Type a name to save the invocation by. If the name has been used before, an  overwrite warning will

be given.

The program invocation is saved and appears in the Saved tab.
8. Click Cancel to return to MS Excel.

Re-Running Worksheets
Once an MS Excel Worksheet has been populated by running a WPS Hub Deployment Services
program, it can be re-run to refresh its contents, either manually or automatically each time it is opened.

Re-running a worksheet manually

Worksheets can be re-run manually at any time.

Ensure that you have the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installed and are connected to WPS Hub from MS
Excel.

To re-run a worksheet:

1. Open MS Excel, either with an existing or a blank workbook.
2. Click on the WPS Hub tab.

The WPS Hub ribbon toolbar is displayed.
3. Click Re-Run Sheet.

The WPS Hub program associated with the worksheet is re-run, and the worksheet populated with
the new output data.
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Re-running a worksheet automatically on opening

Worksheets can be configured to re-run automatically each time they're opened.

Ensure that you have the WPS Hub MS Excel plug-in installed and are connected to WPS Hub from MS
Excel.

To set a worksheet to re-run automatically each time it is opened:

1. Open MS Excel, either with an existing or a blank workbook.
2. Click on the WPS Hub tab.

The WPS Hub ribbon toolbar is displayed.
3. Select Re-Run on Open.
4. Save the Workbook.

The setting to re-run the workbook automatically on opening is saved with the workbook. When the
workbook is opened in the future, the program associated with it will be re-run.
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Concepts

Repository
A key component of the WPS Hub is the repository. This is the database where all of the  information is
stored.

The repository exposes an entity-relationship model.

Entities
Entities are the basic objects that the repository stores. An entity has a set of  attributes, and an entity
can have a set of relationships to other entities. Each entity  has a class. The class defines the “schema”,
the set of attributes that are valid for an  entity, and indirectly the set of relationships in which an entity
can be involved  (indirectly because the definition is the responsibility of the relationship, rather  than of
the class). Each instance of a given class has the same set of attributes  (though some can be missing,
or null). This is exactly like an object and a class in a  statically typed programming language such as
Java. Entities are essentially persisted  Plain Old Java Objects.

Each entity object has an immutable UUID by which the entity can be uniquely identified.  In addition,
an entity can have a primary key. All entities have a UUID, but only some  (most) entity classes define
primary keys. Primary key values can change. The primary  key would typically be the “name” of the
entity.

Entities can form a hierarchy, that is, an entity can have a parent entity. An entity  that is a child of
another entity has a lifetime completely defined by it. When a parent  entity is deleted, all child entities
are deleted, recursively. The “primary key” of an  entity only guarantees uniqueness of the value within
the scope of the parent entity.  This very much analogous to a standard filesystem. A file is contained
within a  directory. Delete the directory and all files within that directory are also deleted.  The names
of files within a directory must all be unique, however different directories  can contain files of the same
name.

Many entities will exist at the root level. These are the entities that have globally  unique names. Users
and Groups for example would have no parent, all Users must have  unique names, and the lifetime of a
User entity is not governed by the lifetime of any  other object. A User Preference object though would be
a child entity of a user. It has  a lifetime that is tied to the lifetime of the parent User object, and a name
that has  to be unique within the User. However, each User could, and would, have User Preference 
objects that have the same name.
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Entity Classes
Each entity has a class that defines the set of attributes that an entity has, and  indirectly defines the set
of relationships in which it can be involved. Classes can  have a superclass, meaning that entity classes
can form a hierarchy. For example, there  might be a Principal entity class with subclasses User and
Group. Any instance of the  User class will also have the attributes that Principal defines.

Each entity class has a unique name, and are conventionally named in UpperCamelCase.

Modules
The classes and relationships are defined through a set of modules. A module will define  a small
set of related classes and relationships. A module may depend on other modules,  so that it can
have knowledge of the classes (and relationships, but mainly classes)  that that module defines.
The modular structure allows new functionality to be easily  added to the system. For example, a
repository for “models” can be easily developed as  an add-on to the base repository. A module may
define relationships that “cross” module  boundaries, and indeed this would be typical. So a “model
management” module for example  could define a relationship from an entity class that it defined, a
“Model”, to the User  class in one of the base modules to express “Model ownership”. The base module
defining  the User class doesn’t know about this relationship, but the relationship will still be  stored in the
repository, and will still be navigable from both ends (so code knowing  about such a relationship could
follow the relationship from a User to answer “list all  Models owned by this User”).

Attributes
An entity class will define a set of named attributes that instances of that class will  have. A class can
define a special attribute which is the primary key for the  entity, which is always a string. This will
typically be something like “name”, the name  by which end users would naturally refer to an entity. The
primary key values for all  instances of a class of entity must be unique within their parent entity. Whilst
the  UUID for an entity cannot ever change, the primary key value can, so long as it remains  unique.

Attributes can be of simple, or complex types. Attributes are simply persisted as  serialized Plain Old
Java Objects.

Attribute are named in camelCase.

Entity classes can define validation constraints on attributes, to define that, for  example, they must not
be null, they must be within a certain range of values, or match  a certain text pattern. These validation
constraints are checked when an entity is added  to the repository, or when one of the attributes is
changed.
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Relationships
Relationships are what turn a basic database into something with real power that can  represent complex
structures.

Relationships are defined from one end, but can be navigated from both ends. So a module  defining,
say, model management could define a relationship “OwnsModel” that is valid  between a “Model” object
and a “User”. The module defining the User class doesn’t know  about this relationship, but users of
the repository that understand the “model  management” entity classes can navigate the OwnsModel
relationship from a User to  discover the list of models that they own. Each relationship has two names,
the name as  it is seen from one end and the name as it is seen from the other. Group membership
for  example is modelled as a relationship between entities of type Use and entities of type  Group.
There can be a relationship between a User entity and a Group entity called “MemberOfGroups”. The
relationship has a reverse name, “UserGroupMembership”. The  relationship is always navigable from
both ends. Given a user, is it possible to ask “list all entities related by MemberOfGroups”, and this will
return a set of Group  entities. Similarly, given a Group entity it is possible to ask “list all entities  related
by UserGroupMembership” and this will return a set of Users. There is only one  relationship involved,
it is not necessary to explicitly add a relationship in both  directions, relationships are always stored and
always navigable from both ends.

A relationship can be One-To-One, One-To-Many, Many-To-One or May-To-Many. The repository 
ensures that these cardinalities are not violated.

In addition to the possibility of entities being owned by other entities, relationships  can define that
deletions should be cascaded. So say that there are entity classes A and  B, and a relationship C from
A to B. The relationship C can define that deletions should  be cascaded in the forward, reverse or
both directions. For example, if there is an  instance a1 related to b1 by relationship C, then if a1 is
deleted, b1 should be deleted. Most of the time, entity containment is a preferable  solution, but there
are instances where it is necessary to have an entity that is “owned” by two “parent” entities, such that if
either of the “parent” entities are  deleted, the “child” entity is deleted.

Relationships are named in UpperCamelCase. Relationship names (both forward and reverse  names)
are unique. That is no two forward relationship names can be the same, no two  reverse relationship
names can be the same, and no forward relationship name can match a  reverse relationship name.

Transactionality
All changes to the repository are done transactionally. The repository is stored in a  standard
transactional relational database. The Hub software comes with its own built-in  transactional database
that is suitable for many installations. However, administrators  may choose to store the database in an
external relational database system such as  Postgreql, Oracle, MariaDB or SQLServer.
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Audit Log
An audit log of all changes to the repository is kept that gives a timestamp, transaction  ID, details of the
change that was made, and the user making the change. This is done at  a low level -- it records each
individual repository change. There would be an  individual entry for adding an entity, then for creating a
relationship from that entity  to another.

In addition, “higher level” audit log records can be made that can bracket a series of  changes. For
example, an operation such as “move a model from test to production” can  consist of a number of
repository modifications that would be done as part of one atomic  transaction. The purpose of those
individual low level changes may not be immediately  apparent, so a higher level log record can also be
added recording this higher level  purpose.

The audit log can be searched, for example to show all records pertaining to a particular  entity object, or
for a particular action on that entity object (“show me when this  object was deleted and by whom”).

Hub Access Control
The WPS Hub has two complementary access control mechanisms.

At the WPS Hub repository level there is a sophisticated system of access control that governs the low
level access to every entity in the repository. That is, every request to access an entity, modify an entity,
create an entity, create or remove relationships between entities and so on, is subject to a set of access
control checks based on the user performing the action, the subject entity or entities, and the action
being requested.

The WPS Hub web portal itself then restricts access to certain functionality based on the roles of the
user logged on to the WPS Hub web portal.

Repository Entity Access Control
Every access to an entity in the repository is checked against relevant access control  lists. For example,
a simple request to read an entity requires that the user be granted Read access to the entity through an
evaluation of the access control list  for that entity.

Access Control Lists
An access control list consists of an ordered list of access control entries. Each access  control entry has
the following properties:

• The principal (user, group or role) to which the access control entry applies.  This can be null
meaning that the access control entry applies to all users.
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• A list of access control permissions to which this entry applies.
• An optional condition that can reference attributes of the entity, the user  performing the action, the

action requested and environmental factors. The  condition governs whether the entry applies to the
decision being made

• An effect, either Grant or Deny
• An indication of whether this access control entry applies only to the given  entity, or is also inherited

by any child entities.

Evaluation of an access control list consists of evaluating each entry in turn until a  definite Grant or
Deny decision is reached, or until the end of the access  control list is reached, which is taken as an
implicit Deny.

For example, consider a simple access control entry such as the following:

• Principal: Group Users
• Access control permissions: Read
• Effect: Grant

Assume that a user is wanting read access to the entity. An access control check is  therefore made for
the “Read” permission on the entity. This access control entry  applies, since the user is in the “Users”
group, and the access control entry applies to  the “Read” permission. Therefore, the access control
decision is an immediate “Grant”.  No further access control entries are checked.

With the same access control entry, consider the same user wanting to update the same  entity.
The access control entry no longer applies, since the required permission is “Write”. So the result of
evaluating the access control entry is “NotDetermined”,  meaning that further access control entries in
the list are checked. If this is the last  entry in the access control list, the decision is an implicit "Deny".

Explicit Access Control Lists
Each entity has an associated explicit access control list. This is an access control  list that is specific to
an individual entity. Each entry in the access control list is  marked with a flag that indicates whether it is
inherited by any child entities.

The preference is to express access control through access control policies. An explicit  access control
list applies to only a single entity. An access control policy can apply  access control to a set of entities
matching certain criteria.

Security Policies
As well as explicit access control lists on an entity, there are security policies that  dynamically add
access control entries to an entity. These, along with the explicit  access control lists of the entity and any
parent entities build up the effective access  control list.
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There are three types of security policy:

• Default ACL Security Policies. These provide default access control entries for  all entities of a given
type

• Override ACL Security Policies. These provide additional access control entries  for all entities of a
given type that are evaluate before any other entries, and  thus cannot be overridden by the explicit
access control list for an entity.

• Root ACL Security Policies. These dynamically add access control entries to the  access control list
for the special “root” entity which is the notional owner of  any entity not otherwise owned by an entity.

Effective Access Control Lists
The access control list for an entity is built dynamically from a number of sources, in a  specific order.
Due to the way that an access control list is evaluated, access control  entries earlier in the list have
precedence over ones later in the list.

1. Any access control entries from any Override ACL Security Policies for the  specific type of the entity
2. Any access control entries from any Override ACL Security Policies for the  immediate supertype of

the entity, and so on up to the Override ACL Security  Policies that apply to the root Object type.
3. The access control entries from the explicit access control list for the entity  itself
4. The access control entries that are marked as inheritable from the explicit  access control list for any

parent entity, and so on up the hierarchy until  there is no parent entity, if the entity is marked as
inheriting access  control entries.

5. The access control entries from any Root ACL Security Policies
6. The access control entries from any Default ACL Security Policies for the  specific type of the entity
7. Any access control entries from any Default ACL Security Policies for the  immediate supertype of the

entity, and so on up to the Default ACL Security  Policies that apply to the root Object type.

Note that whether an entity inherits any access control entries at all is a property of  the entity. The
access control list for an entity can be marked to not inherit any  access control entries. This applies to
the access control entries from root security  policies and from default security policies as well. However,
any entries in Override  policies cannot be bypassed, as they are always evaluated first.

Consider a User entity. The normal effective access control list for a User entity would  be:

• ACEs from any override policy for the User type

• ACEs from any override policy for the Principal type
• ACEs from any override policy for the Object type
• Explicit ACL for the User entity itself
• ACEs from any root policies
• ACEs from any default policy for the User type

• ACEs from any default policy for the Principal type
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• ACEs from any default policy for the Object type

The ACL for the User entity may be marked to not inherit, in which case the effective ACL  becomes:

• ACEs from any override policy for the User type
• ACEs from any override policy for the Principal type

• ACEs from any override policy for the Object type
• Explicit ACL for the User entity itself

Now consider a StandardProgram entity, contained within a ProgramFolder entity (think of  this exactly
like a file contained within a directory). The normal effective access  control list for the StandardProgram
entity would be:

• ACEs from any override policy for the StandardProgram type
• ACEs from any override policy for the Program type

• ACEs from any override policy for the ProgramFolderEntry type
• ACEs from any override policy for the Object type
• Explicit ACL for the StandardProgram entity itself
• Any inheritable ACEs from the parent ProgramFolder entity
• ACEs from any root policies

• ACEs from any default policy for the StandardProgram type
• ACEs from any default policy for the Program type
• ACEs from any default policy for the ProgramFolderEntry type
• ACEs from any default policy for the Object type

If, however, the access control list for the parent ProgramFolder entity is marked to not  inherit any
access control entries, the effective ACL becomes

• ACEs from any override policy for the StandardProgram type
• ACEs from any override policy for the Program type
• ACEs from any override policy for the ProgramFolderEntry type
• ACEs from any override policy for the Object type
• Explicit ACL for the StandardProgram entity itself

• Any inheritable ACEs from the parent ProgramFolder entity

Note that the StandardProgram entity still inherits access control entries from the  parent ProgamFolder
entity, but there it stops, no further ACEs are inherited.

Note that the access control entries from any override policies are always part of the  effective ACL for
an entity. The explicit ACL for an entity can therefore never bypass  the access control entries in an
override policy by blocking inheritance, or by through  its own access control entries.
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Access Control Permissions
There are many different access control permissions. There are some common permissions,  but each
entity type and relationship can define its own access control permissions that  govern actions on that
entity or relationship.

To manage this soup of permissions, access control permissions are grouped together. For example, all
access control permissions that relate to the Deployment Services entities and relationships are put into
a group. Each entity type then declares one or more access control permission groups that contain the
permissions most relevant to it. This allows the user interface to present a filtered list of access control
permissions, by default showing only the permissions that are most relevant to instances of that entity.
Note that these groups are only for the purpose of taming the soup of permissions in the user interface,
they serve no other purpose. It simply allows an entity type to express that a given set of permissions
are the ones most relevant to it, so should be the ones that should be given most prominence in the user
interface when editing the access control list for an entity of that type.

Common Permissions

The basic operations on an entity are covered by the following common permissions:

• Read. Permission that governs the ability to read the properties of an entity
• Write: Permission that governs the ability to update the properties of an entity

• ChangeAcl: Permission that governs the ability to change the explicit access  control list of an entity,
or change whether it inherits access control entries  or not.

• Delete: Permission that governs the ability to delete an entity. Applies to the  entity itself, that it, to
delete an entity, it is necessary to have delete  permission on the entity itself.

• FullControl: Permission that implies all other permissions

Specific Permissions

An individual entity type can name a permission that governs the ability to create  instances of that entity
type. So for example, the User entity type may declare that the  create permission is called “CreateUser”.
Since instances of type User are always root  entities (never owned by any other entity), if an attempt is
made to create an instance  of type User, an access control check is made on the dynamic root access
control list  for the CreateUser permission. Similarly, the UserPreference entity declares that the  create
permission is called “SetPreferences”. If an attempt is made to create an  instance of the UserPreference
entity, then an access control check is made for the  SetPreferences permission on the owning User
entity.

For relationships, there are four possible permissions that can be declared:

• forwardAdd: This names the permission that must exist on the source entity in  order to add a
relationship of the given type

• forwardRemove: This names the permission that must exist on the source entity in  order to remove a
relationship of the given type

• backwardAdd: This names the permission that must exist on the target entity in  order to add a
relationship of the given type
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• backwardRemove: This names the permission that must exist on the target entity in  order to remove
a relationship of the given type

Often all four of these permissions are the same. For example, the UserGroupMembership  relationship
declares all four of these as GroupMembership. This means that in order to  add a user as a member of
a group, an access control check is done for the  GroupMembership permission on both the User entity
and the Group entity.

Access Control Policies
Explicit access control lists give fine grained control on each individual entity, but  often this is too fine
a level of control. Access control policies can be used to  associate access control entries with entities
based on their entity type and other  conditions.

There are three types of access control policies.

• Root access control list policies

• Default access control list policies
• Override access control list policies

Entities which do not otherwise have an explicit owner are “owned” by the notional “root”  entity. The
access control list for the “root” entity is not explicit, rather it is  constructed dynamically by combining the
effects of any active root access control list  policies.

The default access control list policies provide access control entries that apply to all instances of a
particular entity type, or all instances of any subtype of that entity type. For example, a default access
control list policy that applies to the “principal” entity type would provide access control entries to all
instances of the entity types User and Group, both of which are subtypes of principal.

Security policies can be grouped for organisational reasons. Often more than one policy  is required
to give a particular effect, so it is useful to group such policies  together. For example, there could be
a group of policies that together give effect to “A user can manage their own authentication domain
credentials”. All policies in a group  can be easily enabled and disabled, meaning it is simple to turn that
policy on and off.  Security policy groups form a hierarchy, that is a group can contain policies, or other 
groups.

Each policy can be individually enabled or disabled. In addition, a security policy group  can be enabled
or disabled. Any policy within a disabled security policy group will  itself be disabled. Any security policy
within a policy group that is itself within a  policy group that is disabled is itself disabled, and so on.

Conditional Access Control Entries
An access control entry can contain a complex condition that allows essentially arbitrary  decisions to be
made based on:
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• Attributes of the user performing the action (the subject), such as subject name,  group memberships,
role associations, portal permissions and so on.

• Attributes of the resource being accessed, such as its entity type, unique ID,  owner, creation date,
modification date, or any of the entity type specific  attributes.

• The action being requested (read, write, create relationship and so on)
• The environment (such as time of day)

Condition Syntax

The condition syntax supports the usual kinds of logical operators (!, &&, ||),  relational operators (==, !=,
<, <=, >, >=) and arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /,  %).

For the gory details, it’s a “Value expression” in the Java Unified Expression Language.  The
documentation always puts expressions within “${…}”, but that’s added automatically  by the Hub. Go to
Expression language 3.0 Specification  for the full syntax.

Attributes

Within the condition expressions, various attributes can be referenced. There are 4 top  level names:

• “subject” (all lower case)
• “entity” (all lower case)
• “action” (all lower case)

• “env” (all lower case)

Subject

The subject has the following simple attributes

principal The entity ID of the subject.
accessIdentities The entity IDs of any groups of which the user is a

member, plus the  entity IDs of any roles to which
those groups are associated

We will need to add attributes for the user’s name, and indeed any other  attributes of the actual User
entity, including groups and roles

Entity

Any attribute declared on the entity type can be referenced in a condition. In addition,  the following
attributes can be referenced.

_id The internal entity ID
_entityClass The name of the entity class (e.g, User, Group)
_parentId The entity ID of the parent entity. Will be null if this

is a root  entity.
_ownerPrincipal The entity ID of the owner of this entity.
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_created Creation date of the entity (remains to be seen
what we can actually  do with this in EL)

_modified The last modification date of the entity

Action

This simply contains the name of the action being requested.

Env

Not currently implemented. In future this could contain things like current time, or  perhaps the
requesters IP address.
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Release notes
Then following fixes and enhancements are included in this version of WPS Hub.

General
• All functionality in WPS Hub now fails to run without a valid Hub licence key.
• WPS Hub Deployment Services was previously known as OnDemand.
• WPS Hub now uses file-based configuration.

WPS Hub portal
• The usability of the portal screens has been improved.
• Now has improved filtering in the following Deployment Services screens:

‣ Asynchronous Jobs
‣ Deployment
‣ Directory
‣ Scheduler
‣ Scheduler History
‣ Scheduler Triggers
‣ Triggers

• Improved usability of the Deployments screen in Deployment Services.
• Existing programs stored in hub can now be exported as a program package.

WPS Hub command line interface
• The WPS Hub shell is no longer available. WPS Hub can now be invoked and controlled from the

system command line shell.
• WPS Hub now uses a YAML-formatted file for configuration. Post-installation configuration can be

made through the WPS Hub portal, or by editing the configuration file.
• Now supports setting and resetting user passwords.
• Can now be used to bulk-load changes to the WPS Hub Repository.

Deployment Services
WPS Hub Deployment Services was previously known as OnDemand.

• An asynchronous job is terminated if it does not complete in a specified time period. The period is
configurable, and the default time period is 1 day.
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• A package can now be deployed multiple times to the same environment using different deployment
names.

• Python programs can now be run through program packages.

Deployment Services runtime
The Deployment Services runtime was previously known as the OnDemand Services runtime.

• The command line interface now invokes the runtime server in the foreground be default.

Host agent
• The command line interface now invokes the agent in the foreground by default.

Scheduler
• Added ability to Schedule the execution of deployment services programs using the Scheduler

functionality.

Hub Enterprise
• A location for datasets must now be provided when creating a new file-based library definition.

Hub Administration
• Users imported from an external LDAP directory are no longer added to the HubUsers group.
• Users created in the WPS Hub portal are no longer automatically added to the HubUsers group.

Initial Group Membership is specified in the portal.
• Access is now controlled using role-based permissions. The HubUsers and HubAdministrators group

membership no longer grants special permissions.
• The Hub licence key is now stored in a file and applied as part of hub configuration prior to initial use.
• The Hub licence key file can now be updated while WPS Hub is running.
• External connection information for an environment can now include path segments in the URL prefix.
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Legal Notices
Copyright (c) 2002-2020 World Programming Limited

All rights reserved. This information is confidential and subject to copyright. No part of this publication
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system.

Trademarks
WPS and World Programming are registered trademarks or trademarks of World Programming Limited in
the European Union and other countries. (r) or ® indicates a Community trademark.

SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of
SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration.

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owner.

General Notices
World Programming Limited is not associated in any way with the SAS Institute.

WPS is not the SAS System.

The phrases "SAS", "SAS language", and "language of SAS" used in this document are used to refer to
the computer programming language often referred to in any of these ways.

The phrases "program", "SAS program", and "SAS language program" used in this document are used to
refer to programs written in the SAS language. These may also be referred to as "scripts", "SAS scripts",
or "SAS language scripts".

The phrases "IML", "IML language", "IML syntax", "Interactive Matrix Language", and "language of IML"
used in this document are used to refer to the computer programming language often referred to in any
of these ways.

WPS includes software developed by third parties. More information can be found in the THANKS or
acknowledgments.txt file included in the WPS installation.
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